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Abstract 

The Rale of Voluntary Non-Regulatory Initiatives in Managing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions 

Prepared in partrrtraZficlj711ment of h e  requirements of he Miter of Emtironmental Design 
(Ern-ronmental Science) degree in the Faculty of Emtironrnenfal Design, The University of Calgary 

Mike Robinson, Supervisor 

This study of the role of VoImtary Non-Regulatory Initiatives (YNRIss) in managing Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) emissions was undertaken to I) better understand the risks associated with climate change? 2) 
outline the international and Canadian processes for addressing this risk, 3) establish the credi'bility 
and effectiveness of the Climate Change Voluatar). Challenge and Registxy Program, 4) determine 
hou- WRIs  fit into the strategy to address climate change, and 5) identify attniutes of a credlile and 
effective VNRI for reducing GHG emissions. Research for this study included interviews with key 
informantsS artendance at climate change conferences and workshops, detailed literme reviews, 
review and analysis of the findings of previous case studies and identification and synthesis of 
attributes of pro-gam effectiveness. 

A \%-FU can generally be descnied as a commitment to meet environmental objectives that are not 
required by Ian-. Often they are partnerships between government and business that can be multi- 
sector, sector specific or company initiatives. Effective VNNs allow organizations to take on more 
environmental responsibility for their actions in a flexible manner and a potentidly cost-effective 
manner. They are often coordinated or linked with specific government programs. 

The Volun=- Challenge and Registry (VCR) Program and linked VNIUs have been unsuccessfid in 
significcintIy reducing Canada-s GHG emissions- However current efforts are being made to enhance 
vo1unta.p- actions through the National Climate Change Process. 

Attributes that would be usefih in establishing credible and effective VNlUs to reduce GHG emissions 
include a supportive and complementary public policy framework senior ldership support in both 
government and industry: clearly defined objectives and frequent monitoring to ensure goals are being 
met. 

The root causes of the lack of success of the VCR hogam and linked VNRls are as complex and 
varied as the GHG issue itself but this MDP concludes that failures to reflect the key attriiutes in 
program and VNRI design have significantly contn'buted to this lack of success, 

Key Words: voluntary non-regulatory initiatives, voluntary approaches, voluntary initiatives, 
environmental management, global warming, grunhouse gases 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Background and Rationale for the MDP 

In 1992, Canada and more than IS0 other nations signed the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UMCCC) is the most comprehensive process to deal with the climate change issue 

yet developed. In signing the UNFCCC Canada agreed to return its net greenhouse gas 

emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000 yet, in 1996, Canada admitted that this target 

would not be met By December I997 new targets were set at a world conference held in 

Kyoto, Japan. These new targets commit Canada to reducing our greenhouse gas emissions' 

to six percent below 1 990 levels by the years 2008 to 20 12. 

The Federal Government of Canada tabled its National Action Program on Climate Change 

(N-QCC) in 1994. The NAPCC outlines the strategic directions for governments and the 

private sector to address climate change science, greenhouse gas mitigation, and adaptation 

to climate change. A core element of the NAPCC is the Voluntary Challenge and Registry 

( K R )  Program. The VCR Program acts as a registry of action plans submitted by 

organizations that are, or intend to, reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. The mission of 

the VCR is "to provide the means for promoting, assessing and recognizing the effectiveness 

of the voluntary approach in addressing climate change" (Flemington, 1998). There are 

various motivators for participation, such as peer pressure. 

Even though the VCR Program is a core element of the NAPCC, the VCR has been widely 

criticized for its limited success in reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Pembina Institute, 

1995). One indicator of the level of concern and the recognition of the shortcomings of the 

VCR has been the creation of a table under the National Climate Change Process (NCCP) 

specificdIy designed to enhance Voluntary Actions. 

' hluch oi lhe  Iitaature ref= to greenhouse gases in general but it is important to make a distinction l ~ h \ ~ m  those 
greenhouse gas emissions that occur nannally and those that a .  human-induced The human-induced greenhouse gas 
ernisions are &r txnissions we can manage. 
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An action plan submitted to the VCR is an example of a self-regulation mechanism that is 

currently referred to as a Voluntary Non-Regulatory Initiative (VNRI). While VMUs are 

defined in various ways, an initial working definition is provided for their use in meeting 

environmental objectives: 

In general, they can be described as private sector commitments to protect the 

environment that are not required by law. The programs can be formal or informal, 

and they can be for a specified or undetermined period. They can be partnerships 

between government and business. They can be muIti-sectoral. sector specific or 

company initiatives. Their principal advantages are flexibility and potential cost- 

effectiveness, both of which help firms address environmental issues while enabling 

them to preserve and enhance their competitiveness (Oikawa et. al., 1995: I).* 

There is mounting evidence that the success of organizations in implementing VNRIs in 

response to the VCR varies widely. It is not clear whether the variance in performance is a 

fbnction of the organizations themselves, a finetion of the design of the VCR or a 

combination of these factors. Notwithstanding the mixed success of those VNRIs 

implemented in response to the VCR to date; the concept has numerous advantages and 

benefits: 

Members of the Enhanced Voluntary Action Table "believe there is considerable scope 

for voluntary action in reducing GHG emissions" (Enhanced Voluntary Action Issue 

Table. 1998a: 5). Voluntary actions should theoretically be the cheapest and most coa- 

effective solutions. 

-4s  noted in the definition, they are highIy flexible and multi-sectoral. 

Th~s definition is in an d c l c  by O h u a  e t  d. that was untten for the Conference Board of Canada The Conference 
Board of Canada describes itselfas an in depend en^ not-for-profit research organization with affiliates in the United States 
and Europe Their mission is to heIp their members anticipate and respond to the inaeasingly changing global economy. 
The? do rhis rhroogh the development and exchange of howledge about organizationa1 strategies and practices, emerging 
economic and social trends and key public policy issues- The Board is committed to researching innovative practices, 
desi-gning ne\v strategies and proding it's members xith the most up-to-date information, analysis and expertise to hdp 
them escd in Canada and around the world (&ua et al., 1995). The Business and Environment Research Program, 
\\<thin h e  Confusncs Board of Canah focuses on economic, mamg&al, and public poiicy aspects of environmental 
xssues (0ikan.a et. al., 1995). 
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There are some notable examples of initiatives involving V M t l s  that have been 

significant successes, for example the ARET, Responsible Can and Chlorofluorocarbon 

(CFC) reduction programs- 

VNRIs are often well positioned to bring together ENGO initiatives and concerns and 

corporate concerns. 

VNRIs are at the core of most international responses to globd climate change. 

VMUs may provide enough flexibility for organizations to go beyond what is legally 

required of them, for example, ifthey can identi@ economic spin-offs in doing so. 

Progressive organizations that can voiuntaril y identify economic advantages to reducing, 

either their greenhouse gases (GHGs) or those of other organizations, can engage the market. 

This engagement, if successful, would create the competitive challenge between 

organizations that could benefit society. The achievable benefits could include, for example, 

expansion of markets for green technology that would result in reductions of GHG emissions, 

thus helping to address climate change. 

It thus appears clear that W s  will continue to be  a key element of Canadian and 

international responses to the climate change challenge. This justifies efforts to improve 

them. 

To summarize: 

\ 'RSIs  are and will continue to be a key component of Canadian and International efforts - 

to address the GHG challenge. 

There is a clear recognition that the success of organizations in implementing VRNIs in 

response to the VCR has been mixed, 

There is a perception that the VRNIs implemented in the area of GHG reduction have 

been less successful than in respect of other issues, e-g. the VNRIs implemented under 

the Responsi b Ie Care Program. 

There does not appear to be any consensus as to the factors that lead to the creation of a 

successfb t VNRI- 

- .  
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There does not appear to be a standardized measure of the success of a m. 

The hypothesis that will be examined in this Master's Degree Project is that the success or 

failure of an initiative such as the VCR and the related VNRIs is a fbnction of: 

the nature of the problem or issue being addressed - some issues are inherently easier or 

more diff~cult than others; and 

the way in which programs are designed and implemented - there are a number of 

attributes that exist in successfirl programs and i fa  program is deficient in one or more of 

these attributes the likelihood of success is reduced. 

There are some important distinctions to be made when considering voluntary programs to 

reduce GHG emissions. The risk of climate change (or global warming) is propagated by a 

number of sources, yet two must be considered in response to the risk: human-induced GHG 

emissions and GHG emissions that are part of natural cycles. Examples of natural cycles 

include those factors that cause interglacial periods and glacial periods. Human-induced 

GHG emissions are the emissions that we can have direct control over and those emissions 

can be managed. However, it is still necessary to respond to naturally induced climate 

change. Global warming as a result of a naturally c h a n a g  climate still presents risks. For 

example, sea-level rise as a result of naturally occurring warming is still a threat, especially 

to cities located at sea level. Whether the cause of climate change is human-induced, natural 

or both we still have to "adapt" to the risk. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

The objectives of this MDP are to provide recommendations for strengthening VMUs in 

managing human-induced greenhouse gas emissions and to identify opportunities for fbrther 

research in VhWs. In order to understand the complexity and difficulty of the climate 

change challenge, a description of the history and science on the issue was undertaken. 

This hfDP is centered on voluntary initiatives to manage greenhouse gases in Canada 

However. to determine VNRl attributes it is necessary to examine the findings of some case 
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studies of VNRIs outside of the counq and also those intended to meet other environmental 

objectives. In doing so, i n f o d o n  may be adapted to dmlop  credible and effective VNRIs 

in the Canadian context. Although there witl be references to regulatory initiatives, they are 

not a major focus of this MDP. As well, references will be made to some economic 

instruments, particularly in the area of incentive programs, but a fill examination of 

economic instruments will not be carried out. 

1.3 Research Approach 

The research approach includes a review of available and relevant research on VNRIs, 

including evaluations that have been previously conducted on VNRIs. Case studies have 

been conducted by various organizations including the International Energy Agency, and the 

Environment Research Program of the Conference Board of Canada. Through the application 

of the composite anaIyticaI framework, developed in this MDP, attributes are identified corn 

the findings of the case studies that enabIe the VNRIs to be more credible and effective. The 

research includes an examination of the evolution of the climate change issue and the 

linkages of that issue to the Canadian context. AIso included is: 

the background on the formation of the Framework Convention on Climate Change; 

Canada's response to that framework through Canada's National Action Program on 

Climate Change; 

our commitments, in this regard, to the international community; and 

a description of the Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program. 

Because of the strong energy sector in Calgary a number of climate change conferences have 

been held in this city. Attendance at these conferences provided current and rapidly evolving 

information on this unique issue of climate change. Attendance also provided opportunities 

to speak with, and interview, those who are knowledgeable both in the area of climate change 

and in the area of VNRIs, 
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The number of knowledgeable individuals on VNRIs is limited, so i n t e ~ e w s  a p p d  to be 

the best approach to obtain information. According to the Pembina Institute for Appropriate 

Development (1997), there does not appear to be a consistent approach to V N R l s  so there are 

no themes that emerge that would have benefited from a survey in the context of this 

research. Further, questions asked in a survey would not extract the necessary depth and 

response that were obtained through the interviews. 

1.1 Research Methodology 

The research was conducted in the following way: 

I .  exploratory research, as described by Neuman (1994: 18), based on informal interviews of 

individuals involved in developing voluntary action plans to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions (interviewees were asked open-ended questions); 

2.  a review of literature on climate change to form an historical overview of the issue; 

3. a review of the available principal literature on VNRIs; 

4. attendance and participation in workshops and conferences: 

Canadian Energy Research Institutes' Climate Change Conference, Setting the Stage: 

Canada's Nesotiating Position on Climate Change (September, 1997); 

Air & Wane Management Associations' Emerging Air Issues for the 21 a Century: The 

Need for Multidisciplinary Management, An International Specialty Conference 

(September, 1 997); 

Canadian Global Change Programs' Cross-Canada Briefings Before Kyoto (November, 

1997); 

Canadian Bar Associations' Voluntary Environmental Initiatives (December, 1997); 

Canadian Energy Research Institutes' North American Gas Conference (February, 1998); 

and 

Canadian Energy Research institute's Climate Change Conference, Getting there from 

here: Measures to meet targets and schedules for Canada's commitment to reducing 

greenhouse gases, in May 1998. - 
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5. forming a composite analytical framework for this MDP based on analyticaf earnewworks 

used in the literature reviewed and other sources; this analytical framework was then used to 

examine research on VMUs based on the findings of case studies, such as those conducted 

by the International Energy Agency, the Conference Board of Canada, and work conducted 

by the New Directions Group; and 

6. conducting key-informant interviews using a set of open-ended questions to confirm and 

to add to resuIts of the research (see Appendix 1). 

In this research process, significant emphasis has been placed on energy industry exarnpIes 

and conferences held in Calgary and iocal, i-e. AIberta organizations and corporations. Part 

of the reason for focusing on the cclocal" scene was that it was convenient and cost-effective; 

however. examination of the issues proved that this focus has in fact been helpfbl and has not 

been detrimental to the study. Some of the key factors leading to this conclusion are as 

follo\.vs: 

Many of the most significant issues in Canada are focused on the energy sector. 

In the electric sector, Alberta's reliance on coal-fired thermal generation means that 

-4lbena's utilities have been at the forefront of the climate change debate. 

The oil and gas sector has provided some of the most polarized corporate positions in 

Canada with, for example, Talisman Energy and Imperial Oil taking stands on climate 

change that are diametrically opposed to the positions taken by other corporations such as 

BP and Suncor Energy. 

Examination of the conferences attended indicated that most of the significant climate 

change conferences were held in Ottawa or Calgary and on balance Calgary had as many 

or more conferences than Ottawa or they were duplicated. Certainly, effectively all of the 

significant players in the climate change debate have been in Calgary and access could be 

gained to their views either through interviews or through listening to their presentations. - 
The -4lbena Government has been perhaps the most proactive provincial government in 

Canada in addressing this issue. 
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In conclusion, conducting the research in Calgary probably provided a number of advantages 

over other Canadian cities. Certainly, individuals who were very knowledgeable on VNRIs 

were accessible in organizations located in Calgary. 

On the basis of this research conclusions are then drawn, based on these three questions, as to 

whether: 

1 ) VNRIs exist in a meaningfil way; 

2) if they do exist in a meaningful way, do they exist in situations that are analogous to the 

climate change issue; and 

3 )  if they do exist in both of these ways, what are the attributes that promote their credibility 

and effectiveness? 

Common themes emerging from the intemiew process are captured in Appendix 2. These 

themes provide some answers to the questions posed here. 

The methodology used is based in the area of qualitative research. Specific methodological 

rechniques were drawn from Neuman (1994), Crewell (1994) and Robson (1993). Those 

methodological techniques used include exploratory research, literature reviews, and key- 

informant interviews using open-ended questions. 

The composite analytical framework is derived fiom ideas presented in various works 

including those by John Ralston Saul (1992 and 1994a), and research and commentaries on 

\%?Us. This composite analytical framework is discussed further in Chapter 2. 

1.5 Assumptions of Research Approach 

There are a number of assumptions that are made in using this research approach. 

That human-induced GHG emissions may be contributing to global warming and 

therefore the risk of global warming has to be managed. In Chapter 3, in the literature 
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review, arguments an provided, by some of the leading scientists on climate change, as 

to why they believe this threat needs to be addressed. 

That there are individuals in upper management in companies who do take environmental 

responsibility and social responsibility seriously, in the context of their corporate 

responsibilities. They are doing so while they consider their economic responsibilities. 

That VNRIs even if perfectly designed and executed may be inherentIy incapable of 

meeting GHG reduction targets on their own. It may be impossible, at this early stage in 

VNRI deveIoprnent, to determine if VNRIs will or will not be effective in achieving 

reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. 

To date, in Canada, voluntary mechanisms have not been very successfil in meeting 

meenhouse gas emissions targets, through the VCR Canada has already admitted that we 
Y 

will not achieve the targets agreed to at the time the Federal Government signed the 

LWCCC. The VCR has been criticized as not being sufficient to allow Canada to meet 

climate change commitments (Pembina Institute, 1995). Yet, there have been successful 

\ % l s  in other areas of environmental protection and in other countries with respect to GHG 

emissions reductions. The voluntary system for reducing GHG emissions in the Netherlands, 

ofien referred to as the 'Dutch Covenants,' were frequently referred to in the literature, and 

by many of those interviewed, as successfUl. Furthermore, there are examples of GHG 

emissions reductions gained through the pursuit of energy efficiencies within many 

organizations. 

1.6 Limitations to the Research Approach 

There are certain limitations to the research approach adopted. The literature on VNRls is 

somewhat Limited. There is Iittle academic research on VNRIs and some research is 

proprietary and therefore not readily available if at all. Evaluating policy performance of 

VNRls and developing guidelines to evaluate VNRls, is a complex task (Story, 1996). 
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1.7 Phases of the Research 

This research was carried out in four phases: 

Phase I (exploratory) 

Informal interviews were conducted with individuals involved in developing voluntary action 

plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. These individuals included: 

representatives of the Canadian Association of Petro1eum Producers (CAPP); 

two members of the Greenhouse Gas Management Consortium (GEMCo); 

environmental managers at oil and gas companies; 

a partner with a major management consulting firm specializing in risk management 

solutions; 

one of the authors of the Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program; 

climate change scientists including an individual who was involved in the review of the 

International Panel on Climate Change report published in 1996; 

government officials at both the provincial and federal levels involved in the climate 

change issue; 

EXGO representatives knowledgeable about the climate change issue; and 

various other contacts made through my attendance at conferences and workshops. 

This phase of the research helped to determine the feasibility of various aspects of the 

research. helped formulate questions. and helped to develop a framework for more systematic 

inquic 

Phase II (literature review) 

A review of literature on climate change was conducted to form an historical understanding 

of the issue. This review provided a better understanding of the scientific evidence of global 

warming, understanding of the arguments in support of the scientific evidence and the 

arwments disputing the evidence. Further literature reviews also provided a better 

understanding of Canada's commitments and responses to the UNFCCC. The literature 

review also provided a familiarity with work on VNRIs in meeting environmental objectives, 

including their role in addressing climate change. 
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PubIications were provided by: individuals h t e ~ e w e d  in the exploratory phase; through the 

University of Calgary library system; interlibrary loans; relevant publications purchased for 

this project; documents forwarded fiom various government agencies including Environment 

Canada, Natural Resources Canada, and Indusay Canada; conference proceedings; materids 

provided by various ENGO groups; and through internet searches. 

Phase I11 (Information Analysis) 

This phase included compiling and organiring of the iaformation previously obtained, 

iterative writing of the document, semi-formal interviews conducted by phone, e-mail and in 

person and continuing attendance at workshops and conferences. Once the majority of 

information was organized and an analytical framework was formed to help assess VNRIs, 

more formal interviews of key informants were conducted to help confirm or refine some of 

the conclusions reached in the research. A list of those interviewed is enclosed in Appendix - 
1). 

Phase IV (Recommendations) 

R'irh a refined analytical framework, and using attributes determined to be important in 

developing a credible \%XI, recommendations for improving VNRIs to manage greenhouse 

gas emissions were provided. Further research suggestions were also identified. 

1.8 Brief Outline of Chapten 

Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 provides the background, rationale and purpose for the MDP, as well as the 

research approach, and assumptions and limitations to the analytical approach. 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 discusses the unique nature of the climate change issue and the analytical 

framework that was applied in this research. A portion of this framework is then discussed 

later in the MDP and is used to form a comparative matrix for evaluating and designing 

Ionus, 

- - - - - - - 
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Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the literature reviewed. This includes two sets of 

literature, with the first set providing the historical context, some science, and the processes 

to address the threat of climate change. These processes include those developed 

internationally that affect Canada and those processes deveIoped in Canada The second set 

of literature pertains to VNRIs. During th-s Literature review it became evident that the 

historical context for the science, and the fhmeworks for addressing climate change, needed 

to be discussed in greater detail. 

Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 provides the historical context of the climate change issue- This inciudes an 

overview of knowledge on climate change compiled by the International Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) and arrangements for action through the Framework Convention oc Climate 

change3 (FCCC). Further Canada's National Action Plan on Climate Change and Canada's 

Voluntary Challenge and Registry (VCR) Program are discussed. 

Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 summarizes independent reviews, conducted by the Pernbina Institute for 

Appropriate Development, of voluntary action plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

submitted to the VCR Program. The Pembina Institute has been the leading Canadian ENGO 

to assess the VCR Program and action plans registered under the program. Also in this 

chapter are views held by academ-cs, and others, on the use of VNRIs as a policy instrument 

in meeting environmental objectives and GHG emissions management. 

Chapter 6 

Chapter 6 provides an overview of voluntary initiatives and their place with respect to 

environmental legislation in Canada. Further, this chapter places voluntary instruments in the 

context of other poIicy instruments to address environmental objectives. 

%e United Narions Frame\vork on Climate Change (UWCCC)  is commonly r d i e d  to as the Framework Convention on 
CIimarc Change (FCCC) in much of the literature. 
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Chapter 7 

Chapter 7 examines the elements necessary for success ofVNRIs proposed from case studies 

conducted by the Conference Board of Canada, the International Energy Agency and others. 

Chapter 8 

Based on the collection of information in the previous chapters and the preconditions or 

attributes determined to be necessary for credible and effective use of VNRIs, 

recommendations are provided for improving VNRIs in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Chapter 2: Analytical Framework Applied in Tbis MDP 

This chapter serves three purposes. Enclosed is a discussion of the uniqueness of the climate 

change threat, the general composite d y t i d  framework used to filter through the 

information researched for this MDP and finally to introduce the framework developed to 

help determine the credibility and effectiveness of VNRIs in managing GHG emissions. The 

last is discussed more fbily in Chapter 7. 

2.1 Climate Change as a Unique Issue 
CIimate change is a complex and unique issue. It is not only an environmental issue, but it is 

also a social, economic, political and trade and competition issue. This issue is complicated 

by scientific uncertainty. Those in the scientific community addressing climate change are 

struggling with modeling the cause-and-effect relationship between increasing human- 

induced GHG emissions and an apparent global warming trend. 

When faced with a new challenge, our normal response is to turn to the tools and methods 

that have helped us in the past. There are a number of initiatives that at first glance appear to 

be similar to the GHG issue and hence may offer lessons. For example, one of the greatest 

and most recent environmental initiatives has been the effort to control damage to the ozone 

layer. This too was a global problem with worldwide impacts that required a global solution. 

The effort to control acid rain also appears to have much in common with the GHG issue. It 

too is a large-scale atmospheric problem that crosses borders and requires large-scale 

solutions. 

Yet, when we look at the GHG issue, we note some fundamental differences from these 

earlier international efforts: 

The sheer scale of the problem is orders of magnitude greater than anything experienced 

in connection with chIoroflourocarbons (CFCs) or acid rain The sources of CFCs are 

relatively limited and substitutes are available. The compounds forming acid rain can be 
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scrubbed (albeit at a cost). Carbon dioxide emissions, on the other hand, are a component 

of almost every human activity including breathing- Entin major industries are at risk. 

The causal links between CFCs and depletion of the ozone layer, and acid rain, were 

relatively easy to establish. In the case of acid rain, the sources could be relatively easily 

identified through airshed studies. Causal links between GHG em-ssions and climate 

change have been extraordinarily difficult to establish, and of course direct links between 

specific emission sources and impacts may be impossible to establish. 

The change in climate is slow and cannot be grasped at a micro level. It has been said 

that the human mind is extraordinarily good at reacting to immediate emergencies and 

crises but, because of our ability to adapt, is equally bad at recognizing and reacting to 

problems that take decades to develop. These diffi~culties are reflected in the difficulties 

that leaders and decision-makers around the world have faced in addressing this issue. 

Politics does not lend itself well to the longer-term thinking that will be necessary to 

address climate change. Decision-makers are constantly diverted from this issue to deal 

with the immediate and pressing issues and challenges that arise on a day-to-day basis. 

The anions necessary to implement change can have huge effects on the economy and 

competitiveness. No government is willing to take these actions on a unilateral basis. 

The actions of the Federal and Provincial Governments of Canada provide a prime 

example of this behavior. The CO-chair4 of the Joint Meeting of Energy and Environment 

Ministers, held in Regina on November 12, 1997, commented that, "[l]imiting our 

emissions must be done in ways that carefully consider our international competitiveness, 

trade balances and regional economies" (Canadian Intergovernmental Conference 

Secretariat, 1997: 1). 

These fundamental differences add to the challenges we face in addressing climate change. 

Charles Flat! 1s Energy Minjau for Ne\vtbundIand (Canadian IntergovernmataI C o n f i c e  Secretariat, 1997). 
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The relative scientific certainty associated with the CFC issue led to the eventual success of 

the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, fonned in 1987, 

according to sarmaS (1998). Similar successes were achieved in reductions of suffir dioxide 

(SOz) emissions. However, climate change differs. Extreme weather-related events may be 

pmially caused by underlying human-induced climatic changes but they may also just be 

part of natural climatic cycles. Countries around the world are being asked to address a threat 

that is not obvious in terms of a cause and effect relationship. GHGs emitted today may not 

affect those living today,6 including current decision- makers, yet those in the future may be 

affected greatly. 

The threat of climate change is difficult to grasp for many, because it requires much longer 

term thinking than we are accustomed to. Further, there are many vested interests that are 

threatened by movements to address climate change. Many of the world's economies rely on 

the use of fossil fuels as energy sources. Yet, the present way we bum fossil fuels 

significantly contributes to GHG emissions. 

These unique aspects of climate change make it more challenging to address this threat. 

Funher. these unique aspects may be affecting the credible and effective development of 

voluntary initiatives to reduce GHG emissions. 

2.2 Composite Analytical Framework Applied in this Study 

In undertaking this study, it was immediately obvious that an analytical framework would be 

necessary to analyze, structure and organize research effons and the significant volume of 

inforrnat ion that would be accumulated and examined. Through discussions with key 

advisors and preliminary reading and research, three specific requirements were identified: 

' K. M S m a  \vote a papa t i t l e  Profechon o / n e  Ozone Luyer -A Success story of Uh'EP- K. M. Sanna is Executive 
S e n e w  for the Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol, UNEP, Nairobi. 
O Some recent weather-related disasters might render this statement as untrue, iffirture research can show 
correIations of these weather events to a changing climate that is human-induced. 
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1 .) It was necessary to identifL a basic philosophical basis for the research efforts to guide 

the nature and direction of the research, 

2.) It was necessary to identify the ideas and concepts developed and presented by other 

analysts of the GHG issue- 

3.) It was necessary to arrive at a structured analytical framework that could be used to 

analsze information on climate change and the role of VNRIs in addressing climate 

change- 

2.21 General Philosophical Basis for this Research 

The general philosophical approach of the research needed to refl e d  the nature of the 

challenge. This challenge is reflected in the key attributes of the climate change debate that 

include: 

the significant levels of scientific uncertainty and doubt with respect to the climate 

change issue with both sides to the debate claiming scientific support for their respective 

positions, 

the massive economic and property interests at stake; 

the recognition that this problem is one that has been caused by human organizations; 

the intersection of scientific and economic forces; 

the intersection of corporate, governmental and individual behavior; 

a recognition that the climate change issue is hndamentally not an issue that can be 

solved by market forces (at lean unaided market forces); 

a recognition that conventional tools and approaches may not work for this issue; and 

a recognition that this issue is truly a worldwide issue and that actions (or lack of actions) 

in one p a n  of the world can profoundly affect the lives and well being of individuals in 

other pans of the world. 
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Hence it was necessary to identify a thinker or a group of thinkers who have considered and 

addressed many of  these issues. The work of John Ralston ~ a u f  as presented in two books, 

Vol~uire 's Bastrnh: The Dictatorship of Reoron in the West (1992), and 7ibe Doubter's 

Compn,zion: A Dictionary of Aggressive Common Sense f1994a) appears to provide an 

appropriate set of tools and thought processes for this type of challenge. 

Saul challenges us to waiuate how institutions and corporations S e c t  our Lives, discusses 

the interaction of corporations and governments and reveals how the motivations of these 

entities are findamentally and collectively different than those of individuals. This is 

especially important for assessing the arguments, by corporations and governments, for the 

use of 'voluntary' policy instruments, both in achieving environmental objectives and as one 

tool in addressing climate change. The climate change issue is an issue where governments 

and organizations must lead but ultimately success may be measured in the way in which 

individual expectations and behaviors are changed. 

Saul challenges us to apply doubt and common sense to information that is presented to us. 

The enormous amounts of conflicting information that has emerged on this issue hugely 

complicates decision-making and places a premium on the ability of  organizations and 

individuals to steer a course that combines pragmatism with concrete action. 

Saul challenges us to use imagination and creativity in addressing problems. Few problems 

that mankind has faced will present a greater challenge to our imagination and creativity. 

Perhaps most importantly, Saul challenges us to apply a social view to what is important in 

the world and to practice moral behavior. Not only does Saul encourage us to use these 

'tools,' he encourages us to look for the application of these tools in information and 

arguments to which we are subject. These tools form part of the general analytical framework 

developed for use in this research. 

- 
John Rals~on Saul is one of the current leaders in \\nting the critique of reason in rhc West nith respect to the humanities. 

There are dires ho 5 ~ g . k  out the humanities as the enemy of r-on (Saul, 1992: 130) yet the humanities provide the 
balance f Robinson, pen- cam, ,  1998) between vrhat could be competing int~ests. 

- - -  - - 
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Other ideas (used as tools) &om a number other sources were also applied to information 

researched for this MDP. Examples of these sources include EIhics & Climate Chrmge: The 

Greenhouse Efecf edited by Harold Coward and Thomas Hurka (1993), and thoughts fiorn 

John ~ o u ~ h t o n '  in his book GMul W m i n g :  The Complete Briefing (1997). In the firs 

sourcea Thomas Hurka brings the conclusions of the various authors together-' The authors 

agreed on the "ethical duty not to harm other humans, either those living now or those in 

future generations" (Coward and Hurka, 1993: 165). If the magnitude of global warming 

predictions is reached. great harm could come to both human and nonohuman Life. Therefore 

there is an ethical duty to respond to t!!is threat. But that response will have to ensure that 

greater harm are not inflicted on humans, through policies that would severely harm domestic 
CI 

economies. 'No regrets' actions, such as those that would promote and achieve energy 

eficiencies while also reducing GHG emissions, should not incur great w a s  if any, and may 

be more cost-effective. 

Climate change policy can be approached using a strong component of avoidance or 

adaptation or both (Coward and Hurka, 1993). Policies that encourage avoidance would take 

prudent measures to stabilize or reduce GHG emissions. Policies with an adaptation approach 

\vould consider measures to minimize the effects of a wanner climate. Effectiveness of these 

adapta~ion measures will need to be based on research that will, for example, determine the 

most cost-effective protection capabilities of new infrastructures, against sea-level rise. 

The responsibility to address climate change falls on many decision-makers that include 

individuals, corporations and governments. Corporations, through their industrial activities, 

often share Iarger sources of GHG emissions (Stewart and Dickey in Coward and Hurka, 

1993). Corporations have an ethical duty not to cause harm to others therefore to meet this 

duty they have a responsibility to reduce their GHG emissions. In terms of their corporate 

%u John Houghton nrrs the co-chairman of rhs Scientific Assessment Working Group of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
C11mats Change. rit the umr' thc book \\as published. 
' Thomas Hurka is a Prolksor of Philosophy at The Univmiry oicalgan-. 
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self-interest they have a duty to operate their industrial activities in a more energy efficient 

manner. Corporate VNRIs can help to meet the responsibilities implied by these two duties. 

Sir John Houghton stated that "[wJe are not short of statements of ideaIs" @oughton, 1997: 

15 1). We, in large measure, know what to do, but may lack the will to carry out our duties to 

address the threat of climate change. This lack of will calls in to question the values we place 

on the environment (which sustains us) and our attitudes towards it. Rising to the challenges, 

faced in addressing the threats of human-induced climate change, provides an oppo-ty to 

assess and develop those values and attitudes. 

2.22 Specific Analytical Frameworks 

To select and develop an analytical framework, the following criteria were identified: 

the analytical framework should be appropriate for measuring program effectiveness at 

an overall program level and at an implementation level (i-e. within individual 

corporations); 

the analytical framework selected should be capable of being cross-referenced to other 

recognized fiarneworks; and 

the analytical framework, if possible, should be  tailored to or appropriate to the specifics 

of the GHG issue; for example, the I S 0  14000 is a management framework tailored 

specifically to environmental issues. The Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation 

(CCAI) Attributes of Effectiveness are specificaIIy tailored to government program 

effectiveness. 

Advice upas sought from Mr. Mistair Bryden, a paxtner with PricewaterhouseCoopers' 

GIobal Risk Management SoIutions Practice. Mr. Bryden has extensive hands-on experience 

with a wide range of management fiameworks and has significant professional experience in 

working with greenhouse gas issues. Based on his advice and fiuther research conducted 

during the course of this MDP, there are a number of different management fiameworks that 

provide common management principles. Examples of these are: 
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the IS0  9000 program that deals with total quality management; 

the IS0  14000 environmental management program; and 

the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation Attributes of Effectiveness. 

Mr. Bryden's fbndamentd observation was that each of these a y t i c a l  fkameworks has a 

common set of elements and principles and, although each is tailored to specific 

requirements, there is very substantial overlap. This observation was confirmed through 

comparison of a number of frameworks that appeared to have relevance for this study (see 

table 7.3 in chapter 7). Of these frameworks, the CCAF 12 criteria of effectiveness appeared 

to be the most appropriate and relevant to this study in terms of the VCR Program and they 

have application at the industry and company levels. 

The Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation provides more general attributes that can 

be used for reviewing program effectiveness. The New Directions Group (NDG) provide 

specific criteria and principles intended for evaluating the appropriate use, and design 

features of voluntary or non-regulatory approaches to environmental protection." Attributes 

drawn from the CCAF, criteria and principles from the NDG and other relevant materials 

useful in developing an analytical framework for evaluating VNRIs are discussed more fblly 

in Chapter 7. 

2.23 The CCAF's Twelve Attributes for Program Effectiveness 

A panel that was part of The Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation (CCAF)" 

provides twelve attributes for reviewing effectiveness in reporting frameworks. These twelve 

attributes may be used to analyze VNRIs and include: 

managerial direction; 

10 The Nw- Directions Group (NDG) is based in C m o r e z  Alberta and is coordinated by Paul Griss. The NDG provides an 
infoma1 forum that brings business and enviroxunental Ieadm together to discus significant environmmtal issua and has 
done so ance 1330. '%sz attributes lvue obtained ikom the book Rccounrabilisy, Pefirmance Reportiitg, 
Conrpreitensive .-ltldir -.in Inregrnred Perspecn-ve. authored by L-Ierc et. al-, and pubIished by the CCAF-FCVI hc., 1 996. 

l 1  These anribu~es \\-err obtained kom the beak. .4ccorm1abifity, Pe$onna-zce Reporting. Comprehensive Audit - .4n 
htrtgmled Pet-specnke. authored by Leclerc rtt. aL, and published by the CCAF-FCVI Inc., 1996. 
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relevance; 

appropriateness; 

achievement of intended results; 

acceptance; 

secondary impacts; 

costs and productivity; 

responsiveness; 

financial results; 

working environment; 

protection of assets; and 

monitoring and reporting. 

These attributes are explained in Chapter 7. They also form part of the comparative matrix of 

management attributes developed in Chapter 7. 

2.24 The New Directions Group Criteria and Principles for Use in Developing VNRls 

The New Directions Group was formed in 1990 out of a consultative process developed by 

individuals from both industry and environmental organizations. The fist issue they dealt 

with was toxic substance emissions that eventua1Iy resulted in the formation of the 

-4ccelerated Reduction and Elimination of Toxics (ARET) program. This issue helped them 

gain experience with voluntary approaches to meeting environmental objectives, experience 
Y 

that enabled the group to develop some criteria and principles for use of VNFUs in achieving 

environmental policy objectives. These criteria and principles, that follow, have been adopted 

to form a part of the composite analytical fiarnework used in this MDP: 

Criteria for the Utilization of VNRls to Achieve Environmental Policv Objectives 

\ W s  should be positioned within a supportive public policy framework that includes 

appropriate legislative and regulatoly tools; 

- 
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Interested and affected p h e s  should agree that a VNRI is an appropriate, credible and 

effective method of achieving the desired environmental protection objective; 

There should be a reasonable expectation of sufficient participation in the VNRI over the 

long term to ensure its success in meeting its environment& protection objectives; 

AII participants in the design and implementation ofthe VNRI must have clearly defined 

roles and responsibilities; and 

Mechanisms should exist to provide all those involved in the development, 

implementation and monitoring of a VNRI with the capacity to fulli~ll their respective 

roles and responsibiIities (Source: NDG, 1997). 

Princi~Ies Governing the Design of VNRIs 

Credible and effective VNRIs: 

I )  are developed and implemented in a participatory manner that enables the interested and 

affected parties to contribute equitably; 

2) are transparent in their design and operation; 

3) are performance-based with specific goals, measurable objectives and milestones; 

4) clearly specify the rewards for good performance and the consequences of not meeting 

performance objectives; 

5) encourage flexibility and innovation in meeting specified gods and objectives; 

6) have prescribed monitoring and reporting requirements, including timetables; 

7) include mechanisms for verifying the performance of all participants; and 
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8) encourage continual improvement of both participants and the programs themselves 

(Source: NDG, 1997). 

These criteria and p ~ c i p I e s  are helpll  in "identifying those attributes of VNRIs that are 

essential to ensure their quality, effectiveness and credibility" (NDG, 1997: 2). They can be 

appIied to VNRIs that address GHG emissions reduction and have common elements that are 

often found in management criteria for organizational and program effdveness.  

2.25 Fourteen Descriptive Elements for VNRLr Developed by the Conference Board 

of Canada 

In I blzinrcn). I~zifiarives in the Energy Smor (June. 1996a) The Conference Board of Canada 

devetops a typology of fourteen descriptive elements that are used to systematically 

characterize the VIs they studied. The fourteen descriptive elements are: Degree of Structure; 

Commitment Vehicle; Partnerships; Resource Allocation; Reporting; Responsibility; 

Government Involvement; Stakeholder Involvement; Motive; Relation to Other Policy 

Instruments; Front-End Analysis; Integration of Objectives; Corporate Culture; and 

Independent .Auditing. The study relies on the judgnent of individuals, involved in designing 

and managing voluntary programs, for identification of the important and critical aspects for 

each program's success. These fourteen descriptive elements have also been used as part of 

the composite analytical framework applied in this MDP and are discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter 7. 

This MDP has been approached f?om a top-down perspective, for specific reasons. One of 

the criticisms of the VCR, by the Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development (1998), 

was that companies were not provided with the necessary background on climate change. 

Further, research for this MDP revealed a need for organizations to understand why they 

should direct resources, time and energy to addressing the issue of climate change. There are 

some larger arid more progressive companies who have the resources and have expressed a 

desire to understand and address this issue. Examples are Suncor Energy and TransAlta 

Utilities. However, many of the smaller and medium size companies do not appear to be well 
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informed and need to be better informed on what tk climate change issue is, so they can, if 

they will, embrace the problem as one that has to be addressed. Given the necessary 

background on why addressing climate change is important, these companies can carry on 

with, or develop, their voluntary actions to reduce their GHG emissions and become more 

involved in the challenge encouraged by the VCR Program 

The approach used in this MDP therefore starts out with reviews of some of the literature that 

helps put the issue in perspective. The overview and history provided are intended to show 

how the knowledge on climate change evolved and is placed before the specifics on 

voluntary initiatives that appear later in this MDP. This top-down approach starts with the 

evolution of the global concern about climate change and the processes that have been 

constructed to help address this threat. Through this approach, this research attempts to 

provide reasons that are at times implicit, for industry associations and individual companies 

to get involved in reducing their GHG emissions. 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 

This literature review was conducted using a combination of formats and advice described by 

John W. Creswell, Research Design: QuuZitative & @mrtitafive Approaches (1994), W. 

Lawrence Neuman Social Research M e t e  Qualitative md pIanti~ative Apprwches 

( 1  994), and Colin Robson, Real World Research (1 993). The literature review is divided into 

three main sections. These three main sections include: 

the history and conceptualization of the threat of global warming; 

the formal arrangements for managing the threat; and 

the research conducted on the use of voluntary non-regulatory initiatives. 

In examining the literature in the first section, a better understanding was reached on how the 

threat of global warming evolved. Subsequently, examination of the literature in the second 

section led to a better understanding of the formal processes in place for managing the threat 

of climate change. The purpose for the third section was to better understand the level of 

knowledge, on VNRIs, that helps to determine their credibility and effectiveness. In the first 

section, relevant and available literature was reviewed to develop a reasonable understanding 

and appreciation of the climate change threat. Research on VNRIs is discussed last in order 

to place these policy instruments in the context of the threat and the processes to address the 

threat. 

Examples of the literature used to identifjr the formal processes for managing the threat 

pertained firn to the international processes, then the Canadian processes. VNEUs are but one 

policy instrument for managing GHG emissions. While there was not abundant research 

literature on VNRIs addressing climate change, at the beginning of this MDP, individuals 

and organizations were starting to vigorously examine VNRIs and their place in this area of 

environmental protection. Examples of these organizations include The Conference Board of 

Canada, Industry Canada, The New Directions Group and the International Academy of the 

Environment in Geneva, Switzerland- 
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This MDP is an interdisciplinary document that examines the role of VNRIs in the context of 

reducing GHG emissions. As such the literature review was not conducted using approaches 

more typical of a discipline. Those approaches would likely involve a complete review of the 

refereed journal literature on the science of climate change. While refereed journal literature 

was examined, to help gain a conceptual understanding of the science and threat of global 

warming, the author felt that a complete review was not necessary. The IPCC reports, which 

approach clirnat e change fiom a multidisciplinary perspective, provide extensive information 

on climate change science, economics and possible adaptation actions and a quick review of 

these reports met the author's god. More current journal articles were used to update the 

author on new- information, since the release of the IPCC reports, and to update the author on 

the commentaries regarding criticism of the IPCC reports. In summary, this literature review 

was conducted in the context of interdisciplinary research and does not cover the complete 

set of refereed literature on, for example, the science of climate change. 

3.1 The History and Conceptualization of the Threat of Global Warming 

The Eanh-s atmosphere has evolved over some 4.5 billion years, modified by geological, 

biological. and other natural forces (Government of Canada, 1996). The atmosphere £?om the 

eanh's surface up to about 80 km is comprised of nitrogen (78 percent) and oxygen (21 

percent). The remaining one percent includes other gases such as argon neon, helium, 

hydrogen and xenon. Included in this one percent are the greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide, 

for example, is 0.035 percent by volume (Ahrens, 1991: 21). These small amounts of 

greenhouse gases are enough to produce a natural greenhouse effect that keeps the planet 
CI 

some 30°C warmer than it wodd be otherwise (CGCP, 1997). 

The Canadian Global Change Program describes the greenhouse effect in the following way: 

The earth's climate is driven by a continuous flow of energy fiom the sun. About 

30% is immediately scattered back into space, but most of the 70% which is absorbed 

passes down through the atmosphere to warm the earth's surface. The earth must send 

this energy back out into space in the form of infrared radiation to maintain a 
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temperature balance. ... Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere block some of the 

infrared radiation fiom escaping directly from the d a c e  to space. ... Since a thicker 

blanket of greenhouse gases heips to reduce energy loss to space, the climate must 

change somehow to restore the balance between incoming and outgoing energy. This 

adjustment will include gIobal warming [,I on average [J of the earth's surface and 

lower atmosphere (CGCP, 1997: 6). 

The main greenhouse gases are water vapor, carbon dioxide (C02), ozone (03), methane 

(CEL), and the chloroflourocarbons (CFCs) (CGCP, 1997; Government of Canada, 1996; 

IPCC, 1996; Hare, 1988). These gases occur naturaiIy except for CFCs. As a result of human 

activity, levels of these greenhouse gases are rising (CGCP, 1997). The result is known as an 

'-enhanced greenhouse effect." 

In the IPCC Working Group I (WGI) Assessment (1996a), the Summary for Policymakers 

states that: 

[ilncreases in greenhouse gas concentrations since pre-industrial times (i-e. since 

about 1750) have led to a positive radiative forcing of climate, tending to warm the 

surface and to produce other changes of climate. ... These trends can be attributed 

largely to human activities, mostly fossil fuel use, land-use change and agriculture 

(TPCC, 1996a: I). 

In Luhoraiozy Enrrh: nte P h ~ e r a r y  Gamble We Cm't Aflord to Lose, Stephan Schneider 

( 1997) states. 

The evidence is overwhelming that the 10 per cent increase in carbon dioxide directly 

measured at Mauna Loa Observatory and other remote places f?om pole to pole since 

1957 is due to human activities, as is the 25 percent increase found at ice cores in 

both poles since pre-industrial times (Schneider, 1997: 66). 

Mauna Loa Observatory is located in Hawaii. The data set from this observatory is often 

referred to in the scientific literature on climate change. 
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In the book C a n a h  and the State of the Pimet: The SociaL Ekonomic md Environmentui 

Trerrdr mat are Shaping Our Lives (1 997) the authors relate the increases in GHGs to global 

temperatures: 

Under the 'business as usual' assumptions the average global temperature is 

predicted to rise by 1 to 3.5 degrees Celsius in a century, depending on the rate of 

population growth and economic deveiopment. These temperature increases are in 

addition to the approximately one-half degree by which the mean temperature has 

already risen, partly because of human activitiesn (Keating 1997: 10). 

Examples of the postulated results of increasing global temperatures and resultant climate 

change are. sea level rise; increases in forest fires as temperatures in northern latitudes warm; 

northward migration of disease vectors; and changes in the warm and cold water currents in 

the major oceans of the world. Existing human settlement patterns are significantly based on 

the mild weather patterns resulting fkom some of these ocean currents. 

To obtain a succinct history of the threat of gIobal warming and the frameworks for 

addressins the threat one can read Cmzada and the Slate of the Planet: Tibe Social. Economic 

a~zd E ~ n ~ i r o ~ ~ n l e ~ ~ a l  Trends Thar are Shaping Our Lives b y  Michael Keating and the 

Canadian Global Chanse Program (1997). The Canadian Global Change Program (CGCP), 

under the auspices of the Royal Society of Canada, have published this book to explain the 

main elements of global changes in a clear, non-partisan way so that the public can 

understand the major trends. While the book addresses a number of trends, there is also 

information on climate change, discussions on climate change that occurred at the Earth 

Summit in Rio, and the formation of the FCCC. Further, the book discusses how human 

activities contribute to global warming. The CGCP have also produced proceedings to their 

Clzmare Change: Cross Catzadu Briefigs Before Kyoto (1997) that specifically deal with 

climate change. The information in this latter document is extensively referred to in Chapter 

4 and is therefore not reviewed here. 
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In Canada and the Stde ofthe Planet: The SociaI, Ekonomic mrd Emti'onmenfu~ Tiendr Thal 

are Shapirzg Our Lives (1997), Michael Keating and members of the Canadian Global 

Change Program provide a general summary of the c h a t e  change issue. WhiIe not 

comprehensive it places this issue in the Canadian context to some extent and provides a 

point, for those interested in this subject, to start fkom. 

Chapter 3, Crntoda in the GIobal Climate Sysem, is written by James P. ~ruce . '~  Dr. Bruce 

states that since the beginning of the Industrid Revolution the amount of carbon dioxide in 

the atmosphere has risen by 30 per cent and is higher than ever before in the last 160,000 

years (in Keating, 1997). Bruce, paraphrased, says: positive feedback loops that acceIerate 

warming result from methane fkom industrial processes, waste dumps, and agriculture. As 

these gases warm the atmosphere and the oceans, they increase the rate of evaporation 

therefore increasing the amount of water vapor, the most prevalent GHG. Other feedbacks in 

the climate system include melting of ice and snow, which increases the amount of bare 

ground that can absorb the heat of the sun; the thawing of permafrost, which releases more 

methane (now trapped in the permafrost); and an increase in clouds, which could have either 

cooling or heating effects (in Keating, 1997). 

Bruce goes on to say: 

More than half of current greenhouse gas emissions are caused by the burning of 

fossil fuels, and this share is expected to grow to two-thirds by 2025. Studies in many 

countries show that cost-effective energy efficiency and conservation measures using 

present technology can reduce emissions by 10-30 per cent. . . . Over a few years, fuel 

savings and the value of decreasing local air pollution fiom fossil fbels would equal 

or exceed the initial costs of such measures. In some cases it can be cost-effective to 

switch Corn fossil fiels that emit high levels of Cot, such as coal, to lower emitters, 

such as natural gas (in Keating, 1997: 12). 

'' James P. Bruce is chair of the Canadian Climate Program, socbair of the Soa-o-Economic Working Group (WG m) of 
the IPCC, and a member of the board of directors of the C&-an Global Change Ropm 
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Bruce does not think that energy efficiency and conservation wilI done sm*ously reduce the 

threats of climate change. Solar, wind, biomass, hydroelectric and other renewable energy 

sources must be vigorously pursued (ii Keating, 1997). Fuei consumption can be cut using 

current technologies (ii Kea- 1997). In the longer run gasoline-burning engines will need 

to be replaced with those using alternative fLels, and perhaps eventually by hydrogen fie1 

cells. 

Other techniques for reducing the threat of climate change are through reforestation and 

using methane from landfill, rather than releasing it to the atmosphere. There is considerable 

disagreement among economists, engineers, and other specialists as to the cost to make the 

changes needed (Bruce in Keating, 1997). Sector by sector analysis has been conducted 

showing those energy-efficiency improvements, conservation, and he1 switching can lead to 

significant reductions at little or w cost (Bruce in Keating, 1997). He did not, however 

provide examples of this. If they occurred at no cost, or at savings, they would be considered 

"no regrets" measures and would be economically justified. There is also justification for 

going beyond "no regrets" measures to avoid irreversible or catastrophic events such as - 
major shifting in ocean currents and climate. 

Chapter 6, Choosi~zg Our Path: Canodan Business and Global Change, is written by Hugh 

  orris'^. Morris says one of the biggest weaknesses is that as humans we are often victims o f  

our own shortsightedness and are inattentive to long-term signals. This weakness has led to 

environmental degradation in generd and has resulted in this threat of climate change (in 

Keating, 1997'). 

Morris recognizes that many business leaders will have to "anticipate and respond to global 

environmental issues" (in Keating, 1997: 19). Various economic sectors and regions may be 

affected by global environmental change resulting from global warming. This puts pressure 

'"ugh Morris is a m i n d  indumy consuItant ~ i t h  broad experience in the natural resources field as a corporate executive. 
He IS chair of the board of the Canadian Global Change Program. 
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on decision-makers "to assess the uncertainty and risks that are involved and to act on the 

basis of the best available information" (Moms in Keating, 1997: 19). 

Mr. Morris makes the point that business leaders have the skill and experience to take an 

active part in shaping our responses to environmental issues, such as climate change, and a 

more sustainable economy. He makes the argument that business leaders offer four crucial 

ingredients in our collective actions on global change: a global perspective, an emphasis on 

efficiency, flexibility, and influence. The private sector can be mobilized for global change 

when they h o w  what is expected ofthem '"This means that governments need to articulate a 

sustainable-development ktwe that provides a clear role for the business community" 

(Morris in Keating 1997: 20). 

On flexibility, the IPCC "concIuded, 'the challenge is not to find the best policy today for the 

nexr 100 years, but to select a prudent strategy and to adjust it over time in the light of new 

information"' (Keating, 1997: 20). 

Morris comments on voluntary actions: 

[t]o date, many of our governments' actions on global change have emphasized the 

building of awareness and have appealed for voluntary action by the private sector. ... 

Many Canadian companies and industry associations have reduced their 

environmental impact beyond what is legally required, often because of pressures 

from consumers and because the changes made economic sense (in Keating, 1997: 

20). 

The VCR program "shows that business is willing to be a partner. However, businesses need 

to know that they are on a level playing field and that their voluntary participation will not 

put their companies at any competitive disadvantage" (in Keating, 1997: 20). 

In Morris's view voluntary actions alone will not help Canada meet its national emission 

targets: 
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The Limitations of  voluntary action by the private sector tum on the difference 

between public and private costs and benefits. The corporate balance sheet is not the 

same as society's Iong-term gods. What is good for society as a whole may not be 

good for an individual company or  a sector or region of the country. Companies 

cannot be expected to undertake socially beneficial measures totally on their o q  

particularly if their competitors are not doing the same. ... 

As a result of these limits to voluntary actioq governments are looking at engaging 

the private sector on global change through the marketplace. The Second Assessment 

Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change concluded that 'flexible, 

cost effective policies, relying on economic incentives and instruments ... can 

considerably reduce mitigation or adaptation cons, or increase the cost effectiveness 

of emissions reduction measures' (in Keating 1997: 20). 

Xlorris does recognize that there are oppommities and makes the case that: 

Businesses succeed because they are able to recognize oppo~nit ies ,  build alliances; 

and cha t  profitable courses of action. ... Innovative and managerial responses, 

particu 1 arlp to climate change, hold tremendous business opportunities (in Keating, 

1997: 21). 

As industrializing countries such as Asia and Latin America develop urban, energy, and 

transportation infrastructures they will need the kind of environmentally friendly, energy- 

efficient, "green" technologies that Canadian companies may be able to offer (Moms in 

Keating. 1 997). 

In addressing climate change, Moms relates that: 

there are significant business opportunities in such fields as alternative-energy 

systems, p ~ i c u l a r l y  in transponation and electricity generation, in housing, in air- 
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and water technologies, ic waste management, and in global consulting and 

engineering. --- 

Innovative 'no regrets' measures can foster important competitive advantages that 

Canadian companies can use abroad well hto the next century (in Keating, 1997 21). 

In part II of the book, on critical trends, the authors state that Canada, with 0.5 per cent of the 

world's population, uses more energy per capita than any other developed nation (Keating, 

1997): 

Fossil fiiels supply about 70 per cent of the energy used in Canada; hydroelectric and 

nuclear power each provide about 11 per cent- Firewood supplies about 6 per cent. 

Alternative technologies, such as solar and wind power, produce only 1.5 per cent of 

our energy (Keating, 1997: 30). 

Our cold climate, long traveling distances, and the fact that we have many energy-intensive 

resource industries account for a portion of this high per-capita consumption. These factors 

were raised at the Kyoto Conference in 1997 when Canada was negotiating domestic 

reductions of GHGs in the context of other country's reductions. 

3.1 1 The IPCC Assessments 

The Inteinational Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has written the most comprehensive 

documents on Climate Change (Mahlman, 1997; IPCC, 1996~; CGCP, 1997). The recent 

second assessment repons of the IPCC were selectively reviewed for information used in this 

MDP. The fxst book in the series, CZzmate Change 1995: The Science of Climate Change 

( 1  996a), edited by I. T. Houghton, et. d., was produced by Working Group One (WGI) and 

is the most comprehensive assessment of the science of climate change (IPCC, 1996a: xi). 

This book updates the information-contained in the first IPCC Assessment Report in 1990 

which concluded that "continued accumulation of anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere would lead to climate change whose rate and magnitude were likely to have 

important impacts on natural and human systems" V C C ,  1996a: xi). This conclusion is 
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fwther supported in the 1996a report, which also nates that more recent obsemations suggest 

that there is a "'discernible" human influence on global climate change. The IPCC is 

recognized as a prime source of scientific and technical information to the FCCC. Thus, the 

IPCC reports provide the information on which to base global climate change policies that 

will meet the goals of the FCCC, nameIy to reduce GHG em-ssions. Companion reports 

include Working Group II's, Impocrs. Aabptati0n.s md Mitigation of Climate Chrmge, and 

Working Group Ill's, Economic mtd Social Dimensions of Climate Chrge.  "An important 

contribution of WGI to this syntheses has been an analysis of the emission pathways for 

carbon dioxide that would Iead to a range of hypothetical stabilization levels" (IPCC, I996a: 

xi). 

The Sciertce of Clima~e Change (1 996a), as its titie implies, goes into a great deal of detail on 

the science and reviewing it in its entirety was beyond the scope of this MDP. However, 

there are some key points to make from specific chapters in the document. Chapter eight, 

Drrrcrio~~ of Climate Change a31d Amibtrfion of Cmrses, by B. D. Santer, T. M. L. Wigley et. 

a1 . discusses some important points, points that have been subject to some controversy. They 

summarize the work of a number of scientists who contributed to this chapter and remark on 

the considerable progress made in attempts to identi& an anthropogenic effect on climate 

change. They do however state that "the potential climate change "signal" due to human 

activities is now better defined, aIthou& important signal uncertainties still remain" (IPCC, 

1996a: 41 1). 

LVGII, co-chaired by Dr. Robert Watson and Dr- Zinyowera, reviewed the "state of 

knowledge concerning the impacts of climate change on physical and ecological systems, 

human health, and socio-economic sectorsyy (IFCC, 1996b: ix). This group also reviewed the 

'-technical and economic feasibility of a range of potential adaptation and mitigation 

strategies" (IPCC, 1996b: ix). Included in this report are options for reducing emissions or 

enhancing sinks which are of interest to those organizations forming voluntary action plans 

to reduce GHGs. According to the IPCC implementing these options are dependent on 

removal of barriers: 
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The degree to which technical potential and cost-effectiveness are realized is 

dependent on initiatives to counter lack of information and overcome cuitural, 

institutional, legal, financial and economic barriers that can hinder diffusion of 

technology or  behavioral changes. The pursuit of mitigation options can be carried 

out within the Limits of suaainabie development criteria (IPCC, 1996b: 12). 

Emission reduction can be achieved through increased energy eficiencies in the use of fossil 

fuels, such as switching to low-carbon fossil fbels, co-generation and use of hydrogen fbel 

cells. Other alternatives discussed include switching to non-fossil fuel sources of energy such 

as solar, biomass, wind, hydro and geothermal- 

l G 1  also provides some suggestions for actions that would help with the mitigation of 

climate change: 

Mitigation depends on reducing barriers to the diffusion and transfer of technology, 

mobilizing financial resources, supporting capacity building in developing countries, 

and other approaches to assist in the implementation of behavioral changes and 

technology opportunities in all regions of the globe (IPCC, 1996b: 18). 

Examples of some of the policies they included are: putting in place appropriate institutional 

and structural frameworks; energy pricing strategies (e-g., carbon or energy taxes, and 

reduced energy subsidies); tradable emission permits; and voluntary programs and negotiated 

agreements with industry- 

IJ'GIII produced Economic and Social Dimensions of CZimafe Change, edited by James 

Bruce et. al.. This volume covers the scope of the analysis; decision-making under 

uncertainty; equity issues; inter-temporal equity and discounting; applicability of cost and 

benefit assessments to climate change; social coas of climate change; response options; 

conceptual issues related to estimating mitigation cons; review of mitigation c o a  studies; 

integrated assessment of climate change; and an economic assessment of policy options to 

address climate change (IPCC, 1996~). Of interest to this MDP are some of the descriptions 

- -- 
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of the policy instmrnents for combating dimate change, in particular those on vohmtary 

agreements- Voluntary agreements are discussed in the context of  regulations and other non- 

market instruments. According to this IPCC report there are a number of motivating factors 

for a voluntary agreement. They include the threat of mandatory government intervention, 

which firms view as more costly, and the flexibility that voluntary initiatives offer. This 

flexibility can be important when the uncertainty of the science is considered. For example, 

with the view that as we leam more about the ability of sinks to absorb GHGs, adjustments 

can be more easily and cost-effectively be made versus a more regulatory policy. 

The threat of costly mandatory controls to manage GHGs could explain why voluntary 

agreements have arisen in some cases in domestic energy management. The PCC refers to 

the: 

vast majority of GHG reductions fkom the actions announced or expanded through, 

for example, the US Climate Change Action Plan (Clinton and Gore, 1993) come 

from voluntary initiatives aimed at increasing the energy efficiency of the industrial, 

commercial, residential, and transpon sectors (IPCC, 1996~: 4 14). 

These three volumes, produced by WGI through WGIII, are briefly referred to here, as they 

are the key accumulations of information, available to decision-makers, in forming plans to 

address the threat of climate change. There is more discussion about the IPCC in the next 

chapter and the relationship of the IPCC to the FCCC, the main venue for setting targets and 

timelines for addressing GHG reduction. 

The three 1 996 reports are considerable in length. The first book by WGI, on the Science 

covers some 571 pages. While these documents were skimmed they were not and are not 

covered in any degree of detail here. Once again, the purpose of the review of this specific 

literature was to get a sense of where the world stood in terms of the accumulated knowledge 

on climate change and to get a sense of the possible responses to this threat. Based on this 

level of knowledge and according to the precautionary principle, countries around the world 

are proceeding with developing responses to address the threat. These responses include an 
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exploration of and implementation of flexible policy instruments. With flexible policy 

instruments, governments and industry can adjust their management plans according to 

accumulated and best available information As the global community proceeds through time 

and acquires a better understanding of the threat and mitigation techniques, we will be able to 

adjust our response accordingly. However, there are those in the global community who 

question the science of climate change and some of the findings of the IPCC. 

3.22 Journals and Other Literature Sources on Climate Change 

There are scientists on both sides of the debate as to whether human-induced global warming 

is z serious threat. In November (1997) issue of the journal Science, Dr. Jerry Mahlman, 

director of NOAA's Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at Princeton University writes 

about the Lr~zcerrainties in P r o ~ i o t ~ s  of HumcotC'sed Climate W m i n g .  He states: 

Mankind's activities have increased carbon dioxide (C02) in the atmosphere. This 

increase has the potential to warm the earth's climate by the "greenhouse effect" in 

which C02 absorbs infrared radiation and the re-radiates it back toward the surface of 

the planet. Other gases also act as greenhouse gases and may warm the climate even 

further, although human-produced airborne sulfate particles can cause cooling that 

offsets some of the warming. Computational models that include these factors predict 

that the climate will warm significantly over the next century. 

These forecasts of likely climate changes have forced a realization that it is necessary 

to reduce human-caused emissions of greenhouse gases. But because of the potential 

social disruptions and high economic costs of such reductions, vigorous debate has 

arisen about the size and nature of the projected climate changes and whether they 

will actually lead to serious impacts" (Mahlman, 1997: 141 6). 

There has been spirited - and often acrimonious - debate about the credibility of the 

mathematically and physically based climate models that are used to project the climate 

changes, resulting from the buildup of atmospheric Cot. Mahlman states that there are no 
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credible dtematives and that the models do a "reasonably good job of capturing the essence 

of the current climate and its considerable natural variability on time scales ranging from 1 

day to decades" (Mahlman, 1997: 1416)- 

It is diEcult to avoid the controversy and debates involved in the climate change issue. 

Mahlman puts this in the fobwing perspective: 

Characterizations of the state of the science of greenhouse warming are offen warped 

in differing ways by people or groups with widely varying sociopolitical agendas and 

biases. This is unfortunate because such distortions grossly exaggerate the public's 

sense of controversy about the value ofthe scientific knowledge base as guidance for 

the policy deliberation process. 

It is clear that much is known about the climate system and about how that 

knowledge is expressed through the use of physically based coupled models of the 

armosphere. ocean. ice and land surface systems. This knowledge makes it obvious 

that human-caused greenhouse warming is not a problem that can rationally be 

dismissed or ignored. However, the remaining uncertainties in modeling important 

aspects of the problem make it evident that we cannot yet produce a sharp picture of 

how the warmed climate will proceed, either globally or locally. ... It is virtually 

certain that human-caused greenhouse warming is going to continue to unfold, slowly 

but inexorably, for a long time into the future. The severity of the impacts can be 

modest or Iarge, depending on how some of the remaining key uncertainties are 

resolved though the eventual changes in the real climate system, and on our success 

in reducing emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases (Mahlman, 1 997: 14 1 7). 

The peer-reviewed journal Nature provides a number of articles and papers on the subject of 

climate change. The information is delivered in different formats fiom news and views 

articles, briefings on climate change, commentaries on climate change and research papers 

that deal with both the science and policy of climate change. As well, the journal provides 

some reviews of works on climate change. 
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In Nature, volume 389, October 16, 1997 issue Tim O'Riordan (School of 

Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK) provides a book mriew of 

The Heat Is On: The High Stakes Baffle over Emih 's Threatened CZimme by Ross Gelbspan, 

1997 (this book is referred to in chapter four of this MDP). In the review, 0'Riorda.n states 

that, "Ross Gelbspan has produced a marvelously readable but devastatingly candid account 

of the brutal politics of debunking the scientific method by the opulent vested interests of the 

fossil-he1 lobbyy' in the United States (OyRiordan, 1997: 685). OyRiordan also writes that: 

here is the inside story, well researched and f-y presented, of the vicious 

financing of the 'contrarians', namely the climate-change skeptics, financed by the 

fossil-fuel lobbies, who masquerade as university professors, publish no peer- 

reviewed papers, and yet get the ear of Congress (OYRiordan, 1997: 685). 

The science, congress is listening to, is the "pseudoscience," as O'Riordan states and that 

Gelbspan so articulately and incisively examines. O'Riordan finishes his review by saying 

that: 

the inescapable conclusion is that climate-change politics are embedded in institutions 

whose survival is dependent on an economy and ideology that create climate change. 

Gelbspan reveals this tragic truth with candid cIarity. Don't Iook to Kyoto for 

salvation. But do look to a more aggressive and politicized science that draws on the 

moral underpinnings of humanity for its message (O'Riordan, 1997: 686). 

The book, by Gelbspan, provides a wealth of references that can be used in an examination of 

the issues surrounding climate change. He also provides a long list of the names of 

individuals, including scientists, who are front and center on this issue, including those 

scientists who were key authors of the IPCC Assessment. Gelbspan truly does provide a 

wealth of information from what appears to be a well-informed perspective. He is a Pulitzer 

Prize-winning journalist, has been an editor and reporter at The Boston Globe, The 

Washington Post, and The Philadelphia Inquirer. He covered the first UN Conference on the 
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Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972, and co-authored a four-part series on the second 

UN Conference in 1992- 

The Changing Atmosphere: Implications for Global SecuMy, Conference 

Proceedings. Secretariat of the World Meteorological Organization. WMO-No. 710- 

Geneva, Switzerland, 1989 

Ln his address to the conference Dr. F- Kenneth Hare1* addresses the scientific basis of 

concern over the global greenhouse gas effect. He first places this concern into an historical 

context: 

In 193 8 a British air pollution specialist, G. S. Callendar (1 938), put forward the view 

that the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere was increasing because of 

fossil fie1 burning. This must lead, he argued, to a rise of d a c e  temperatures, and 

hence to world-wide climate change (Hare, 1989: 59). 

Hare marked Callendar's 193 8 paper as the point at which climate began to move center- 

gage in world affairs. Hare goes on to say: 

The next landmark was Gilbert N. Plass's (1956) paper in which he proposed a 

refinement in Callendar's ideas. He wrote on the eve of the International Geophysical 

Year. which led in 1957 to the establishment of the long Mauna Loa monitoring 

series for carbon dioxide, led by C. David Keeling (1978). ... 

The 1960s and 1970s marked the change 6om physics-based meteorology (of which 

climatology was a very lowly part) to interdisciplinary atmospheric science with 

climate as the central problem And now we are sailing into even stormier waters - 
those of global change, in which we face the challenge of bringing all the sciences of 

the inhabited earth together within a manageable framework (Hare, 1989: 59). 

'' Dr. F. Kenneth b e ,  is on the Canadian Climate &gram PIanning Board- 
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The first World Climate Conference was held in Geneva in 1979, at which there was little 

response from businessmen, engineers, doctors, firmen and fishermen; and little or none 

fiom politicians. The Changing Atmosphere Conference was convened by Canada's former 

Environment Minister, the Honourable Tom McMillan who advocated the corning together 

of science, technology and politics (Hare, 1989). Hare praised Mrs. Bruntland and her 

Commission (World Commission on Environment md Development, 1 987) for "having 

created nothing shoa of a new paradigm within which we can now work" (Hare, 1989: 60). 

He was referring to the paradigm of sustainable development. The attendees at The Changing 

Atmosphere Conference were brought together under the realiration that major climate- 

related social issues - the greenhouse effect, acid deposition, the ozone problem, 

desertification, rising population, energy alternatives and polar problems - were all 

interconnected, and there was a call for concerted international action (Hare, 1989). 

In i'illach, Austria, in 1985 the WMO and the UNEP - together with the Internationai 

Council of Scientific Unions held one of their occasionally held international assessments to 

esamine what was happening to our climate (Hare, 1989). This was followed by policy- 

oriented workshops at V~llach and Bellagio, Italy. 

Hare also referred to the scientific modeling of climate and the uncertainties of atmosphere- 

ocean models.. He said: 

These results. while clouded with uncenaintv. are at least as firm as those of 

econometric andvsis and prediction. If decision-makers are willing to listen to 

economists, they should be at least as ready to listen to the natural scientists as 

resards future outcomes; complex as it is, the natural system is probably more 

predictable than the human economy. ... 

The question of scale is paramount, when action is being sought. The greenhouse 

effect is world-wide, both as to causes and as to impacts. Any conceivable action to 

control, mitigate or adapt to the effect must be taken on the world scale, by the world 

community (Hare, 1989: 65) 
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Hare closes his presentation with the following comments: 

How can we close the gaps between the scientXc and the political mindsets in this 

vast environmental arena? Are the scientists wrong in asserting that the world must 

ready for the impending changes? Are these issues outranked by a dozen others? ... I 

have been talking about revolutionary change in the world's natural environment - a 

change induced by inadvertent human action. It is not too much to expect an equally 

revolutionary change in political attitudes (Hare, 1989: 66). 

Bert Bolin, past chairman of the IPCC attended the conference in Kyoto Japan in December 

1997 and stated that scientific issues were not discussed much. Instead, political and 

technicaI issues were focused on (Bolin? 1998). 

3.2 The Formal Arrangements for Managing the Threat of Global 
Warming and Climate Change 

The literature in this section is briefly referred to here, as a more in-depth reference to this 

marerial is provided in Chapter 4. The links between commitments to reduce human-induced 

GHGs are important to understand at both the international and domestic level and are 

therefore introduced in this chapter. These commitments are interrelated- Further, the author 

felt that readers would benefit from an understanding of the evolution of these commitments 

and the importance of voluntary action plans, in the context of these commitments. 

To develop a better understanding of the international frameworks and processes in place for 

addressing climate change, the following sources were used: 

Canadian Global Change Program (CGCP). Climate Change: Cross-Conah Briefings 
Before Kyo~o: Participanfts ' Briefig Book- The Global Change Program of the 
Royal Society of Canada. Calgary, November 5, 1997. 
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Environment Canada COMIjO 3 Second N ~ b d  Report on Ciimde Ckange: Actions to 
Meet Commiments Undet the United Nutions Framework Coltvention in Climate 
Change. Environment Caaada Onawa, Canada- May 1997. Updated November 
1997a. 

Environment Canada. Actions in Canadz- Copyright 1996b, Updated July 16,1997. 
Viewed November 20, 1997. Available on: The Green Lane, Environment Canada's 
World Wide Web Site: http :If--ec.gc.Ca/climatddoin~mdenht- 

Government of Canada C d  's NibnaZ Action Program on Climate C h g e  - 1995. 
Ottawa, 1995, pp. 42- 

Keating, Michael aad The Canadian Global Change Program. Car& and The State of ihe 
Planet: The Social. Economic And Emi.onmenta~ Trendr libat Are Shqping Our 
Lives. Oxford University Press. Toronto. 1997, pp. 100. 

Natural Resources Canada m a n ) .  Cmuk's Climate C h g e :  FbIzin~ary Challenge and 
Regrsn-)t (VCR): Par~icipant T Handbook- Natural Resources Canada. Ottawa, August 
1995, pp- 19. 

Quarrie, Joyce. Ed .. E m h  Summit '92. The Uniled Nations Conference on Environment and 
Developme~lt: Rio de Jmeiro 1992. The Regency Press Corporation. London. 1992, 
pp. 374, pp. 256- 

The starting point for this portion of the review was based on the Earth Summit at  Rio and 

how the FCCC evolved. Quarrie (1992), in the book EWh Summit '92: The Unired Nations 

Cotlfeence on Et~virotrrnent and Development: Rio de Joneiro 1992, provides a summary of 

the discussions and conclusions reached at the Earth Summit. Sections of the book put the 

FCCC into the context of the Earth Summit. They also provide descriptions of the formation 

of the FCCC and the process and key organizations that were involved. Examples of these 

key organizations are the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United 

Nations Environmental Program (UNEP). Included in the book is an abridged version of 

Agenda 21 - a comprehensive blueprint for the global actions to affect the transition to 

sustainable development. While this has been described as a wish list for almost every 

concern related to sustainable development (Page, pers. comm, 1998) it does provide 

direction in achieving goals of sustainable development for those organizations that are 

willing to foIlow it. The International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives' (ICLEI), 
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the international environmental agency of local governments, is one such organization. 

ICLEI has launched a global initiative to assist local governments in implementing Local 

Agenda 22 processes, based on chapter 28 of Agenda 21, Local authorities' initiatives in 

support of Agenda 2 1 (ICLEI, 1997). ICLEI is helping municipalities develop and impIement 

processes for addressing ctimate change. 

While the book edited by Quarrie describes the processes and frameworks in the context of 

the world, The Canadian Global Change Program places Canada in context with these 

international processes. The CGCP provides a good review of the processes leading up to the 

FCCC and, in the case of the Briefings Before Kyoto, brings us up to date on the FCCC 

discussions pre-Kyoto. Please refer to Chapter 4 for a more comprehensive discussion of 

these processes and tiameworks. 

In reviewing the preceding literature two purposes were met. First, the author gained a better 

understanding of the climate change issue. Second, the author gained an appreciation for the 

necessity of addressing the risk of climate change through climate change policy. This 

literature review also provided a better understanding of possible motivational barriers to 

implementing voluntary programs to reduce GHGs. Those sources not discussed in this 

section are referred to in following chapters. 

3.3 Research Conducted on the Use of VNRls 

There are a number of relatively recent works on VNRIs: 

1 . I blzltzta~ Itlitiutives i ~ z  ihe Energ). Sector (June 1 996a) prepared for the Energy Policy 

Branch and Energy Efficiency Branch, Natural Resources Canada by the Business and 

the Environment Research Program of The Conference Board of Canada; 

2. 1 blz~~ztag- Enviror~rnental initiatives in Cmu&: A 1996 Sfatus Report (September 1 996b) 

by the Business and the Environment Research Program of The Conference Board of 

Canada; 
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3. Voluntary Actions for Energy-Relafed C& Abatement (1 997) by the Imematioaal Energy 

Agency, within the OECD; and 

4. Tnde Cornpeririveness md Non-Reguiafoty Approaches to Envitonmenzai Protection: A 

Report by the Task Force on Trade and Environment of the International Trade Advisory 

Committee, prepared by Rob Ken, Aaron Cosbey and The Coderence Board of Canada 

(April 30 1998)-' 

Brief reviews are supplied here however, these documents, along with others not reviewed 

here, are used extensively in fo [lowing chapters, in particular, in Chapter 6. 

Voluntary Initiatives in the Energy Sector by The Conference Board of Canada 

(June, 1996a) 

The study defines VIs as policy instruments or approaches employed by society to attain 

environmental, social, economic and other societal objectives. They are undertaken by 

individuals, organizations, companies, governments and others so as to capitalize on 

opportunity, choice, and fieedom in decision-making (Conference Board of Canada, 1996a). 

The focus is on Voiuntary Initiatives related to the energy sector and in specific situations to 

energy efficiency within companies. The study is broken into three phases: Phase 1 - 
Defining \?oluntary Initiatives; Phase 2 - Case Studies; Phase 3 - Determinants and Factors 

That Make Voluntary Initiatives Successfil. 

The Conference Board of Canada attempts to "identify the critical aspects of particular 

company programs which facilitate the achievement of program goals and allow particular 

initiatives to be successful" (Conference Board of Canada, June 1996a). Phase one provides a 

conceptual ovenriew of what VIs are; a description of the variation in VIs; develops a 

typology of fourteen descriptive elements that are used to systematically characterize the VIs 

studied; and presents an inventory of VIs, in progress, h different countries. Phase two 

characterizes nine international case studies of VIs based on the typology developed in phase 

one. Examples of the case studies are the Sustainable Development Program: Shell Canada; 

Netherlands Environmental Covenants: Akzo Nobel; and the European Union Eco- 

- -- - -  - - - 
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Management and Audit Scheme: CIBA Clayton, UK. Phase three sutumarizes the factors md 

determinants identified which lead to successfir1 Ws. 

The fourteen descriptive elements are: Degree of Structure; Commitment Vehicle; 

Partnerships; Resource Allocation; Reporting; Responsibility; Government Involvement; 

Stakeholder Involvement; Motive; Relation to Other Policy Instruments; Front-End Analysis; 

Integration of Objectives; Corporate Culture; and Independent Auditing- The typology is set- 

up such that the degree of structure7 stated as "perhaps the most important element," is 

evaluated in terms of the remaining elements. The different degrees of structureI described as 

Informal, Semi-Formal, and Fonnal, are set apart. The remaining elements, for example 

commitment vehicle, motive and resource allocation are then examined and contrasted 

according to these degrees of structure (see table 7.2 in chapter seven). Informal stnrctures 

are loose with general objectives, semi-formal structures have some detail but are not 

comprehensive and formal structures have detailed goals, objectives, time-frames and 

management systems for implementation. The authors acknowledge that these three general 

categories are not always simply differentiated. Setting the typology up in this way was 

somewhat confbsing especially when in another section the authors described motive as 

being the most important factor of success for the VIs studied. The problem may lie with the 

fact that \Is are different between companies and the business sectors they are in The 

typology did however provide a means of analyzing the case studies and did lead to a better 

conceptual understandins of VIs. 

-4n examination of the VIs showed that they rely on a majority of elements, while others rely 

on particular subsets of elements. Examples of subsets of the element commitment vehicle 

include such items as letter of intent, memorandum-of understanding and codes of practice 

(see table 7.2 in chapter seven). Motive for the initiative accounts for the differences in 

approach, with motive breaking down in to three basic types: 

internally motivated; 

ex~ernally motivated; and 

mixed internaI and external. 
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Companies with internal motives for their h-tiatives emphasize management aspects, for 

example, structure, responsibility and corporate culture- Companies reflecting an e x t e d  

motive (e-g., pubIic concerns or the threat of regulation) also include management aspects but 

also emphasize paxtnerships, govemwnt involvement and commitment vehicles. Companies 

reflecting both internal and external motives, emphasize both management and partnering 

relationships. 

Seven of the nine initiatives studied emphasized motive and degree of structure as the most 

imponant factors of success. These initiatives bad clear gods, targets, timefiames and 

management systems. 

The study relies on the judgment of individuals, involved in designing and managing 

voluntary programs, for identification of the important and critical aspects for each program's 

success. The absence of third party verification is recognized as a weakness in the study. 

Voluntary Environmental initiatives in Canada: A 7996 Status Report (September 

1996b) by The Conference Board of Canada 

This document is an edited compilation of views and feedback, from participants, in a series 

of \vorkshops held in nine cities across Canada, in February 1996. As the authors state, it is 

not a piece of analytical research in itself. By design the substance of the workshops focused 

on business cases. As such, the discussions centered on activities such as industrial processes, 

pollution prevention, energy efficiency, and greenhouse gas emissions. 

The objectives of the workshops were to raise awareness and understanding of VIs amongst 

business, government and pubiic organizations; to share practical lessons learned on the 

design and use of voluntary initiatives; and to help advance environmental goals. 

There were 152 panicipants including industry managers, association representatives, 

government officials, consultants, lawyers and members of the general public. The - 
workshops demonstrated that' there were more VIs being implemented across Canada than 

most people realized. The motivators and drivers for VIs were identified by industry as: 
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1. impending or anticipated regulation; 

2. cost savings, efficiency gains or return-on-investment (in the near term); 

3. market share and public image (in the longer term) (Conference Board ofcanada, 

1996b: iii)- 

The rationale for getting involved generally falls in some combination of these three 

categories with smaller and medium sized companies concerned with the first two points 

above. Larger, 'bprogressive" companies are concerned with aIl three (Conference Board of 

Canada, 1996b: iii). Other motivators and drivers include: 

Flexibility and innovation in environrnentaf solutions; 

Integrating environmental and economic goals; 

environrnentd and economic risks and liabilities; 

Due diligence; Legal implications; Personal liability;15 [and] 

Regulatory and compliance efficiency (for both industry and government) 

(Conference Board of Canada, 1996b: iii). 

\-oluntaq initiatives were put in context with other policy instruments and in most cases Ws 

were considered complementary to regulation and other fiscal instruments. There was also a 

recognition that there is an interpIay between VIs and these latter two instruments. The 

examples provided are: 

Regulators in the USA are providing blanket permits to companies which have 

voluntarily demonstrated leading environmental stewardship (thus a VI may have 

an effect on the nature of regulatory requirements). 

In Denmark, companies embarking in voluntary initiatives receive relief fiom 

new energy taxes. Informal initiatives will be influenced by the regulatory 

" --The question of whether ''%'Is" have an &ect on due diligence or other legaI requirements has not yet been established" 
(Conference Board of Canada, 1996b: iii). 
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environment as companies which are environmental leaders anticipate regulatory 

trends (Conference Board of Canada, 1996b: iii). 

Factors for success were defined as: 

Real involvement, and a dimate of trust, with external partners - be they 

governments, N o s ,  communities or others; 

A top-down management commitment; Clear corporate objectives; 

Innovation from the bottom-up; Rewards and recognition; 

Quantitative costhenefit analyses of options for decision making; [and] 

Sufficient time (in the order of years) to learn, design and nurture an appropriate 

program (Conference Board of Canada, 1 996b: iv)- 

The first point, discussing real government involvement, was expanded to include their role 

as: setting performance standards; acknowledging capital turnover and technology costs; 

disseminating information (perhaps in consort with associations); and care in not penalizing 

leaders. 

The conclusion of the document recognizes that VI use is on the rise in Canadian business 

community and that Canada has the opponunity for a leadership roIe in the world in this area. 

Near-term competitiveness and long-term sustainab ility are two potential benefits. 

Voluntary Actions for Energy-Related CO2 Abatement (1997) by the International 

Energy Agency, within the OECD 

As the organizations name implies, this study takes a more international perspective on 

voluntary actions then the two previous documents. This study recognized that "governments 

are increasingly reluctant to impose fiscal or regtdatoxy requirements on firms that must 

compere in global markets" (IEA 1 997: 3) Therefore, governments are examining innovative 

Lvavs of working with industry to achieve: 
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... shared objectives through cooperative approaches. Partnerships between 

governments and industry, as a cost-effdve alternative to command and control 

regulation, are a major feature of national programmes to mitigate energy-related Cot 

emissions (IEA, 1997: 3)- 

The IEA study includes a s w e y  detailing information on some 350 voluntary programs in 

22 Member c~untries'~ and the European Commission. Similar to the Confaence Board of 

Canada study, although on a much broader scale, common elements and variations are 

identified. This identification led to a preliminary appraisal of their potential effiectiveness. 

The major contributions of the survey are the higu-ghts of the key issues that need to be 

considered, by governments and industry, when planning, designing and implementing 

voluntary progams. 

The IE.4 ( 1 997) book is an international report that: 

... focuses on energy-related voluntary actions and programmes, or voluntary 

approaches (VAs), involving both the public and the private sector in a joint 

undertaking to mitigate energy-related Cot emissions. The study builds on a survey 

conducted by the IEA in 1995 and updated through March 1996; and is entirely based 

on information fiom 22 IEA countries and the European Commission 1997: 

26).  

The report is d i ~ i d e d  into two parts: Part I provides an overview and analysis of energy- 

related voluntary actions, programs and initiatives in Member countries, and presents results 

and conclusions of the various voluntary programs. Part II summarizes the different 

voluntary programs in the different economic sectors, highlighting main features, objectives 

and achievements of those programs. 

'" Esamples of OECD member countries are Austzia, Canada, France, m y ,  lhe United Kingdom and the United States. 
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The majority of voluntary programs relate to energy-efficiency improvements in the 

industrial and commercial sectors (IEA, 1997: 19). These programs have been developed out 

of a: 

... growing concern that climate change objectives will not be achieved without 

additional innovation, consensus-building approaches which have the active support 

of programme participants. Such agreements involving the public and private sector 

in new partnership-like undertakings that go beyond the traditional regulatory process 

have been adopted or are being increasingly developed in the last few years w4 
1997: 19). 

Some of the main concIusions from the IEA survey and analysis on publidprivate voluntary 

actions for mitigating energy-related Cot emissions are the following: 

Past and present experiences with voluntary actions show that, properly designed and 

implemented, they can achieve stated objectives, sometimes even exceeding those of 

minimum regulatory standards, and help integrate economic and environmental goals. 

As voluntary actions are seldom used in isolation and are expressly combined with 

other policy instruments such as regulations, financial and fiscal instruments their role 

and finction need to be carefblly defined in order to avoid conflicts and perverse 

effects with other policy objectives. Thus, particular attention should be given to the 

design and implementation of the various policy instruments so that they are 

complimentary and mutually reinforcing. The effectiveness of voluntary actions 

however, may vary according to how structured or how closely monitored they are. 

Voluntary actions are expected to provide flexible and "tailored solutions matching 

the specific technical and economic conditions in given situations, and they implicitly 

or explicitly recognize the great diversity within the industrial and commercial sector 

(LEA 1997: 19). 

The study identified essential elements to assure the effective operation of voluntary public 

and private voluntary agreements: 

- - - - - -- - - - - -  
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definition of convincing objectives and targets, including baseline, timefiarne, 

intermediate gods, and if necessary, possible adbstments; 

broad sectoral coverage and participation fiom both large and small companies 

and support fiom seaoral associations; 

flexible and cost-effective procedures for implementing the agreement with 

specified tasks and common responsibilities for both industry and government 

including provisions in case of non-compliance with the agreement; 

comprehensive monitoring and reporting system, also with regard to intermediate 

stages to assure verification and accountability of the efforts made; and 

independent third party evaluation and public disclosure of results in order to 

maintain credibility of this new policy instrument (IEA, 1997: 23). 

The IErZ also established a typology based on energy-related voluntary actions. They mapped 

the various voluntary actions in terms of "degree of structure" and "degree of Iegal 

compulsion" among the broad categories of economic sectors. Examples of the economic 

sectors incIuded were electrical production, transfer and distribution sectors and 

transponation. The US voluntary reporting of greenhouse gas emissions, for all sectors, was 

given as an exampie of a highly structured but low legal compulsion approach. In that 
c. 

example there is no legal compulsion to participate but there are extensive guidelines to be 

follolved for those who choose to participate. For comparison, the Dutch long-term 

agreemenrs with industry sectors are examples of highly structured and high legal 

compulsion approaches, although there is no formal threat of mandatory requirements (IEA, 

1997: 42). 

This IEA study is very comprehensive and as it deals with a large number of voluntary 

proparns it can be somewhat cofising to follow at times. However, the confusion likely 

results from the variation among the voluntary programs, a variation that one would expect 

when so many sectors of the economy are considered, and in so many different countries. 
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Trade Competitiveness and Non-Regulatory Appmaches to Environmental 

Protection: A Report by the Task Force on Trade and Environment of the 

International Trade Advisory Committee, prepared by Rob Kerr, Aaron Cosbey and 

The Conference Board of Canada (April 30,1998) 

This report was the most recent document available for this MDP and somewhat reflects the 

continuing interest and work on VNRIs. The report ccexplores how voluntary and nun- 

regulatory approaches could be used more extensively in Canada to foster increased 

international competitiveness while simultaneously achieving environmental objectivesy7 

(Kerr et al., 1998: 1). With the increase in globalization and international trade there is also 

an increasing concern worldwide for the environment. The report reveals that with 

"unprecedented effons to protect the environment, there has been a growing realization that 

traditional regulatory tools are not adequate" (Kerr et. al., 1998: 1). The authors state the 

follo~ving reasons for that claim: 

First, the job of environmental protection is tougher than anticipated. Second, there 

are tasks for which the tools were never designed, such as addressing the need to 

substantially reduce resource throughput. Third, in and era of deficit fighting and 

eovernment downsizing, the expense and inefficiency of the regulatory approach 
C 

have become issues. Finally, the prescriptive nature and lack of flexibility of the 

regulatory approach have not dowed business adequate opportunity to develop 

innovative, effective and efficient means to achieve environmental goals (Kerr, et. d., 

1998: 1). 

The report focuses primarily on voluntary challenges, codes of practice, environmental 

management systems, eco-labelling and negotiated agreements. As stated in the document, 

the repon is "primarily intended for policy-makers, corporate managers responsible for 

international marketing and for environment, business association leaders and representatives 

of civil society with an interest in trade and environment" (Kerr et. al., 1998: 2). The purpose 

for the report was to better understand how V W s  affect trade competitiveness. The Task 

Force on Trade and Environment of the International Trade Advisory Committee, 

recognizing - the importance of trade to the Canadian economy, set out to achieve this goal. 
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This report builds on previous works completed by the Conference Board of  Canada's 

Business and the Environment Research Program and the New Directions Group, which 

includes some of the literature previously reviewed here. Information for there report was 

gathered using case studies, interviews, and a literature w e y  of Canadian and foreign 

experience. 

The report concludes by stating that "Canada faces both risks and opportunities while 

environmental issues become increasingly linked to tradey' (Ken et. al., 1998: 1 1). Canada 

may gain a competitive edge by strategically fostering VNRI development. It 

concludes that: 

There may be some value to both trade competitiveness and environment of a 

comprehensive long-term strategy to "green7* Canada's reputation as an exporter. 

Canada should invest in the development of improved VNRIs - those that are more 

efficient and more precise and quantitative. Canada should also explore greater use of 

negotiated agreements, similar to the Dutch covenant process and should work toward 

increased mutual recognition of V M U s  with its trading partners. Canadian industry 

shouId ensure that it is in the forefront in the international relevance and 

effectiveness. It would be prudent to assess in detail the emerging risks and 

opportunities for a number of Canadian industries and to determine how VMUs and 

related tools could be used to maintain or enhance their trade competitiveness. This 

research is the first step in that direction (Kerr et. al., 1998: 11). 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter has provided a review of the main literature that helped to initially focus the 

research for this MDP and includes reviews of the available literature on VNRIs. The IPCC 

attributes an increase of greenhouse gases to human activities and assumptions are that global 

temperatures may rise 1 to 3.5 degrees Celsius in a century, unless we act. These increases 

are especially evident since pre-industrial times (i-e., since 1750). Carbon dioxide increases 

have been measured at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii and other remote places fiom 

pole to pole since 1957. These and other gases have resulted in an "enhanced greenhouse gas 
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effect." The UNFCCC is the key international process for addressing climate change and was 

agreed to out of the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. 

Energy-efficient improvements, conservation and &el switching are "no regrets" actions that 

can reduce GHG emissions at Little cost or in some cases can provide savings to an 

organization. The Canadian Government is encouraging these types of volunteer actions. 

Designing and implementing credible and effective VMUs can help in achieving some of the 

necessary GHG emissions reductions. Industry and government have expressed a desire to 

implement VNRIs as a cost-effective complement to other policy instruments. These two 

groups claim that VNRIs aIIow for fIexibiIity and innovation in forming action plans to 
Y 

address climate change. The following chapter provides a more comprehensive overview and 

history of the discussions and initiatives on climate change. 
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Chapter 4: An Overview and History of the Discussions and 
Initiatives on Climate Change 

This chapter describes how humankind became concerned about the threat of climate change 

and describes the processes that have evolved internationally and in Canada to address this 

threat. While this chapter is more descriptive then analytical, VNRI policy instruments are 

considered in the context of the uniqueness of the climate change issue and in the context of 

the processes to manage this issue. Having said that, the success of VNRIs to reduce GHG 

emissions in Canada, are subject to the strength of the Canadian processes to address climate 

change In this regard, Canadian responses to address our commitments to reducing the risk 

of human-induced climate change are discussed in terms of the processes that have been put 

in place. These processes include the NAPCC and the VCR Program, a key component of the 

N.4PCC. 

Embedded in the uniqueness of the processes to address the risk of climate change, are a 

number of vested interests, including the use of fossil fbels as a primary energy source to 

drive domestic economies. These interests, especially in the US, have perpetuated a great 

deal of debate over whether the threat of climate change and human-induced global warming 

is real. This debate has called into question the validity of the science associated with the 

IPCC assessments and the degree to which future global temperature predictions can be 

made. 

While concerns about the scientific uncertainty and the correIation of human-induced GHG 

emissions to global warming may be valid, inaction to this risk is not acceptable. The counter 

argument to those who dispute the science, upon which the concern for global warming is 

based, is that we have a duty to respond to the risk of climate change. The science on the 

human effects on global warming seems to be incrementally affirming the risk, as research 

continues on this topic. 
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The scientific information that promotes the international community and domestic 

communities to move forward in addressing the potential risks of climate change, are lost in 

the confusion that has Nfaced through miswormed debate. This confusion is likely 

affecting the motivation to develop substantive action plans to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions or even participate in voluntary programs. There are, of course, other reasons for 

poor participation in voluntary initiatives, reasons that will be discussed in other chapters. 

This overview, of the processes and discussion on climate change, will provide the context in 

which VNWs are developed and implemented to address the risk of climate change. This 

oveniew starts with a discussion about how the concern over global warming evolved. 

Tyndall, as early as 1861, postulated that concentrations of greenhouse gases, such as water 

vapor and carbon dioxide, could cause global warming.l8 By 1896, the Swedish chemist 

-4rrhenius estimated that a tripling of carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere could 

result in an 8 to 9 degree average increase in the earth's temperature. International discussion 

of global warming may have reached a higher profile with the evolution of the environmental 

movement. According to Lester Brown, founder of the Worldwatch Institute in 1974, this 

movement was officially Iaunched at The United Nations Conference on Human 

En\-ironmenr held in Stockholm in June 1972 (Quarrie, 1992: 15 and 18). "Governments of 

the industrialized and wealthy world wanted all nations and industries to agree to act 

together" to clean up the world we were Iiving in (Quarrie, 1992: 15). ~ e v e l o ~ e d ' ~  nations 

were concerned about increasing environmental problems. Undeveloped countries, however, 

were more concerned about addressing poverty, and were also prepared to accept 

I -  -4 ChronoIog> of Key Evznw on the Topic ot'Climatc Change is set out in Appendix 6- 

'%s hlitonoal m!ormauon. about T>ndaIl and Anhmius, was obtained Crom a lecture by Dr. Gordon McBam, Assisrant 
Deputy Minrsxer= Atmospheric Enrironmsnt Service- Environment Canada= to the World Meteorological Organization 12th 
Congress, Geneva, June, 1995, The Iecture %as posted on Environment Canada's intema site, Green Lane (McBean, 1996: 
PP 10). 

R3en various sources refer to the First World, the North, and devdoped countries these refoenca are usually dl meant 
to hate h e  same meaning. The tams are quite often interchanged in the literamre. The same applies to the Third WorId, the 
Sourh- and undeveloped countries. The words developed and devdoping are used in this document for clarit?; unless the telt 
is pan o i a  quote. 
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environmental problems in order to gain the lifestyles experienced by developed countries. 

This concern still exists today and is prevalent in many of the undeveloped countries' 

responses to managing greenhouse gases. 

In 1985 and 1987, atmospheric scientists met in Vilach, Austria and later in November 1987, 

a gathering of scientists and policy advisors met in BeIIagio, Italy (WMO, 1988). These 

meetings provided important conclusions and recommendations for dealing with fbture 

global warming (WMO, 1988). In 1988, Canada hosted the WorId Conference on The 

Changing Atmosphere: Implications for Global Security, in Toronto. The Conference 

considered ways of improving the world capacity for forecasting environmental change, 

placing discussion of cIimate change high on a priority list (WMO, 1988). 

The United Nations Conference for the Environment and Development (UNCED) took place 

in 1992; twenty years after the Stockholm Conference. This UNCED Conference' more 

commonly known as The Earth Summit, convened in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and was 

inspired and guided by the Bruntland Commission ~ e ~ o r t . ~ '  The UNCED Conference was a 

forum for concerned parties who feh that there was not enough global action taking place to 

address the issues raised at the Stockholm Conference. The poorer nations attending Rio 

insisted the agenda include development as well as environment. They knew that the North 

wanted to address climate change, and wanted the South to halt deforestation, to slow down 

the consumption of coal and oil, and to reduce birthrates (Sandbrook in Quarrie, 1992: 16). 

If the poorer nations were to help the Nonh to address climate change, the South took the 

bargaining position that the Nonh would have to pay. This position adds to the uniqueness 

and complexity of addressing climate change especially when one considers the potential 

effects on our cLimate system Developing countries are intent on advancing their economies 

and will do so using fossil fuels as their primary source of energy. This will add considerable 

GHG emissions to our global atmosphere, over the foreseeable future, unless some 

hndamental changes in energy use can be achieved. 

The Bruntland Commission Report is officialIy tided Our Common Future: The WorId Commission on Environment and 
DsveIo?ment This Commission \\as chaired by Gro HarIun BnmMand, tht: Prime Minister of Norway, and therefore is 
orien referred to as the Brundrlmd Commission Rzpon 
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The Earth Summit was largely about achieving sustainable development "For wealthy 

nations, sustainable development means policies concerning issues such as recycling, energy 

efficiency, conservation, rehabilitation of damaged landscapes. For the poor nations it mutns 

policies for equity, fairness, respect of the law, redistribution of wealth and wealth creation" 

(Sandbrook in Quarrie, 1992: 16). These policies will require a major shift in thinking and a 

great deal of change. Sandbrook (in Quarrie, 1992) stated that the world of the mid-nineties 

faces potentially convulsive change and that, we are unsure of the direction this will take us. 

Sandbrook (in Quarrie, 1992) also referred to the change as an EnviroamentaI Revolution 

and that, if it succeeded, it would rank with the Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions. 

"Wiil the change come from strong worldwide initiatives that reverse the degradation of the 

planet and restore hope for the fbture, or will it come from continuing environmental 

deterioration that leads to economic decline and social instability?" (Brown in Quarrie, 1992: 

18). 

While the discussion at the Emh Summit was about sustainable development in general, the 

Summit also raised the profile of concerns over climate change. Participants to the Earth 

Summit recognized that a response to the potential threats of climate change would take a 

concerted worldwide effort and strong action by individual countries. 

Some of the major Earth Summit achievements are: 

Agenda 21 - a comprehensive blueprint for the global actions to affect the 

transition to sustainable development; 

the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development - a series of principles 

defining the rights and responsibilities of States in this area; 

a set of principles to support the sustainable management of forests worldwide; 

and 

two legally binding conventions - aiming to prevent global climate change and the 

eradication of biologically diverse species - that were signed by representatives of 

more than 1 50 countries (Strong in Quarrie, 1992: 9). 
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In 1992, Maurice Strong saw these achievements as major. Some of them have, however, just 

been the aspirations of those involved, some of which have not met with significant action. 

The Agenda 21 blueprint is an example of an aspiration that has not been transformed into 

any significant a d o n  The convention to prevent global climate change has however evolved 

into considerable action The convention, while not legally binding as stated in Strong's 

words, was more a best efforts agreement to address a risk that climate scientists were raising 

concerns over. 

4.2 The Framework Convention on Climate Change2' 

At the first World Climate Conference, held in 1979, the international community recognized 

that the threat of climate change was a serious problem. Participants, at this scientific 

eathering, expIored how climate change might affect human activities. They also issued a 
CI 

declaration calling on the world's governments "to foresee and prevent potential man-made 

chanses in climate that might be adverse to the well-being of humanity" (CGCP, 1997: 32). 

Participants also endorsed plans to estabIish a World Climate Programme (U'CP) under the 

joint responsibility of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP), and the International Council of Scientific Unions 

(CGCP, 1997: 32). Through the late 1980s and early 1990s a number of intergovernmental 

conferences focused on climate change. 

The L%TP and the R M O  established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) in 1988. The P C C  mandate is, to assess the state of existing knowledge about the 

climate system and climate change; the environmental, economic, and social impacts of 

climate change; and the possible response strategies (CGCP, 1997: 32). "In 1990, the IPCC 

published its First Assessment Report (vetted by experts and government officials) which 

confirmed the scientific evidence for climate change" (CGCP, 1997: 32). This report 

" Ponions of the historical information on the t'arrnation of the Framework Convention on Climate Change were obtained 
from the Canadian GlobaI Change Program: CrossCanada Brie$hgs Before Kyoto - Participants' Briefmg Book k c  MDP 
author attended the Briefing on November 5,1997, at the University of C a l g q  The infomation was more complete and 
marc clearly laid out then in an! other sources examined at the time_ It was dso curerit 
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provided the basis for countries to negotiate the Framework Convention on Climate Change 

in 1992 (CGCP, 1997: 11). According to the CGCP, the published material fiom the 

International Panel on Climate Change is widely 'crecognized as the most thorough and 

balanced assessments of available published knowledge on climate system science, the likely 

impacts of change, and the socio-economic dimensions of the climate change issue" (CGCP, 

1997: 11). 

-4 number of principles were supported at the 1990 Second World Climate Conference and 

were later included in the Climate Change Convention: 

climate change as a common concern of humankind; 

the importance of equity; 

the common but differentiated responsibilities of countries at different levels of 

development; 

sustainabIe development; and 

the precautionary principle (CGCP, 1997, p. 32)." 

The Second World Conference called for a framework treaty on climate change. The UN 

General .bsembly approved the stan of treaty negotiations in December 1990, via the 

inter~overnmental Negotiating Committee for a Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(KCIFCCC) On May 9, 1992, The Framework Convention on Climate Change was adopted 

in New York (CGCP, 1997). It was then signed by 154 states (plus the European 

Community) at the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in June 1992 (CGCP, 1997). On March 21, 

1991, the Convention entered into force. By September 1997, 169 nations were party to the 

Convention (CGCP, 1997: 32)- 

.- - World actions to manage greenhouse gases shouId be applied based on the precautionary principle The precautionaq 
principle suites that the lack of fdI sciurtitic certainty shouId not be used as an excuse to postpone action when there is a 
threi.~ of serious or mevasiblz damage. 
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4.21 Commitments under the Framework Convention on Climate Change 

The international processes, to a large degree, are influencing domestic policies to address 

climate change. Each signator (or countq) forms their domestic policies to address climate 

change based on agreements established through the FCCC. Canada's own d o n  plan is in 

response to this Convention. The magnitude of thi-s international process adds to the 

challenge of addressing climate change. 

The Framework Convention on Climate Change seeks to stabilize atmospheric 

concentrations of greenhouse gases "at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic 

[human-induced] interference with the climate systems" (CGCP, 1997: 33). There are three 

requirements to meet this stabilization objective: 

(1)  it should be achieved early enough to d o w  ecosystems to adapt naturalty to climate 

change; 

(2) food production should not be threatened; and 

(3 )  efforts to minimize greenhouse gas emissions and climate change should be consistent 

with sustainable economic development (CGCP, 1997, p. 33). 

There is no international agreement on what would be considered 'dangerous' anthropogenic 

interference with the climate system. This is largely due to cultural and value differences 

about what is safe and what is dangerous in different countries (CGCP, 1997: 33). These 

differences likely complicate the task of reaching global consensus on commitments to 

address climate change. Other differences include the varying vulnerabilities to the 

consequences of climate change. 

Ideally the Convention requires that policymakers choose the actions deemed necessary to 

address climate change. 'While science can provide a useful basis for decision-making, 

determining how much climate change is safe or how much risk is acceptable is essentially a 

political judgment" (CGCP, 1997: 33). The international community negotiates this judgment 

through the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the Convention. Many have, however, argued 

that the political judgement that has been exercised has been less then adequate. 
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Based on the FCCC, the Canadian Government is to decide on concrete actions to reduce 

GHG emissions. Policymakers must choose the actions to take to stabilize atmospheric 

concentrations, set out a schedule for Iimiting greenhouse gas emissions, encourage 

development of appropriate technologies and set appropriate policies for meeting these gods. 

A lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as an excuse to postpone action when 

there is a threat of serious or irreversible damage. However, the 'lack of scientific 

uncertainty' is the very argument some interest groups use to raise doubt as to whether we 

should incur the coas to address climate change. Examples of these groups are the US 

Climate Coalition, and Western Fuels in the US. Both are strongly associated with the fossil 

fuel industry in the United States. These groups fear the expense of addressing climate 

change prematurely, and too rapidly, will ruin economies and the sectors of business these 

groups represent. Many individuals and organizations, such as, Thomas DrAquino, of the 

Business Council on National Issues have raised similar concerns in Canada. This point of 

k-iew creates a dilemma for policy-makers because the coas of the projected effects of 

climate change, especially on future senerations, could far outweigh rational expenditures 

today to address the threat. 

While this debate continues, both developed and developing countries have accepted a 

number of general commitments. All Parties to the convention are to develop and submit 

national communications containing inventories of greenhouse gas emissions by source and 

ereenhouse gas removals by sinks (CGCP, 1997: 33). Some developed countries have done - 
more than other developed countries at meeting this commitment. The same comment applies 

to developing countries, some of which have provided communications on their actions to the 

FCCC. Parties to the Convention are to take climate change into account in their relevant 

social, economic, and environmental policies; cooperate in scientific, technical, and 

educational matters; and promote education, public awareness, and the exchange of 

information related to climate change (CGCP, 1997: 33). Despite this recognition by the 

panies to the convention, none of this has been achieved in any significant degree. 
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Under original commitments to the convention industrialized wmties are to undertake 

several specific commitments. One such commitment is for most members of the 

Organization of Economic Cooperation and Dwelopment (OECD) plus Central and Eastern 

European states - together known as Annex I parties - to adopt policies and measures aimed 

at returning their greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000 (CGCP, 1997: 

33). In discussions leading up to the Kyoto conference, in 1997, many coumries admitted 

they would fail to meet this commitment In Canada, federal and provincial Energy and 

Environment Ministers acknowledged, for the first time, that Canada would not be able to 

meet this commitment (Russell, 1997). As of the COP LU meeting (held in Kyoto, Japan, 

December 1 997) these timelines and targets have changed. Canada, for example, while 

previously agreeing to stabilization at 1990 levels by the year 2000, agreed to cut greenhouse 

eas emissions to six percent below 1990 levels by 2008-2012. Also, under the original - 
commitments, it was agreed that, "OECD countries should take the strongest measures, while 

the countries in transition to a market economy are granted a certain degree of flexibility7? 

(CGCP. 1997: 34). 

Many of the measures to be taken have to be fbnded, therefore, it was agreed that, "the 

richest countries shall provide new and additional financial resources and facilitate 

technological trmsfei' (CGCP, 1997: 34). These rich countries are essentially the OECD, 

and are to fund the full cost incurred by developing countries for submitting their national 

communications (CGCP, 1 997). The nationaI communications describe the developing 

countries' climate change strategies. 

4.22 Responsibilities of the Conference of  Parties 

There are many terms that have to be negotiated, such as who will k n d  the previously 

mentioned costs agreed to under the Convention. These terms lay with the Conference of the 

Parties. The CGCP (1997) document provides a description of the Conference of the 

parties:= 

-'The inrsnt of my des~ription is to make the reader more familiar uith the COP and how this body operates. For a more 
comprehensive dscn'p~on ofthe COP see the Canadian Giobal Cfianee Program (CGCP): Climate Change Cross Canada 
Brisiings Before Kyoto proceedings= November 5,1997. 
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The supreme body of the Convention is the Confience of the Parties (COP). The 

COP comprises all the states that have ratified the Convention (some 165 at end- 

1996). It held its first meeting (COP- 1) in Berlin in 1995 and will continue to meet on 

a yearly basis unless the Panies decide otherwise. The COP'S role is to promote and 

review the implementation of the Conventioa It will periodically review existing 

commitments in light of the Convention's objective, new scientific findings, and the 

effectiveness of national climate change programmes. The COP can adopt new 

commitments through amendments and protocols (in CGCP, 1997: 34)- 

While the COP meets annually, there are subsidiary bodies (ad hoc groups) that meet more 

frequently (CGCP, 1997). Both the COP and its subsidiary bodies are serviced by a secretariat 

whose knction includes, compiling and communicating information, and drafting official 

documents. The COP has held three meetings since the group's inception. Each meeting was 

mandated to achieve certain tasks, as described by the CGCP (1997: 35). 

4.23 COP-1 Berlin, Germany 

The first session of the Conference of the Panies was held in Berlin, in the spring of 1995. 

They agreed that "commitments contained in the Convention for developed countries were 

inadequate and launched the Berlin Mandate talks on additional commitments" (CGCP, 

1997: 35) .  The .4d hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate (AGBM), a subsidiary body, was 

established to draft "a protocol or another legal instrument" for adoption at COP-3 in 1997 

(conference held in Kyoto, Japan). 

The Berlin Mandate process is to consider all greenhouse gases. It is also to consider 

setting quantified objectives for limiting and reducing emissions within specified 

time-frames such as 2005, 2010, and 2020. It is not to introduce any new 

commitments for developing countries (CGCP, 1997: 35). 

The Global Environmental Facility (GEF) "was launched in 1990 with the World Bank the 

Cnited Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and the United Nations Environment 
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Programme (UMP) as the implementing agencies" (CGCP, 1997: 36). COP-1 stated "hat 

projects funded by the GEF should b e  cost-effective, supportive of national development 

priorities, and focused on enabling activities tbat would assist developing countries to 

implement the Convention" (CGCP, 1997: 35). The available finds are based on voluntary 

contributions from governments. During the piIot phase of 1991-94, the GEF ma find 

contained some SBOO million &om participating governments" (CGCP, 1997: 36). After a 

restructuring it was replenished with $2 billion (CGCP, 1997). "A pilot phase was launched 

for activities implemented jointly (AU) between two parties, an investor and a recipient7' 

(CGCP, 1997: 36). AIJs will be discussed in a later section One of the criticisms of this pilot 

phase is that the investing countq can not claim credit for reduced emissions in the recipient 

country. The pilot phase will include regular monitoring and reporting with a review set no 

later than 1999 (CGCP, 1997). 

4.24 COP-2 Geneva, Switzerland 

This session occurred in Geneva in July 1996 and endorsed the 1995 Second Assessment 

Report of the Intergovernmental Panei on Climate Change WCC) "as currently the most 

comprehensive and authoritative assessment of the science of climate change, its impacts and 

response options now availableT7 (in CGCP, 1997: 35). "The Geneva Declaration further 

stated that the Report 'should provide a scientific basis for urgently strengthening action at 

the global, regional and national levels, particularly action by Annex I (industrialized) 

countries to limit and reduce emissions of greenhouse gases"' (in CGCP, 1997: 36). In this 

meeting. an agreement on the contents of the first national communications that developing 

countries began to submit in April 1997, were adopted. 

4.25 COP-3 Kyoto, Japan 

This session was held in Kyoto, Japan in December of 1998. The results of the Berlin 

Mandate process, along with agreements reached at follow-up negotiations, were to be 

adopted, and they were to consider "fundin& technological transfer, the review of 

information, and the many other issues that together constitute the international response to 

the threat of climate changey' (CGCP, 1997: 36). The expected negotiations, for a new 

protocol or another legal instrument to redefine the targets for reducing GHG emissions took 
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place. Canada's new targets and timelines determined by the Federal Government came out 

of the COP-3 negotiations. 

4.3 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
The IPCC is comprised of scientists fkom around the world (Keating, 1997: 2), and as 

mentioned earlier, the Panel was established by the United Nations Environment Program 

and the World Meteorological Organization (a United Nations specialized agency). The panel 

was formed at the request of various governments around the world (CGCP, 1997). The 

IPCC mandate is to assess the state of existing knowledge about the climate system and 

climate change; the environmental, economic, and socid impacts of climate change; and the 

possible response strategies. The IPCC's £kst report in 1990 served as the basis for 

negotiating the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (Environment 

Canada. 1996a). Their work forms the basis for most of the global action in addressing the 

threat of climate change due to global warming therefore, it is important to better understand 

how the Panel works- 

.According to the CGCP the IPCC Repon writing and review procedures are the most 

elaborate ever attempted by the global community on a science-environment issue (CGCP, 

1997: 1 1 ). Despite these elaborate procedures, there are those, including Dr. Fred Singer, 

who claim the writing and review procedures were flawed (Gelbspan, 1997 and de Freitas, 

1998). Because of these claims, it is important to provide the original wording of the way the 

procedures were set-up, so their intent is clear. The procedures are as follows: 

1.) Governments decide in plenary sessions on the overall scope of issues to be 

addressed, assign the topics to three Working Groups and elect a Bureau for each 

group. For the 1 992 to 1995 assessments, these Working groups were on: 

Working Group I The Science of Climate Change, 

Working Group 11 Impacts, adaptation and mitigation, and 

Working Group 111 Economic and Social Dimensions. 
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2.) Each Working Group in PIenary Session, usually involving more than I00 country 

representatives and business and environmental NGO's [sic], decides in more detail 

on the topics to be covered in their part ofthe overall assessment. 

3.) Countries are then asked to nominate qualified authors and reviewers for the 

various topics. They may be experts drawn fiom government agencies, universities, 

the business sector and scientific or environmental non-governmental organizations. 

Writing teams are selected fiom these nominees by the Working Group Bureaux [sic] 

ensuring inclusion of developing countries' speciatists and a range of the expertise 

needed for the topic. 

4.) The writing Teams, fed by one or several Lead Authors, then prepare fist drafts of 

assessments of published, peer reviewed, scientific and economics literature. 

5.) These drafts go to a larger number of expen reviewers around the world, and 

reviews and comments are carefully considered to produce a second draft report. 

6.) The second draft goes to governments for review by whomever they wish to 

designate. often including business groups and environmental NGOs. After 

incorporation of the relevant review comments, the T echnicd Reports are essentially 

complete. They remain the responsibility of the [aluthors. 

7.) Based on these technical assessments (which have ranged from 420 to 830 pages), 

each Working Group Bureau then prepares a draft Summary for Policy Makers 

(SPM). This summary is intended to reflect the key findings of the assessments, cast 

in a form that would be useful to governments and others concerned with climate 

change policy- 

8.) A government review by correspondence is conducted of this SPM and 

amendments are made by the [Working Group] Bureau of the draft, to take into 

account the comments received. 
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9.) A Working Group Plenary session reviews and approves the text of the SPM Line 

by line. and accepts the underlying technical report* 

Thus the P C C  Assessments of 1990 and 1995, consist of three authored technical 

assessment reports containing 11 to 28 Chapters each, and 3 government approved 

Summaries for Policy Maken. As there are different perspectives fkom countries 

ranging Earn oil producers to small island states concerned about sea level rise, the 

SPM's [sic] usually involve carefb1Iy phrased, balanced statements, based upon the 

underlying technical reports. The whole process in the 1995 assessments involved 

upwards of 3,000 scientists and other specialists fiom around the world. It is 

undoubtedly the most thorough, authoritative, global assessment of a science- 

environment issue that has ever been produced (in CGCP, 1997: 1 1). 

These elaborate procedures, as described, appear to be based on fair input by a number of 

stakeholders. While it is possible that the self-interests of any stakeholder may have been 

unfairly weighted in the information written in these documents, if the above procedures 

were followed, the process should have provided appropriate checks and balances. The intent 

of these reports is to provide the best of information on which to make action oriented 

decisions rhat will address the risk of a warming global climate. The global community 

needed this information to address this potential threat. We can not lose sight of the fact that 

the process of compiling this information, and improving on our knowledge of how climate 

systems work, will help us to better react to this risk. 

While rigorous debate about this risk should help us to better understand it, misinformation 

campaigns, of any sort, must be recognized for their intent to obkscate the issue. Some 

particular groups (e-g., US Climate Coalition) have tried to discredit the IPCC findings, 

particularly the projections of future climate change based on the GCMS*~, and have called 

'' The IPPC LVorking Group dne specifically states that there is a degree of uncertainty rdated to thr mramernrnts of the 
GChls and f i e r  sates that there are u n c e t i s  in the global uaming projections b d  on these GCIbls ?hose who 
anack the IPCC, of'ren do not clearI>- state the PCCs recognition of these unc&ties. 
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into question the processes that were foUowed in reaching these findings. Some of these 

groups have been a small but p o w e f i  voice. They appear to have set out to confbse and 

influence decision-makers through the discrediting of the climate change science and specific 

individuals associated with the IPCC assessments. Furthermore, they are critical of the 

information included in the SPMs, information that policy makers are using. Observers of the 

campaigns to discredit the IPCC assessments must be wary of the self-interests that may be 

part of these campaigns. UnIike the peer-reviewed assessments of the IPCC, some of the 

information used in the campaigns to discredit the IPCC assessments does not appear to be 

peer reviewed. 

According to journalist, Ross Gelbspan (1997), in his book, The Heat is On; there is a 

deliberate campaign by oil and coal interests in the United States, intent on confbsing "the 

public about global warming." In the United States, congressional conservatives have used 

the testimony of "scientific skeptics" to discredit the scientific findings of the IPCC 

(Gelbspan, 1997: 3 5). The skeptics that Gelbspan refers to are - Dr. Richard S. Lindzen, Dr. 

Pat Michaels, Dr. Robert Balling, Dr. Sherwood Idso, and Dr. Fred Singer (Roleff et. al., 

1997). There is no question that we should criticalIy assess what scientific knowledge we 

have. relating to the warming of our planet by human-induced GHG emissions, but we must 

also recognize misinformation campaigns for what they are. While the debate continues, 

from time to time. it is imponant to nand back and evaluate all the mixed messages that we 

receive through the media, and accept or reject those messages according to their own 

credibility. Saul would encourage us to do this. 

Gelbspan (1997) also found that many of these greenhouse skeptics were fbnded by the 

Western Fuels Association, a United States cod giant (Gelbspan, 1997: 35). Those who 

acknowledge receiving the funding, dispute any implication that their positions on climate 

change are affected by it. 

There are two major issues associated with the debate over climate change. One is that some 

scientists are accusing others of conducting poor scientific processes especially in the area of 

modeling and projecting climate change. The second is that some scientists, such as those 
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mentioned above, along with some arganizations are concerned about the costs to economies 

in what they see as implementing premature policies to reduce GHG emissions. William 

O'Keefe, executive vice-president of the American Petroleum Institute, a research and 

advocacy organization for the petroleum industry in the US, shares these concerns (O'Keefe, 

1997). He is concerned that we do not h o w  enough about this potential threat, which he 

does not dismiss outright, to let the international political process push its agendas ahead of 

the science (O'Keefe, 1997). There needs to be a much more balanced debate on the threat of 

climate change and policies to address this issue, while fbnding the science that can help us 

to better understand this threat (O'Keefe, pers- comm, 1998). 

Weak actions taken by Canada and other countries of the world, to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions, may be attributed to the uncertainty about what legal position the US will take on 

this issue. No doubt, this environment of uncertainty, makes it more diEcult for countries, 

and individual companies to develop strong action plans to reduce GHG emissions, voluntary 

or othenvise. 

The Second IPCC Assessment, completed in 1995, included updated information on the same 

range of topics as in the First Assessment. The Assessment also included the new subject 

areas of technical issues related to the socio-economic aspects of climate change 

(Environment Canada, 1996a). New information, including new and better scientific data, 

that leads to a better understanding of the effect of humans on global warming, are to be 

included in kture assessments- 

Of the more than 3000 persons, worldwide, who participated in the Assessments, many 

Canadian scientists were lead and contributing authors. Moving &om the global context, with 

respect to the discussions addressing the threat of climate change, the discussion now turns to 

Canada and an examination of our countries' response to this threat. 

4.4 Canada's Response to the Threat of Climate Change 

Canada signed the Framework Convention on Climate Change at Rio in June 1992. On 

December 4, 1992, Canada became the eighth country to ratify the Convention, which 
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entered into force on March 1994 (Government of Canada, 1995). In 1993 governments in 

Canada established a multi-stakeholder process (the Climate Change Task Group of the 

National Ai-r Issues Coordinating Committee). The groups mandate was to develop measures 

that could be included in a National Action Plan (Pembina Mtute ,  1995). Subsequently. 

Canadz 's Nationaf Action Program on Climate C h g e  (NAPCC) was released in 1995. The 

NAPCC was tabled in time for the fist meeting of the COP to the Framework Convention on 

Climate Change. As stated in the Foreword of the NAPCC document: 

... this Action Program sets the course for meeting Canada's Convention 

commitments in the areas of climate change mitigation, adaptation, research and 

education and international cooperation. It is a Living plan based on setting directions, 

reviewing progress and making adjustments. Recognizing the importance of 

mitigative action, the Action Program is intended to guide us as we pursue Canada's 

objective to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000 and to 

provide guidance for addressing emissions beyond 2000 (in Government of Canada, 

1995: 2). 

The NAPCC has been a document that is more steeped in the aspirations of those who wrote 

it and influenced it. N%iIe it should be recognized as a document that provides direction for 

action. few of the strategies have been implemented. Therefore, one has to question whether 

this document is just a coilection of rhetoric or if in fact, the Federal Government intended to 

implement the strategies. 

The targets and timefines for dealing with greenhouse gas emissions have changed as of the 

COP 111 meeting, in Kyoto, Japan, held in December 1997. Although specific targets and 

timelines were agreed upon by Canada's negotiators at the Conference, they have yet to be 

ratified under the Canadian Constitution Nonetheless, the new targets and timelines, 

nezotiated at Kyoto, are to reduce GHG emissions to six percent below 1990 levels by 2008 

to 2012- 
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The NAPCC was developed and agreed upon by a l l  federal, provincial and territorial energy 

and environment ministers (Government of Canada, 1995). As the Canadian Constitution 

assigns different powers to each of the federal and provincial governments, juri*sdictionaI 

responsibilities have to be carefully considered when setting domestic policy in dealing with 

climate change. The NAPCC is a first iteration of Canada's plan to address climate change. 

The N.4PCC sets out the strategic directions that Canada will pursue towards meeting its 

national goal of stabilizing emissions of greenhouse gases. It embraces a number of 

principles including that: 

A lack of scientific uncertainty should not be used as a reason for postponing 

mitigative actions that are cost effective or justified for other reasons; 

Actions to address climate change should be a shared responsibility across all 

sectors of society. No one region or economic sector should be unduly 

disadvantaged by actions to address climate change; 

The program must involve all gases, their sources and sinks and focus on early 

actions with Iong term results; 

Actions must be emphasized which are cost effective, enhance employment, and 

maintain or improve Canada's competitiveness abroad; 

Clear accountability should be established regarding who will be responsible for 

taking action, what actions are being undertaken, the expected impact of 

measures, and how weU the measures are performed; 

The N.4PCC must be flexible to adjust for new scientific and technological 

finding: and 

Canadian actions on climate change should be part of an overall effon (CGCP, 

1997: 5 1 and Government of Canada, 1995: 9). 

C o n s i d e ~ g  that the NAPCC was written in 1995, again, these principles are not reflected by 

any substantive action. It leads one to ask whether the Canadian government has taken their 

commirments made through the FCCC, seriously? 
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The NAPCC set out four strategic directions: 

Canada is committed to a dynamic Action Progrm, which incorporates an open 

and transparent review mechanism to assess progress. 

Canada will build on its previous successes, identify new avenues and 

opportunities for program development, and remove barriers where applicable. 

Canada supports the implementation of voluntary actions, and will encourage the 

development of technologies and expertise to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

The NAPCC wiI1 cover a wide range of opportunities to address climate change, 

including actions related to energy eficiency, renewable energy sources, carbon 

sinks, research and development, education, and international cooperation 

(CGCP, 1997: 5 1 and Government of Canada, 1995: 9). 

Given the potential risks involved with a warming climate, the Federal Government has not 

shown substantive commitment to their action program. While, arguably there is some 

movement, through a recently announced Climate Change Implementation ~rocess~', it is 

unclear whether the process will produce action-oriented results. 

John Ralston Saul (1 992) made an interesting comment about management methods that has 

been adapted here to the context of climate change. Despite whatever indicators we have (on 

climate change) our management methods (sometimes mistaken for solutions) appear to be 

pan of some sophisticated game where the problem of ciimate change is "pushed on with a 

long rational stick from point to point around a field" (Saul, 1992: 11). The question is are 

we accomplishing anything? Or, was there a concerted early effort, by government leaders, to 

make it appear like something was being done to address this threat in order to appease an 

uninformed public? In the 1998 Report of the Commissioner of the Environment and 

'' This process is part of a national strategy to imptemmt agreements reached in the Kyoto Protocol. As part of this process 
a National Climate Change Secretxiat has been formed to support the strattgy (National Climate Change Process Website, 
November. 26- 1998). The Secretariat also coordinates the National CIimatr Change Process which is in essence a series of 
i sms  rabies tasked 1~1th for csampIer enhancing voluntary initiatives to address climate change. These issue tables report to 
the National Air Issues Coordinating Committee on Climate C h q e  wfio then repon to the Environment and Energ 
Mmstsrs to provide advice on GHG reduction oppom-ties. 
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Sustainable Development, Brian Emmett stated that the 'WAPCC has been inadequately 

impIemented" (Emmett, 1998)- 

The key element of the NAPCC is the Voluntary Challenge and Registq Prognm The 

Voluntary Challenge and Registry (VCR) Program has been in operation since August 1995 

and is yet to show very many demonstrable results. Education, research and development and 

energy efficiency regulations supplement this voluntary program. There is littIe use of 

economic instruments, except for a few small taxes on new vehicles that have been put in 

place in some provinces (CGCP, 1997: 50). While the NAPCC sets out the principles, 

strategic directions and opportunity areas that C d a  will pursue to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions, there are various initiatives taking place to achieve reductions. 

4.11 Federal Action Program on Climate Change 

The Federal Government has developed the Federal Action Program on Climate Change: 

Leading the Way Fom~md (FAPCC), to reduce greenhouse gases from its own operations. 

This program commits the Federal Government to surpass the gods of stabilization and 

reduce its emissions by 20% by 2005 (Environment Canada, 1996b). 

Federal government scientists are active in assessing climate impacts and adaptation 

research, general circulation modeling to simulate the likely effects of greenhouse 

eases, measuring and modeling sources, sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases in 
Y 

Canada, and energy efficiency technology (in Environment Canada, 1996b). 

The impacts of climate change in agriculture, forestry, transportation, renewable energy and 

enerzy efficiency are also being examined. 

Understanding the science of climate and climate change is important in exploring options to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The Federal Government has a key role to play and can 

advise other jurisdictions and private companies on how they can proceed in achieving their 

o\vn GHG reductions. Better understanding of the science can also help address the 

naysayers, those who dispute human contributions to global warming. 
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4-42 The Provinces 

The provinces are involved through the Joint Environment and Energy Ministers meetings 

held each year. At the November 1995, meeting each province tabled a climate change action 

plan outlining activities in their jurisdictions (Environment Canada, 1996b). As the provinces 

hold considerable constitutional authority related to energy production, energy use and 

transportation* significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions can only be achieved with 

their direct cooperation (Environment Canada, 1996b). The provincial governments and the 

Federal Government are working, in collaboration, on a review of Canada's progress under 

the country's National Action Program on Climate Change. 

A Joint Environment and Energy Ministers meeting was held in Regina on November 12, 

1997. The meeting was intended to help Ottawa craft a policy to deal with GHGs, in 

preparation for the world conference on global warrning, that occurred in Kyoto, Japan, in 

December of 1997. At this meeting, the ministers generally agreed that Canada should try to 

reduce emissions to 1990 levels by approximately 2010, but not at the cost of the country's 

economy (Catgiry Herald, Nov. 13, 1997). They also took the position that a voluntary 

approach should be strengthened and that cleaner technologies should be used (Calgary 

Heraid, Nov. 1 3 ,  1 997)- Despite the agreements made on the target and the timeline to meet 

the target. the Federal Govemment negotiated a new agreement at COP III in Kyoto, Japan. 

This created a lot of anger on the part of the Provincial Ministers who had agreed to reduce 

emissions to 1990 levels by 2010 and not a 6 percent reduction below 1990 levels by the 

years 2008 - 2012. The Alberta Ministers for Energy and Environment took great exception 

to the Federal Government taking it upon themselves to negotiate such an agreement, when 

they felt the Federal Government was going to allow greater input from the provinces. The 

concern, based on this example, is that the Federal Govemment would rely on unilaterally 

decision-making on such an important issue' an issue that could greatly affect everyone and 

especially the fossil fie1 industry in Alberta. This perception does not create the level of trust 

and transparency in the necessary multi-stakeholder approach that will be needed to address 

this issue. 
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Anyone following the press, in the period of November and December of 1997, knows there 

was considerable debate as to how Canada would manage their GHG emissions. It appeared 

that any agreements made during this time were subject to change. That seemed to put the 

whoIe process of managing GHGs, into an arena of uncertainty- While the Provincial and 

Federal Governments debate the issue further, others are at work trying to meet commitments 

to reduce GHGs- 

4.43 Municipalities 

A group known as the 20% Club of Canadian Municipalities, has been meeting with some 

success in helping Canada meet its international commitments to greenhouse gas reductions. 

The group includes thirty-seven Canadian municipalities and is working to integrate 

municipal actions with the National Action Program on Climate Change. "The 20% Club 

works in pannership with both the public and private sector, encouraging municipalities to 

continuously improve performance in reducing greenhouse gas emissions both within their 

own operations and their municipal boundaries" (Environment Canada, 1996b). 

The preceding discussion has largely been about the involvement of governments and 

intergo\~ernmental organizations in addressing climate change. There have also been a 

number of non-go\rrnmental organizations that have contributed to the discussion to address 

climate change. They are numerous so 1 will only provide a few examples. They include 

Friends of the Earth, the Sierra Club, the World Wildlife Fund, Pollution Probe, the Climate 

Action Network and the David Sumki Foundation, Some of these environmental non- 

governmental organizations (ENGOs) have made major contributions to the processes and 

actions, now evolving, to deal with threat of climate change. For example the David Suzuki 

Foundation has published a number of discussion papers on climate change intended to both 

inform the public and decision-makers on matters related to this issue. 
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4.44 Canada's National Reports on Climate Change 

Environment Canada and Nanual Resources Canada released Cm&'s Second National 

Reporr on Climate changez6 in 1997. This report is reqpired under the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change. The report is a collaborative effort between the 

federal departments, provinces and tenitories, and other key stakeholders. It provides an 

update on Canada's situation and responses to climate (Environment Canada, 1996b). The 

responses include 200 initiatives undeway, or planned by various levels of governments in 

the country, but most are difficult to quantify (CGCP, 1997: 50). 

The report analyzes the sources of Canada's greenhouse gas emissions, tracks recent 

trends in emissions, and projects future trends to the year 2020. It reviews initiatives 

taken under Canada's National Action Program on Climate Change, in three broad 

directions: actions to mitigate emissions, both within Canada and in cooperation with 

other countries; research to improve scientific understanding of the issue; and 

measures for adapting to potential climate change (Environment Canada, 1997b: 7).27 

A detailed set of guidelines provided by the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and 

Technological Advice and the Subsidiary Body for Implementation under the FCCC, were 

used to draft this second repon (Environment Canada, 1997a). The purpose of these 

rmidelines is to ensure the sharing of information between member countries in a consistent, 
C 

transparent, and comparable way (Environment Canada, 1997a). Further, the guidelines 

ensure that the COP has sufficient information, to review implementation of the FCCC, and 

the adequacy of the commitments (Environment Canada, 1997a). 

Third party verification within Canada, of information reporting on performance, such as that 

which would be strongly suggested through an IS0  14000 process, appears to be lacking in 

these repoxting processes. This can create a perception that the Sonnation may be biased, 

such as through political interference. However, there is a verification process through the 

FCCC to analyze the material contained in these reports. The group tasked with this 

'' The First National Repon to the COP, of the FCCC, was submitted in 1994- - - The quoted intbrmation obtained from an Environment Canada (1 99%) order form sent to the author of this MDP. 
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responsibility reviews reports on climate change submitted by various countries. Their 

review of Canada's report was in the process of being written at the time of this MDP 

research. 

Some of the initiatives mentioned in the National Report on Climate Change include 

voluntary initiatives. As stated previously, a key component of Canada's National Action 

Program on Climate Change is the Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program. 

4.5 Canada's Climate Change: Voluntary Challenge and Registry (VCR) 
Program 

The Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program (VCR) is the centerpiece of the NAPCC. In 

February 1995, Canadian Ministers of Energy and Environment agreed to adopt the VCR 

(hXCan. 1996). According to Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) the VCR was, "selected 

as a foundation measure for action" through "extensive7' consultations with governments, 

industry and environmental groups (NRCan, 1 995 : iii). Honourable Anne McLeUaq then 

Minister of Natural Resources Canada, was asked to champion the VCR- In her address to 

panicipants. in the Parricipcn~rs Handbook, she expressed her need for participants "to 

deli\-er tangible commitments and results if together we are to succeed" (NRCan, 1995: 1). 

She went on to express how participant involvement "lends credibility to this initiative. It 

shows that voluntary programs can be effective in achieving common goals and in addressing 

one of the world's most complex environmental issues" (NRCan, 1995: 1). 

Canadian industry voiced a desire for flexibility, enabling for individual companies to choose 

how they will most cost-effectively reduce their emissions (CGCP, 1997). This desire for 

flexibility is reflected through the VCR Yet, given the flexibility, participants as a whole 

have not produced very many tangible commitments and actions. This program does not 

appear to have the necessary management components, at present, to make it a success. The 

Minister goes on to say that, ccclimate change is an issue that affects competitiveness, trade, 

technology, international markets and environmental sustainability" and joining the VCR is a 

wise long-term investment (NRCan, 1995: 1). 
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Canadian organizations can voluntarily take aaions to limit or reduce GHG emissions 

through specific investments they choose to make, for example, in developing cleaner 

sources of energy. The role of the Registry is to record the actions taken by significant 

emitters, primarily in the industrial, commercial and institutional secton, as well as 911 levels 

of government (NRCan, 1995). Companies and insthtions are to register their intention to 

limit GHG emissions by "taking actions domestically and in any other country which is a 

Party to United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change" (NRCan, 1996: 1). 

Submissions to the VCR are in the public domain- 

The VCR is a joint initiative of federal, provincial and temtori'al governments that is 

designed to £it in with other existing government programs. Natural Resources Canada 

provides a number of reasons for becoming involved in the VCR: 

an opportunity for public recognition - to inform customers, clients and the 

general public about the actions you are taking to address climate change; 

a permanent record of achievements in voluntarily reducing greenhouse gases; 

an improvement of your bottom-line by implementing energy-efficiency 

initiatives; 

a flexible way to pmicipate in Canada's National Program on Climate Change; 

[andl 

a demonstration that government and business can work together to achieve 

environmental goals (NRCan, 1 995: 1). 

The reasons provided act more as directional statements, that while are important, do not 

mean much, unless the program has an appropriate managerial plan for achieving results. 

Currently, the Enhanced Voluntary Action Issue Table is identifying incentive programs to 

improve participation in the VCR Program. 
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4.51 Steps for Participating in the VCR 

These three steps have been summarized fiom the VCR~' ~aadbook  mean., 1995): 

1.) The organization first submits a Letter of Intent to the registry, signed by the chief 

executive officer. The letter of intent should include such items as the organization's 

commitment to the challenge; the types of activities, in broad terms, being considered; a 

timeframe for submitting the action plan; an indication of the general goals or preferably an 

emission reduction target; and a contact person responsible for developing the action plan. 

2.) Following the Ietter of intent, an Action Plan is to be submitted providing information on 

planned net emissions' reductions. These net emissions reductions are to be reported in the 

folloa.ing categories: the organization's own emissions; identification of partnerships with 

other companies or organizations and respective emissions from each party; and offsets2g not 

associated with the organizations regular business activities (both domestic and international 

offsets). The action plans should include3*: 

base-level emissions or closely related proxies such as a base level of energy 

consumption by fuel type; 

forecasts or projections of em-ssion levels; 

goal(s), target(s) and/or objective(s) and timeframes; 

actions (measures to attain goals or objectives); and 

commitment to continued development of plans and ongoing assessment (NRCan, 

1995: 3 ) .  

3.) Once "the action plan has been registered Progress Reports should be periodically 

submitted, indicating the results of any action plans" (NRCan, 1995: 3). 

'' For a more complete ciscussion of how to panicipate in Canada's Climate Change Voluntan. Challenge and Re& 
(VCR! refer to the NRCan Canada's Climate Change: Vo1unm-y Challenge and Re- (VCR): Participants Handbook, 
August 1995. Further information may be obrained from the VCR Inc. oflice or the VCR Inc. websik listed in the refumcc 
section of this MDP. " Offsers are emission reduction or sequestration (eg, carbon aorage in plants and soil) actions. 
Some of the progressive participants in the Program have included this infoxmation. The Pembina M M e  has conducted 

independent reiiens of the better action plans. A summay of their reviews is provided in a following chapter in this MDP. 
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Canada was committed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000, 

under the 1995 NAPCC. New targets and timeIines were negotiated at Kyoto, to reduce 

emissions to 6% below 1990 levels by the year 2008-2012. Therefore it is important to 

calculate base levels for the year 1990 and then report any reductions in GHG emissions 

f5om 1990 to date." The VCR Program encourages accurate and detailed reporting to 

promote credibility of the information submitted- 

The action plans submitted to the VCR are open for public scrutiny and for review by other 

participants in this Challenge. The action plans are listed on the VCR Inc. website. The 

intent of these public postings is: 

to allow or_eanizations to show their public accountability for reducing GHG emissions; 

and 

to provide examples of more successful action plans to those organizations looking for 

guidance in forming and improving their own action plans. 

These public postin_es also are intended to create the challenge that would spur additional 

panicipat ion. Further, the regisq- can facilitate a useful "exchange of innovative approaches 

to limit greenhouse gas emissions" W C a q  1995: 6). The extent, to which all this intent has 

resulted in better pam'cipation, has been limited. Those greenhouse gases that are covered by 

other programs are not to be reported to the Registry. For example CFCs, that are also 

greenhouse gases, are dealt with under the Montreal Protocol. However the VCR does link - 
those other programs to the Registry. 

In 1996, the strategy of NRCan was to encourage medium-sized companies and smaller 

companies to participate in the VCR. They were hoping they could hold up what they 

thought would be successfbl partnerships with industry associations and larger businesses, 

through Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) and Letters of Cooperation (LOCs). 

" RRrfRrrmcr to reductions to 1990 IcveIs by the year 2000 is in the existing Participants Handbook dated in 1995. At the 
time of wiring the VCR office was being privatized, a process that was taking more time then anticipated, so there mas little 
~vork cam& out to update the VCR ( M c C m e y ,  pas. c ~ m m . ~  1998). 
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Essentially the plan was to increase and improve participation, action plans, and reporting. 

This was to be achieved "through peer to peer comaas" (NRCag, 1996). Also at this time, 

indicators were being developed to assess the progress of Canada's overall National Action 

Program on Climate Change. 

The VCR has been criticized, by a number of individuals, for not providing the appropriate 

incentives for organizations to reduce GHGs. The Program is relatively new and some 

participants in the Program have not taken it serious enough to effectively deal with their 

GHGs. The Pernbina Institute for Appropriate Development addresses this issue in their 

Independent Reviews. Their reviews are discussed in the next chapter, reviews that aIso 

provide suggestions for strengthening the VCR NRCan is attempting to strengthen the VCR. 

These attempts are reflected in a discussion paper, Strengthening the VCR: Tier I1 

Parriciporiorr produced by the Energy Policy Branch of Natural Resources Canada, in April 

1997. There are also other initiatives that offer other mechanisms for organizations to reduce 

their greenhouse gas emissions. One such mechanism is joint implementation (n) and is 

discussed, along with the other issue of timelines, in the Volun~ory ChaIIenge and Regi* 

(I-CR). Parrrclpairi 's Ha~ldbook, Adde~zdzm - March 1996. 

4.52 Joint Implementation (JI) 

Joint implementation is a mechanism where parties may implement projects jointiy to reduce 

ereenhouse gas emissions and enhance carbon sinks. JI involves an agreement between two - 
countries. where one finds emission reduction in the second country, alIowing the first to 

meet reduction commitments (IPCC, 1996b). This mechanism was provided for under Aru'cle 

4.2 (a) of the Framework Convention on Climate Change (IPCC, 1996b). An international 

pilot phase on Jl projects was launched at the f i s t  Conference of Parties to the FCCC in 

Berlin in the spring of 1995 (NRCan, 1996). The pilot phase is open to both developed and 

developing countries. 

In hRCan's words, in a 1996 document, they state that Canada is a strong supporter of the JI 

concept as a mechanism to limit net greenhouse gas emissions in a "global, cost-effective 

mannei' (NRCan, 1996: 2). Despite this claim, a number of individuals interviewed for this 
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MDP, stated that Canada does not have a strong mechanism for implementing JI projects. 

Yet, in the following descriptions of processes for implementing JI projects through a 

Canadian pilot, we are lead to believe that the process is really helping Canadian cornpam*es 

to enter into JI projects. 

The Canadian Joint Implementation Initiative (CJII) pilot phase was initiated as a part of 

Canada's National Action Plan on Climate Change. According to NRCw the CJII 

encourages broad participation, by the Canadian private sector, in international actions to 

limit emissions as a complement to their domestic actions (NRC- 1996: 3). Actions by 

participants of the CJII are recorded in the VCR Through a series of workshops, across the 

country, participants were helped in identifying and assessing JI opportunities for inclusion 

in the CnI (NRCan, 1996). Guidelines are available, to interested participants, to assist in 

formulating and reporting on JI projects through the CJII office- The CJII Ofice is located 

within Natural Resources Canada and is directed by an Interdepartmental Steering 

Committee composed of NRCan, Environment Canada, Foreign Mairs and International 

Trade and the Canadian International Development Agency (NRCan, 1997). 

Examples of Jl projects include the promotion of energy efficient resource production 

technologies: he1 witching projects; clean power generation projects; waste management or 

agricultural projects that reduce methane emissions; forestry projects that sequester carbon 

dioxide: and technologies that reduce industrial, commercial or residential energy 

consumption (hXCan, 1997: 8). 

There appears to be a repeating pattern to the programs the Federal Government has initiated 

to address climate change. The way many government documents are written we are lead to 

believe that Canadian programs are successfil in meeting the challenges of addressing 

climate change, when they have not been. It is implied, by the above, that the CJII is 

developing a successfU1 initiative, however, some organizations who have tried to participate 

in this initiative, have met with little success. One Canadian company, eager to enter into a JT 

project, met with iittle success in Canada and therefore operated through the US International 

Joint Implementation Office. 

- - -  - 
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4.53 Timelines 

Domestic and international agendas, to some degree, are determining the timelines or 

deadlines, for submissions to the VCR (NRCan, 1996). This became evident, during the 

Kyoto Conference in December 1997, when both the targets and timehes for reducing 

GHGs were changed fkom those originally set out by Canada's NAPCC. Anev 1 countries 

were supposed to table their second reports to the FCCC in mid-April 1997. Canada prepared 

Canada 's Second National Report on Climate Change in May of 1997 and submitted it under 

the requirements of the FCCC. This FCCC deadline was supposed to have driven the 

companies to develop their action plans in time for the plans to be included in the VCR 

Program's progress report to the FCCC. The success of ths strategy appears to be limited in 

consideration of the poor of Canadian organizations in the VCR Program. 

4.53 Participation in the VCR 

B q' November 1 99 5, over 475 companies and organizations, representing a majority of GHG 

emissions in Canada made some son of commitment to participate in the VCR (NRCan, 

1996). 

The percentage of emissions represented by companies registered in the VCR fiom 

the oil and gas sectors ranges fiom 80 - 100% of total sector emissions. In the 

electrical sector, 25 utilities are registered, including 10 utilities representing more 

than 95% of GHG emissions from that sector. Coverage in the manufacturing sector 

ranges fiom 95% in chemicals to 50% in pulp and paper (NRCan, 1996:l). 

These statements, in the Naturai Resources Canada documents, reflect a more positive 

participation by companies and organizations, in the VCR program than the Pembina 

Institute gives in their Independent Reviews. Further, coverage of GHG emissions under the 

VCR is much lower in other sectors. For example, the transportation sector is not well 

represented in the VCR (Pembina Institute, 1998). Again, the weakness in the VCR Program, 

f' - -  The Pembinii Institute has re\ieued this panicipation Tkeir revie\vs are r e f d  to in subsequent chapters. 
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as a centerpiece for Canadian organizations to reduce their GHG emissions, is a consequence 

of a weak Canadian implementation plan to address climate change. 

Energy and Environment Ministers have been meeting in the fall of the last four years 

(Calgary Herald, December 4, 1997), to review Canada's progress in meeting o w  national 

and international goal of stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions. Along with a review of other 

measures, an assessment of achievements under the VCR was to occur, At the November 

1997 meeting, in Regina, the Ministers agreed on a strategy to try to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions to 1990 IeveIs by the year 2010 and agreed that that target should be taken to 

Kyoto as the Canadian position (Calgary Herald, November 13, 1997). Recall that the federal 

nesotiaton came back ftom Kyoto with a signed agreement to reduce GHG emissions to six 

percent beIow 1990 IeveIs by 2008 - 2012. The participants in the Regina Accord, namely 

the provinces and industry, felt betrayed by the Federal Government, by their apparent 

unilateral decision-making. These feelings of betrayal likely set negotiations back for a 

period of time immediately afcer Kyoto and likely did not help the Voluntary Challenge 

move towards increasing panicipation. 

4.55 Measurement 

The four critical numbers that participants are essentially encouraged to develop are: baseline 

emissions, GHG reductions to date, past year's reductions, and forecasted reductions to the 

year 2000. These -criticala numbers are not included in many submissions to the VCR 

(Pembina Institute, 1998). While participation in the VCR is improving, it is not taken 

seriously enough by a large number of participants. Many pmicipants are only submitting a 

letter of intent and not submitting action plans to reduce their GHG emissions. 

4.56 Baseline 

An estimate of all greenhouse gas emissions must be made to develop a baseline. "For most 

companies, the most significant greenhouse gas will be CO2 and the major source of 

emissions will be energy use" (NRCan, 1996: 4). The means of developing a baseline is 

dependent on the experience and resources of the individual companies. For those: 
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with the experience and resources, a baseline may be calculated fiom a detailed 

listing of aU energy-consuming equipment and their uses, as well as other sources of 

GHG emissions, where appropriate. For example, a natural gas distribution company 

should evaluate methane emissions from its pipeline operations, or a chemical 

manufacturer may have to include emissions of nitrous oxides fiom its processes. For 

smaller companies, proxies, such as fuel and electricaI bills, can be used and 

converted to C02 equivalents" (NRCan, 1996: 4). 

According to international agreements, baselines shouId be based on 1990 data- Subsequent 

to the publication of the Participants Handbook, for VCR, and the NAPCC, a new goal for 

GHG emissions reductions has been set through the Kyoto Protocol. This new goal still, 

however, uses 1990 as a base year, although Canada is now trying to reach a target of 6% 

below 1990 IeveIs. 

There are a number of key points stated in the VCR Participant's Handbook Addendum - 
hlarch 1996 that should be kept in mind while analyzing action plans by organizations: 

Forecasts are an important means of establishing expected trends in emissions for 

comparison with the expected results from action plans. 

It will be imponant that readers of action plans are able to form an accurate 

impression of  these trends as well as the key assumptions, which underlie them 

(hRCan, 1996: 5). 

While accurate recording of GHG inventories and reductions would be necessary to develop 

reliable forecasts of future GHG emission reductions, the reliability of current reporting is 

questionable. This lack of reliability will make it difficult to measure how accountable 

Canada is in meeting its commitments to address the threat of climate change. 

On the subject of goals and targets some companies have set specific reduction objectives for 

GHG emissions: 
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Those with targets in place should report on the degree to which they are on-target 

or the extent to which they are over- or under-target 

In other cases, companies have set energy-eflFiciency targets, such as energy use 

per unit of production. Again, companies should report their progress in achieving 

or surpassing their target- 

In addition, companies are also encouraged to report total GHG emissions which 

may reflect substantial growth in their business and, therefore a net increase in 

GHG emissions (NRCan, 1996: 5). 

The more progressive participants in the VCR are stating specific reduction objectives and 

are working to achieve those objectives (Pembina Institute, 1998). However, many 

organizations are not paxticipating in the challenge in a meaningful way. 

The mission statement for VCR Lnc- is: 

To provide the means for promoting, assessing and recognizing the effectiveness of 

the voluntary approach in addressing climate change (VCR Inc. homepage, 1998). 

To date, the VCR has not met its mandate. The program is subject to the overall Canadian 

commitment to address climate change and is contingent on senior federal leadership to 

address this threat. The success of the VCR will depend on these levels of commitment. 

Funher. the Enhanced Voluntary Issues table believes it may take 5-10 years before a 

voluntary initiative is running adequately Gnhanced Voluntary Issues Table, 1998). 

4.6 Chapter Conclusions and Analysis 

It is obvious now that the aspirations of those who officially launched the FCCC at Rio in 

1 992, can not be realistically achieved in the short term. The original targets of stabilizing 

GHG emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000, by most of the signators to the Convention, 

will not be achieved. While new targets and timelines have been established under the Kyoto 

Protocol, it is also unclear whether humankind has the will to meet those goals. The 

weakness of our ability to achieve these goals can be attributed to a number of reasons that 
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reflect the uniqueness of the QlobaI warming issue- Scientists tasked with compiling the most 

current and comprehensive information on the topic of climate change have stated their 

positions on the uncertainty of the science in modeling changes in climate. While they fieefy 

acknowledge these uncertainties and the subsequent issues raised by this uncertainty in 

projecting fbture warming, the IPCC has identified a potential risk that cannot be ignored. 

The P C C  has been tasked with addressing a very complex scientific issue that includes 

trying to increase our knowledge about a very complex and dynamic process, that of 

understanding how climate systems work, and how and if humankind is influencing that 

system in a negative way- 

The magnitude of understanding climate and the sheer size of the process to mitigate the risk 

of a warming g1obaI climate fUnher complicate humankind's ability to address this threat. 

Addressing the threat requires that decision-makers and policy makers approach this risk 

with the vision and resolve to consider not only current generations, but also future 

generations. When we consider that those governments, that will have the most influence on 

the direction that humankind takes on this issue, often think in shorter political terms, we 

may begin to understand the challenges we will face in addressing the risks of global 

warming. 

Even if governments had the resolve to press ahead with this risk, they can not address 

human-induced climate change alone. They need to have the cooperation of those 

organizations that are in a position to achieve significant reductions in their GHG emissions. 

Corporate interests, especially, but not exclusively, those of the fossil fuel industry, are 

threatened by initiatives to reduce consumption of a product that their industry is based on, 

namely, coal, oil and gas. However, just pointing fingers at the fossil fie1 industry is risking 

an oversimplitication of the issue. Societies, especially in developed countries, have whole 

economies that are developed on fossil fbels as a source of energy. This is especially 

important for such northern countries as Canada, which rely on fossil fbels to heat homes, 

and to transport goods across our vast geography. Any shifts to cleaner fbels would have to 

occur in an organized fashion to minimize disruptions to economies. However, it is also 

necessary to consider disruptions to economies that may occur if the risks of climate change 
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are filly realized. Further, all participants in those economies will have to play a part in 

addressing the risks associated with human-induced climate change. 

The fossil fie1 industry is a powerfbl and influential voice in deveioped and developing 

economies. Their influence has been especially prominent in the US, were lobby groups and 

influential industry leaders have been able to put forth their strong concerns, regarding the 

cost of addressing climate change, to the US Congress. The US Congress has been reluctant 

to legally ratify the Kyoto Protocol a reluctance that d l  restrict ratification by other 

countries, such as Canada. Action on addressing the risk of human-induced climate change is 

thus reduced to an international trade and competition issue. Recall previous comments made 

in the J3fh4s about limiting our GHG emissions. These ministers stated that reductions would 

be achieved in consideration of international competitiveness, trade balances and regional 

economies (Canadian Intergovernmental Conference Secretariat, 1997). 

What we now have is a scientific community, through the PCC, that is expressing its 

concern about a serious risk of human-induced global warming, interfacing with political 

processes and corporate interests. Further, it appears we have politicians in Canada who do 

not appear to understand the risk of global warming enough to substantively implement 

action plans to mitigate the risk. The public has not been provided with a clear discussion of 

the IPCC's concerns relating to the risk. and many corporate Ieaders either do not understand 

the _gra\-ity of the risk or are still in a state of denial that the risk is real. 

In the meantime, there are events that continue to evolve around us that may indicate a global 

warming trend. Longer-term indicators are melting polar ice caps, and scientists are finding 

greater accumulations of GHGs in our atmosphere (Houghton, 1997). 
C 

All these considerations combined have made it a challenging task to manage the threat of 

human-induced gIobal warming. Despite whatever indicators of global warming we have, 

our management methods (that have sometimes been mistaken for solutions) appear to be 

pan of some sophisticated game. The problem with addressing climate change appears to be 

that this issue (adopting words fiom Saul) is 'pushed on with a long rational stick from point 

--- 
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to point around a field" (Saul, 1992: 11) and significant results are not being achieved. Are 

we addressing the risk? Or, was there a concerted early effort, by government leaders, to 

make it appear like something was being accomplished to address this risk in order to 

appease an uninformed public? 

MacNeill et. al. (199 1) commented on these types of efforts with respect to the Earth 

Summit in Rio. The authors describe two types of  framework conventions. One is an 

"empty" 6arnework which they called Mark I. The second is a "substantive" fiarnework 

which they called Mark 11. These fiameworks have been adapted here, to the context of 

climate change. A Mark I framework is limited to a few non-contentious provisions. 

Examples are general principles concerning responsibilities of states, and some declarations 

of intent to prevent, reduce or control GHGs. There are no specific targets33 and therefore no 

need for agreement on measures to achieve them. These Mark I fiameworks can create a 

public perception that sovemments are actually doing something to address the issues (in the 

case of Rio, to move towards sustainable development policy). This perception can often 

c a m  on for two to three years or until the public realizes that little to no action has taken 

pIace to meet perceived agreements under the convention. The Mark I1 fiamework or 

"substantive" framework is one that would contain a "clear commitment to the goal of  

srabilizing" GHGs with a set af phased targets to achieve the goal (MacNeill et. al., 1991 : 

1 15). The Mark 11 convention is supported by an "effective mechanism to provide leadership, 

o\-erali political direction, and broad coordination of the work to be done" (MacNeiI1 et. at., 

1991: 115)- The FCCC was agreed to in principle in 1992 yet action to reduce GHGs does 

not appear to have occurred at a pace that is commensurate with the gravity of the risk. 

While it appears the FCCC is moving towards what may constitute a Mark I1 fiamework, 

there is nothing that would legally bind countries, to meet their commitments to the FCCC, 

until those countries ratify their agreements to the Convention. Did the Canadian 

government, treat the FCCC as a Mark I framework initially? Perhaps that is why Canada 

appeared so ill prepared in Kyoto in 1997. 

3; - -  Althou$ there \yere targets that \ va t  agreed to unda the FCCC es-tablished at Rio, they were not realistic targas- 
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Canada's new implementation strategy may be an attempt to move towards a more effective 

domestic mechanism to address the risk of human-induced global warming. To mest the 

challenges presented by the risk of human-induced climate change, the world, and Canada, 

will have to apply, in Saul's words "imagination, creativity, moral balance, knowledge, 

common sense, and a social view" (Saul, 1992: 121). However, have those elitists in our 

governments, and infIuentia1 organizations "whose primary talent is administrationT' lost not 

only their "common sense, and their sense of moral value" but also their cbnderstanding of 

technical advance" (Saul, 1992: 135) in the context of the climate change issue? The 

technologies to replace fossil heIs with renewable sources of energy are available 

(Houghton, 1997). Society does have the means to address the risk of global warming, yet 

Canada has not, in the opinion of the Committee on the Environment and Sustainable 

Development, adequateIy implemented our NAPCC (Emmett, 1998). 

In light of all these challenges, organizations are asked to voluntarily reduce their GHG 

emissions. Funher. they are asked to do so without any clear management direction from our 

Federal Government, for example, specific caps on emissions by indurn sector. All of these 

chailenges become intertwined in attempts to apply VNRI policy instruments to help 

contribute to GHG emissions reductions, 

One of the challenges of participation in the VCR wil! be for companies to go beyond the 

--business as usual"34 approach and commit themseIves to more challenging goals. Part o f  the 

criticism of the program has been that it has not inspired companies to change their approach 

to environmental or energy issues (NRCan, 1996: 5). The Pemdina Ir~s l i~u~e  for Appropriate 

Developrne~zr has conducted four independent reviews of corporate action on climate change, 

based on submissions to the VCR Comments from these reviews have been referred to in 

this chapter. Considering the context, laid out in this chapter in which these voluntary actions 

to address climate change are taking place, the next chapter examines the evaluations of the 

VCR and other commentaries on voluntary initiatives to address environmental issues. 

" Business LLS umaI approaches would incIude? for esamp1~ achieving energv etficiencies as a normal course of reducing 
expenses The GHG emissions reductions achieved in ~s manner \~ouId not allon- Canada to mca commiments to the 
K! o ~ o  ProtocoI. 
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4.7 Summary 

This chapter has set the context in which voluntary actions, to address climate change, are 

evolving. The points can be summarized as follows. As early as 186 1, Tyndall postulated that 

concentrations of greenhouse gases, such as water vapor and carbon dioxide, could cause 

global warming. This concern attained an international profile when the World 

Meteorological Organization, and the United Nations Environment Program, established the 

International Pane1 on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988. The mandate of the IPCC was to 

assess the existing knowledge about the climate system and climate change; the 

environmental, economic, and social impacts of climate change; and the possible response 

strategies. The IPCC published their First Assessment Report in 1990, which provided the 

basis for the negotiation, by participating countries, of the Framework Convention on 

CIi mate Change (FCCC). Inter~overnmental negotiations, for managing the threat of global 

warmins  are based on the commitments by the signators to the FCCC and are carried out 

through the Conference of the Parties- 

Canada3 commitment to the FCCC is reflected through the National Action Plan on Climate 

Change. with the VCR as its key component. The vdue of participation in the VCR, to 

reduce greenhouse gases. has been criticized. Yet, businesses and governments have both 

expressed a desire to make a voluntary system successful. This desire is partly based on 

keeping administrative costs to a minimum and avoiding a costly reguIatory system designed 

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Despite this desire, the VCR Program does not appear to 

have appropriate implementation strategies. This may be partially explained in the 

acknowiedgement by the Committee on the Environment and Sustainable Development, that 

the Federal Government has not adequately implemented our NAPCC. Reviews of the VCR 

are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Reviews and Commentaries on Voluntary Initiatives 
and the VCR 

The intent of this chapter is to summarize reviews and commentaries on VMUs and to help 

clarify positions taken to support their use in achieving environmental objectives. These 

reviews and commentaries also discuss the credibility and effectiveness of VNRIs and some 

evaluate past VNRI perfonnance. As stated previously, the VCR is the central voluntary 

program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The VCR is a repository of the voluntary 

action plans that are canied out by organizations to reduce their GHGs. These action plans 

have been subject to a number of reviews by the Pembina Institute for Appropriate 

Development. A summary of their findings follows. Views expressed by academics and 

others with experience with VNRIs are also provided in this chapter. 

5.1 Summary of the Findings from the Pembina Institute for Appropriate 
Development's Corporate Action on Climate Change 

The Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development is an independent citizen-based 

organization involved in environmental research, policy development and consulting. The 

mandate of the institute is to research, develop and promote policies and programs that lead 

to environmental protection, resource conservation, and environmentally sound sustainable 

resource management. The institute has a dedicated Climate Change Program that was 

established to address the long-term policy and education needs associated with this issue. 

"The Institute advocates a balanced approach to greenhouse gas emissions reductions that 

relies on a mix of voluntary initiatives, regulations and economic instrumentsy' (Pembina 

Institute, 1997: i). The Pembina Institute has published four reviews of the corporate action 

on climate change, submitted to the VCR Program: 

in November 1995, when they examined the program as a whole; 
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in July of 1996 when they assessed individuaI action plans submitted by the leading 

participants in the VCR- 
in rhe April 1997,'' foIIowing the steps of the 1996 review; and 

in September 1998. 

These reviews are the principle comprehensive independent reviews of corporate action on 

climate change submitted to the V C R ~ ~  In order to conduct these reviews, the Pembina 

Institute developed a framework for assessing the credibility and effectiveness of individual 

GHG reduction action plans submitted under the VCR These GHG reduction plans were 

scored out of a 100. Each submission was tested against a number of criteria covering 13 

different subject areas. The evaluation criteria3' used in the 1997 review can be viewed in 

Appendix 4. The three main parts of the evaluation framework are: 

the basic information provided to the reader to facilitate the understanding of the 

organization's current and future GHG emissions profile (e-g., GHG emissions 

inventory); 

the actions the organizations are taking to reduce GHG emissions in their climate change 

action plans and how those actions are incented (e-g., GHG emission control goal); and 

the evaluation of the organization's pan performance in reducing GHG emissions and 

commitments to kture reductions. 

The Pembina Institute has provided a number of good recommendations on how 

or_eanizations can report and reduce their GHG em-ssions. These reports have been available 

for the last four years and, while some progressive companies are incorporating some of the 

Pembina Institutes recommendations, many are not Further, while a small number of 

7 s  - -  The April 1 997 Independent Review \\as the most cunent review aoaiIabIe during the initial w*g of this chapkq 
therefore it is referred to more in this MDPI then the previous reviews- The 1998 Independent Review was relastxi in law 
fall. I YYS. ReIevmt ~ntbnniition, tiom the 1998 Independent Revie\\-- tias been included in this chapter. 
" The author oi this MDP is not aware of any other comprehm-ivc rer-ie\vs of this nature 
a- - For those who arc intucsk& the Pmbina Mtule explains their erduation criteria in detail in their revieus. Their 
rsvie~vs are Lined in the refaence section of this MDP. 
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progressive companies are seriously working at reducing their emissions, there has been an 

overall increase in GHG emissions in Canada (Pembina Institute, 1 998). 

The first review by the Pembina Institute, which is discussed below, did not have the 

evaluation criteria as clearly developed as they did in subsequent reviews. Rather, the 

Pembina Institute evaluated the actions taken through the VCR on information they felt was a 

minimum requirement.38 This information was similar to the criteria governments were to 

meet when reporting to the UNFCCC. Implicit in the criteria and recommendations the 

Pembina Institute provides are some of the attributes one would look for to determine 

program effectiveness. 

5.1 1 The Pem binn Institute's Initial Review of the VCR Program 

In Ca~ladn's I-bltintar) ChaZIenge and Regisby Program: An Independent Review 

(November. 1995), the Pembina Institute provided three recommendations for improving the 

VCR based on what they identified as bndarnentai flaws in Canada's Voluntary Challenge 

Program: 

Recommendation + I :  The federal government should introduce changes to the 

Income Tax .Act with the 1996/97 federal budget to equalize tax treatment for 

investments in energy efficiency with treatment for supply-side investments. 

hloreover, dl governments should commit to a six month review that identifies and 

removes other obvious disincentives and fiscal barriers to voluntary take[-]up of the 

huge potential that exists in cost-effective enersy efficiency (Pembina Institute, 1995: 

17). 

This recommendation partially addresses the position that a supportive public policy 

framework is desirable in achieving environmental policy objectives. Funher, this 

recommendation- as do the following recommendations, reflect the necessity for 

eovemments to take a leadership role (act as steerers) in ensuring a credible and effective - 
VCR Program. 
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Recommendation #2: Governments should make the following minimum reporting 

requirements mandatory for participants in the Voluntary C hdlenge Program: 

a comprehensive greenhouse gas emission inventory; 

a projection of greenhouse gas emissions through the year 2000; and 

a description of specific future actions that will be implemented as well as 

performance targets and greenhouse gas emission reduction estimates (Pembina 

Institute, 1995: 17). 

The reponing requirements reflect a principle that VNRIs need to be performance-based with 

specific gods, measurable objectives and set milestones. These requirements or standards are 

also found in IS0  14000 standards for environmental management systems. 

Recommendation # 3 : Federal and provincial governments should actively engage the 

corporate sector to design and implement 'targeted' voluntary programs that aim to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions in specific sectors or 60m specific sources, based 

on successful models in the U.S. and Europe (Pembina Institute, 1995: 17). 

Recommendation I 3  is partialIy based on a need for stakeholder pmicipation. While the 

corporate sector is only one stakeholder, in efforts to address climate change, they can have a 

major influence on GHG reductions. Further, there are more successfiil models in other pans 

of the world that can be examined for attributes that may used to strengthen the VCR 

Prosram. The agreements - or "covenants" - in countries such as Denmark and The 

Setherlands are examples of programs that can provide these components. The Voluntary 

Reponins of Greenhouse Gases Program, established in the United States under their Energy 

Policy Act of 1 992, appears much more organized then the VCR 

The Pembina Institute reco-pized that, even if these recommendations were implemented and 

corporations responded with credible action plans, the VCR would not allow Canada to meet 

Xiore a b ~ m r i a l  criteria LX ere dsr-eloped in Iata revlens, based on this intbrmation. 
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its stabiIization commitment3g (Pembina Institute, 1 995) - The authors identified that fiscaI 

and regulatory policies are required to reduce GHG emissions and enhance the effectiveness 

of voluntary action. 

Regulations that set minimum standards ensure that everyone bears responsibility for 

solving the climate change problem - not just good corporate citizens who are willing 

to take voluntary action. In addition, minimum standards ensure that any voluntary 

actions taken reflect best practice. Fiscal instruments can enhance voluntary action by 

making such action more attractive and profirable (Pembina Institute, 1995: 17). 

A number of individuals interviewed for this MDP also recognized that voluntary actions 

1~-ould not allow Canada to significantly reduce our GHG emissions. The lack of significant 

GHG reductions through the VCR Program would support these views. 

5.12 Recomn~endations by the Canadian Action Network 

The Canadian Climate Action Network ( ~ - 4 ~ e t ) ~ O  has developed a climate action plan based 

on the SS regulatory, fiscal and voluntary measuresJ1 developed by the Climate Change Task 

Group " Including some additional measures, CANet has combined the 88 measures in such 

a way thar they complement each other to produce greater GHG reductions (Pembina 

Insrirute. 1995) A number of measures recommended to the federal and provincial 

oo\.ernrnents for implementation by C.iWet are listed in Appendix 5. - 

'"5 cornmar tvas based on the pret3ous comrniunent to stabilize GHG emissions to I990 It~~eIs by the year 2000. 
'- C -&Yet \\as i~rmcd in 1988 by 50 Canadian environmental organizations to d r s i e  d > z c  and propose a broad range of 
rctguicitorl\.. tiscal and \ - o i u n ~  measures to assist Canada in reducing GHG emissions. 
'! T h s e  SS measures \vat inciudd in a document that \\as a precun-or to the W C C ,  published in 1995. .- 
'- Go~ernrnentj m Canada established the Climate Change Task Group of the Nationdl Air Issues Coordinating Commitlee 
as a mulr~snkeholclcr process in 1993. Tfus Task Group developed the measures thar were to be included in the National 
Actron Pian. The Sation31 Action Plan was a precursor to Canada's N-APCC. The 88 measures ref& to are not as e~plicit  
m rhe 1995 r\i.ePCC. 
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5-13 The Pembina Institute's 1995 Review 

In July 1996, the Pembina Institute published, Covorizte Action on Climoe C h g e .  1995, 

mz ir~dependent ~ e v i e ~ v ~ ~ .  Sixty of the most comprehensive action plans to reduce GHG 

emissions submitted by companies in 1995 were reviewed. These 60 are Canada's corporate 

leaders in the VCR Program. They were chosen fiom over 500 participants to the VCR 

Program who have made varying degrees of commitment to the VCR Program. Three of the 

S ~ X T ~ +  companies reviewed received a passing grade of greater than 50% (Pembina institute, 

1996). These three companies were Ontario Hydro, Superior Propane, and TransAlta 

Corporation. Eight companies received a score of less than 15% even though their 

submissions had been categorized as comprehensive by the VCR office (Pembina Institute, 

1 996). Their submissions were no more than letters of intent. 

The Pembina Institute concluded that much more work was necessary if corporate v o l u n t q  

actions to reduce GHG emissions were to be credible and effective. The Institute was looking 

for higher marks in the following year, as they felt companies would have a better 

understanding of what was required to make voluntary action credible and effective. Further, 

companies rvould have another year to develop their action plans. Complementary fiscal and 

rsgulatoq actions from the federal and provincial Energy and Environment Ministers were 

srill missins that \youid encourase GHG emissions reductions. 

Based on this Independent Review conducted in 1996, the essential attributes of a successfbl 

program still do not appear to be in place. A number of major Canadian organizations are 

still not participating in the VCR Program. Many of the remaining organizations, out of the 

over 500 participants in the VCR Program, were not participating in a meaningful way. For 

some of those organizations. their only participation is a letter of intent to participate. This 

may suggest that many companies do not recognize a reason to participate. With no apparent 

regulatory threat and reluctance by the US Congress to ratify agreements made by the US at 

the COP In meeting (Kyoto), many companies, likely, do not see a motive to participate. 

'' Roben Hornung. C l m t s  Change Pro-gram Director at the Pembina institute prepared this report aith si-eniticant 
contributions by Rob hlacintosh Poiicy Director at the Pmbina hritute, and others- 
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This is in spite ofopposition to a carbon tax by many companies that was proposed earlier by 

the Federal Government- 

5.14 The Pembina Institute's 1996 Independent Review 

The April 1997 Corporu~e Actiot2 on Ciimafe Change 1996.- an Indpeedenl ~eview,* 

examined 73 top submissions made to the VCR in 1996. These submissions were from a total 

of 587 submissions received by the VCR fiom corporations and institutions up to September 

1996 (Pembina Institute, 1997). The review assesses them on the basis of (a) the quality of 

the information provided, @) the content of the action plans, and (c) overall climate 

protection performance (Fembina Institute, 1997). The same criteria were used in the 1996 

review. 

The institute believes that credible and effective voluntary action can make a contribution 

ton-ard meeting Canada's climate change commitments. Despite this belief, they found that 

the majority of submissions "fail to provide solid evidence that participants are making any 

significant progress in ma~aging or reducing greenhouse gas emissions" (Pembina Institute, 

1907. 1). However, a small number of companies have internalized GHG emissions 

reduction into their decision-making processes. This internalization has been based on 

recognition that actions to reduce GHG emissions can provide economic as we11 as 

environmental benefits. However, at issue is the failure of the VCR Program to make a 

significant conui but ion to Canada's GHG emission stabilization commitment. Canada's 

GHG emissions are still rising. 

Appropriate incentives for corporate participation have been lacking in the past. In 

recognition of this. the Federal Government announced, in December 1996, that it wouId 

consider incenrives to encourage more voluntary action (Pembina Institute, 1997). NRCan is 

working at identieins incentives and disincentives, to action in general, for reducing GHG 

emissions by Canadian corporations (McCartney, pers. comm., 1998). Aside from the lack of 

Rcher, Hsmung. Climate Change Ro:m Dirmor at the Psmbiria Institute \\~otc: this report, nirh assiaance from Louise 
Comuu, Director of the Energ and Atmospheric Campaign at the Siara Club of Canada. 
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incentives for corporate participation, what are also missing are d e s  to ensure credible 

participation and support for organizations interested in reducing GHG emissions. 

The VCR Program. with significant upgrading, could help Canada meet its current and fitwe 

climate change commitments. To speed-up progress in meeting our commitment, the federal 

and provincial governments need to move forward on designing and implementing additional 

reguIatory and fiscaI actions to complement the VCR (Pembina Institute, 1997)- 

In the view of the Pembina Institute and, based on my research I would agree that: 

Regulations establish minimum standards that will ensure that voluntary action 

represents best practice. Economic instruments adjust market signals to provide 

greater incentives for voluntary action. - 
If properly pIanned and phased in, complementary regulatory and fiscal 

actions will do far more to encourage credible and effective voluntary action than any 

other action governments should take (Pembina Institute, 1997: 2). 

.A common comment durins the interview was that minimum standards and complementary 

rsgularions ~i-ould help to address free riders Free riders would benefit by actions taken by 

more progressive companies, without those free riding companies contributing to GHG 

emissions reductions. 

1.15 The Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Trading (GERT) Pilot 

EL-idence of fiscal actions is starting to evolve. The Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction 

Trading (GERT) Pilot, underway in British Columbia, is such an example. GERT is an 

experiment in emission trading and is the first emission trading project dealing specifically 

with greenhouse gases in Canada (GERT, 1998, online). Minister of Natural Resources, 

Ralph Goodale, uses the GERT pilot as an example of how go~rernments, industry, and 

environmental groups will lead to find creative responses to the threat of climate change. 

This cooperation will not go without its chailenges, yet it needs to be encouraged and 

facilitated through srrong multi-stakeholder consultation. 
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VCR Inc. is one of the pilot partners in GERT- Perhaps this pilot will be subject to 

examination in firture Pembina Institute reviews. 

The Pernbina Institute's independent reviews are designed to meet three major objectives: 

1. The annual review provides participants in the VCR with a clear sense of what is 

required to produce a credible and effective voluntary action plan to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. 
Y 

2. The annual review provides a standardized mechanism to assess the credibility and 

effectiveness of action plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions submitted by VCR 

participants. 

3 -  The review will provide interested Canadians, and individual participants in the 

VCR ~ v i t h  third pans comparative assessment of how specific action plans s a n d  up 

against the actions taken by other participants in the program (Pembina Institute, 

1997. 5 ) .  

These three major objectives became much clearer as the Pernbina Institute gained more 

experience in evaluating submissions to the VCR Program and published each successive 

Independent Re\-iew That is, the objectives were progressively refined. 

By the time the 1 997 action plans were submitted to the VCR Program stringent mandatory 

reporting requirements had stdl not been estabtished under the VCR Program. Yet, reporting 

is a key attribute of program effectiveness and is a key element of an EMS. These 

requirements Lvere deemed necessan to ensure that voluntary actions taken under the 

program were credi bIe. The federal Ministers of Natural Resources and Environment 

recognized these necessary requirements. They made a commitment that, under a second tier 

of participation in the VCR Program, participating companies will be required to provide: 

comprehensive action plans with all of the following elements: quantified baselines, 

forecasts- challen-ning goals, newr and innovative actions to meet those gods, 
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including employee and customer education, and quantified analysis of impacts 

(NRCan, 1997: 4). 

In April of 1997 the Energy Policy Branch of NRCan released a discussion paper that 

pro~lded an update on the progress of  the VCR Program. In that discussion paper there was 

talk of encouraging leading participants to move to a higher level of participation in the VCR 

Program, labeled Tier 11 participation (NRCan, 1997). Further3 industrial associations were to 

promote Tier I1 participation amongst their members. The specific type of 'encouragement' 

that the Federal Government would provide, was not clear. 

The Tier I1 reporting criteria were not available when the Pembina Institute conducted their 

review published in April 1997, therefore, they were not addressed. However, in their 

September 1998 revieu*, they state that the draft Tier II reporting standards were never 

adopted (Pernbina Institute. 1998: 5). Some of the elements of the discussion paper, 

Sn-erlg~/~e~tir?g rhe I T R :  Tier I1 Purticiparimt. A Discussion Poper, do however reappear in 

the National Climate Change Process (NCCP) that was started in approximately mid 1998. In 

4pril 1998 provincial and territoriaI energy and Environment Ministers met at a Joint 

Meeting of Ministers (MI> and "approved a process to engage governments and 

stakeholders to esamine the impact, the coa  and the benefits of the Protocol's 

impiementation and management'' of the Kyoto Protocol (NPCC, 1998, online). One result of 

the meetins was the creation of the national climate change secretariat to suppon Canada's 

national implementation strategy. A series of issue tabIes were created to work in a number 

of key areas and include an Enhanced Voluntary Action Issue Table- These issue tables are 

coordinated under the NCCP. 

The Pembina Institute recognized that, in order for Canada to meet climate change 

commitments, voluntary action to reduce GHG emissions must go beyond "investment as 

usual." "Decision-making processes in corporations, governments and institutions must be 

changed to make greenhouse gas emissions reduction more attractive" (Pembina Institute, 

1997: 4). 
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Funher, the Institute revealed that governments provide "little in the way of detailed 

information or tools to help VCR participants incorporate c h a t e  change considerations into 

their decision making processes" (Pembina Institute, 1998: 4). The examples they provide are 

that VCR participants do not receive educational materials on climate change, or information 

on climate friendly procurement or fiscal policies. 

Through its annual reviews the Pembina Institute claims to fdI in some of the gaps by clearly 

identieing the information and types of action organizations need to provide, to make their 

action pi ans more credible, complete and effective4'. The current incentives to encourage 

VCR participants to voiuntarily go beyond "investment as usuaYa are a sense of social 

responsibility, pressure fiom peers and pressure fiom the general public (Pembina Institute, 

1997) Rrhi1e these incentives have a pIace, they do not provide enough incentive for VCR 

participants to go beyond "business as usud." While peer pressure is mounting slowIy, there 

are sriil a number of corporations who still call into question the science on climate change or 

feel that addressing climate change will devastate the Canadian economy. Imperial Oil has 

publicly stated their view that addressing climate change would be too costly (Calgary 

Herald. 1998: D2). With regard to public pressure, the public is not being as vocal on 

addressing climate changes as they have been on other issues - such as chemical pollution. 

Hou  can they be expected to exen pressure when the public at large probably does not 

understand climate change or are likely confused as to whether it is really occurring, based 

on the variety of information expressed through popular mediums. The current incentives are 

in the absence of significant regulatory and fiscal incentives. 

In  a recent book. 7?72 blyrl~ of T?ze Good Corporaze Ci~izen: Democracy Under nte Rule Of 

Big Blisrness, the author, Murray Dobbin, challenges the idea that social responsibility is a 

strong enough incentive for corporations to act on. Dobbin reveals that corporate citizens are 

"liberated from even the minimal social responsibility once imposed by civil sociery" 

a Exarn9les ofrhe ~ n r ' o ~ s t i o n  and r?pes of actions retirred to can be rieu-td in the Pembina Institute's criteria lined in 
-4ppenZn 1 
" h rhs 1 99- rsvieu. the: Pembina Insuruts subsimted the word "invssuncnt" tbr the word "businesiNN In the limture- that 
csamlnrd volufitq actions to reduce GHG emissions, it 11% often stated thar it is difficult to distinguish t - d u n w  acuonj 
LO r d u s r  GHG emissions from actions taken as "cbusinsss as usual." 
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(Dobbin, 1998: 60). He suggests a similar point that Saul makes, that a once civil society, 

who pressed for social responsibility, has been partidly transformed into citizens as 

"consumers." They both imply that somehow pressures brought to bear by members of civil 

society have been lessened. Saul challenges those members to come back to a level of 

consciousness so that they can recognize those forces that would iull us into submissive 

consumers and once again act as members of a civil society. In the context of the 

transnational corporate citizen, Dobbin states that "there is a very short list of  corporations in 

North America that try to behave like good corporate citizens" (Dobbin, 1998: 63). 

Appealing to a sense of social responsibiIity, or relying on public pressure are not strong 

enough incentives for corporations to address climate change- What is needed is a mix of 

pragmatic and complementary mechanisms designed to address the threat of climate change. 

The Pembina Institute uses 45 standard evaluation techniques, in their 1996 review, to 

"objectively assess the relative performance of pmicipants in reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions" (Pembina Institute, 1997: 5). Submissions to the VCR are assigned a score out of 

a hundred based on these criteria. Examples of the criteria include basic information such as 

information on planned GHG Emission Reduction Actions from 1996 and onward; 

complcreness of the action plan. such as on employee education and training programs; and 

o\-era11 climate protection performance such as performance to date in GHG emission 

reduction (see appendis 1). 

Our of the 587 submissions received by the VCR Prosram from corporations, governments 

and institutions in September, 1996: 

the 73 submissions reviewed in 1996 received higher scores than the 60 submissions 

reviewed in 1995. Nonetheless, the continuing poor quality of the scores makes it 

clear that the VCR still has not demonstrated that voluntary action by corporations 

and other organizations can make a credibIe and effective contribution to Canada's 

climate change mitigation goals (Pernbina Institute, 1997: 23). 
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The Imitute lists the highest scores (each at 60%) by the following companies: E. B. Eddy 

Forest Products, TransCanada Pipelines, and TransAlta Corporation. "TransAlta Corporation 

is the only company to have received a score of more than 50% each year. Petro-Canada, 

Canadian Western Nanual Gas and Ontario Hydro are the only other companies to score 

better than 40% In both reviews" pembina Institute, 1997: 23). 

The Pembina Lnaitute will carry out future reviews of submissions to the VCR If the Federal 

Government establishes a meanin@ "Tier II" participation in the VCR the Institute will 

include it in future reviews. Further, in future reviews, they would like to move away &om 

e~aluating basic information, which they think should be mandatory anyway. More points 

could then be awarded for more substantive and meaningfLl actions in a greenhouse gas 

emission reduction action plan. 

5.16 The Pernbina Institute's 1997 Independent Review 

In September of 1998 the Pembina Institute released their Corporate Action on Climate 

Change 1997: An Independent Review. In this document they reviewed 86 submissions out 

of 705 participants in the VCR as of May 1998. Partkipation of the 708 organizations ranges 

according to the folIo\ving: 

344 organizations or 19%, had only submitted a letter of intent to pmicipate in the 

program. 

361 orsanizations or 5 I%, had submitted action plans for reducing GHG emissions to the 

propam (232 organizations did not submit an update in 1997); 

132 submissions were available for potential review by removing those organizations that 

had only submitted a letter of intent as well as those who had failed to make a submission 

in 1997; 

26 submissions had been temporarily misplaced by the VCR ofice during a move from 

XRCan facilities to an independent office when the VCR was privatized as VCR Inc.; 

r andl 

30 failed to meet the minimum definition of an action plan (it was not clear in the 

Pembina Institutes review whose definition was being used but they did provide the 
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trCR's definition)." However, later in the document they state that 20 were eIiminated 

because they did not meet two elements of an action plan that the Pembina Institute 

indicated, in their last review, that they would be looking for in 1997 submissions 

(Pembina Institute, 1997). 

The elements they were looking for were: 

a greenhouse gas emissions inventory (demonstrating that a company understands 

how its activities contribute to climate change); and 

a commitment to either consider or implement specific actions to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions after submission of the plan to the VCR (to ensure that - 
the pIan is fonvard-looking) (Pembina Institute, 1997: 9). 

The remaining 86 submissions represent 12 % of all the submissions to the VCR (Pembina 

Institute. 1997). The Pembina Institute stresses that those submissions to the VCR are 

evaluated on the information those organizations provide. Therefore, if organizations took 

measures to reduce their GHG emissions, but did not repon them to the VCR they were 

oh-iously not evaluated This is imponant, because if organizations are taking measures to 

reduce their GHG emissions- but are not reporting them, they may not be included in 

Canada's actions to meet commitments under the UXrFCCC. 

Despite some higher scores," the Pembina institute felt, based on their reviews, that there 

had not been significant attempts to go beyond "business as usual." Further they expressed 

that. withour some fundamental changes "in the manner in which governments reward, 

facilitate and recognize voluntary action, the VCR will become irrelevant, overshadowed by 

new and more effective measures to reducey' GHG emissions (Pembina Institute, 1997: 4). 

1- hRCan's dzt-hition of an action plan is "a description of actions completed, iniriated and/or planned since 1990 to limit 
or reduce gemhouse emissions- (Pembina InstiMr, 1998: 9). 
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There are common themes that appear throughout these reviews: 

a lack of federal government leadership in supporting the VCR; 

the VCR is not supported by a complementary and supportive public policy framework 

for addressing climate change; 

the framework for reporting to the VCR is not rigorous enough; 

a common standard for reporting is lacking; 

incentives and disincentives for participation have not been addressed in a significant 

wal-; 

there do not appear to be a credible motivators to drive substantive voluntary action; and 

the appropriate market signals have not been l l l y  explored, or hl ly expressed, to 

encourage more participation in the VCR 

Despite these fundamental flaws in the VCR this program has helped to spark discussions, 

about how organizations within this country will address climate change. There are also some 

progressive organizations that would redly Like a workable voluntary system and many are 

adverse to numerous command and control regulations that would force organizations to 

reduce their GHG emissions. There is also considerable resistance to implementation of a 

'carbon tax.' especially by those in the fossil fuel industry. 

5.1 Other Views on Voluntary Initiatives 

EnviroIine: The Business Publication for the EnvironmentaI Industry, published editoriaI 

comments on f i e  ib lzmtq? Challenge R e g r s v  and  he Role of i..blunruq- Irzitiarives. The 

c~mrnenrary"~ stated that ''voluntary environment& initiatives are part of a continuum 

between command-and-control regulation and filly independent environmental initiatives by 

W Higher scores were atuibuted to an "intlammatoqp' effect based on a change that dowed erVaIuation of action plans, 
based on sector-spcclfic criteria versus a more generic application of the aiteria in previous reviews. 
40 The exinorid comments protided in Enviroline an: based on articles resulting from editorial board meetings of Enriroline 
There are .iUbata and BC Edirond Boards. In February, 1998, the Alberta Editorial Board consisted of Brian B e  me\\aita 
Corp. j, Doug Bruchet (Canadian Energy Research Wtute), Houard Hefner (AUiance Pipehe): Jerry Lack (Alberta 
Environmenral Proection), John Lilley (Canadian Sociev of EnvironmentaI Biologists), Rob Macintosh (Panbina Institute 
for Appropriate ~ re loprnen t )  and Scott Milier (Petro-Canada). The BC Editorial Board included AIdyen D o ~ e i I y  
(GEh1Co)- Paaick Moore (Greenspirit  cent^)^ William Rees (university of BC) and others- These articles do not 
necessarily reflect rhc iiews of all board members- GEMCo is the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Management Consortium. 
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individuals and organizationsn (Enviroline, December 2, 1996: 1). VIs are an alternative 

policy instrument considering the current trends in regulatory reform and increasing indualy 

self-responsibility. According to the editorial, regulations form the baseline of voluntary 

initiatives and. in the case of GHG emissions for example, governments set standards for 

energy ef5 ciency of vehicles and technology (Enviroline, December 2, 1996). "Within the 

VCR, individuals can voIuntarily choose to use technology that surpasses this standard, but 

can not use substandard technology. This baseline can be raised through stricter regulations" 

(Enviroline. December 2, 1996: 1). Based on the editorial comment: 

Climate change is particularly suited to treatment through voluntary initiatives 

because of the enormous size of the problem, its systemic nature and the cost of 

solutions. in addition to the scientific uncertainty surrounding the issue. These factors 

make it difficult to regulate and make it diKicuIt for politicians to get regulations 

passed (Enviroline, December 2, 1996: 1). 

The authors of this editorial comment made the point (as have others intenpiewed for this 

1DP) rhar organizations must have a reason to panicipate. To be successfbl, voluntary 

iniriatk-es musr have the proverbial 'carrot and the stick.' Near the time that this editorial was 

u-rinen. there was a threat that the Federal Government would impose regulation or a carbon 

tax. if it were evident Canada would not meet its emission targets. This threat, to some 

degree. encouraged participation in the VCR but the Federal Government appears to have 

backed away from this threat, for the moment. 

Incentive for companies to participate in voluntary programs, to reduce GHG emissions, in 

the US, has been through awards of formal standing in case of hture regulatory measures 

(Enviroline, December 2. 1996). Voluntary programs must have clear, auditable reponing 

requirements and should have an educational component, so that industry and the public can 

learn their role in reducing GHG emissions. These attributes have been missing from the 

\'CR 
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The editorial also stated that voluntary programs can work and provide an opportunity for 

industry to determine the best way to reach an objective, but this may require some time. 

'‘industry must have time to integrate consideration of greenhouse gas impacts into their 

decision-making. They must be given the opportunity to determine the best options and learn 

fkom the activities of others" (Envirohe, December 2, 1996: 2). 

Similar views were shared by David Hocking, Director of Communications for the David 

Suzuki Foundation. Hocking stated that "governments have to set the appropriate goals and 

frame~vorks- for voluntary actions (Hocking, pers. comm, 1998). Once these goals are set, 

companies wi1I know best how to achieve them (Hocking, pers. comm., 1998), within the 

specific industry they operate. An example was provided by Gary Webster, of the Canadian 

.Association of Petroleum Producers (C-ZPP), at a workshop on Voluntary Environmental 

Initiatives. attended by the author Webner stated that co-generation projects in Alberta were 

not as successful as they could be because of existing regulatory barriers. However, he said 

these barriers were disappearing and that some major companies were seriously working on 

selling energ!.. from co-generation, into the Province's electrical power grid (Webster, pers. 

cornn~ - 1997) 

5.21 Arguments for \?VRIs based on 'Upside Down Logic' 

-4 iir~-r tczril+es Jmrn7ol: Er7virortme~ttal 7hozighf. Polic). mzd A czion, the journal of the 

Environmental Studies .%ssociarion of Canada (ESAC), devoted a large portion of its Spring 

199s issue to Voluntary Initiatives. In the editorial, Upside Down Logic Robert Gibson 

writes that "[plroponents of voluntary initiatives say- they are more efficient than regulations 

and will bring significant environmental improvements while reducing corporate and 

government costs. But cost cutting appears to be the ruling objective" (Gibson, 1998: 1). Saul - 
might ask. -is there more corporate awireness about environmental issues and therefore are 

corporations more serious about taking on responsibility for those issues, through voluntary 

action?- Or, are they looking for ways to weaken the regulatory pressure on them, to meet 

their environmental responsibiIities, and therefore reduce their cons? I would submit that 

both situations stiII exist. 
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Gibson writes that corporate environmental volunteers were fiee to work, in previous 

decades, without serious constraint or guidance fiom environmental law, and we are still 

cleaning up the results (Gibson, 1998: 1). Gibson does however, see so-called voluntary 

initiatives as appearing to have considerable potential but in his words, they have to be turned 

"upside down7' (Gibson, 1998, 1): 

Firstly, voluntary initiatives are not voIuntary in any useful sense. They work only 

where they mobilize pressures strong enough to force change. Regulations remain the 

main drivers of corporate MvironmentaI action and the credible threat of more 

regulation has clearIy been the most effedve driver of 'koluntary" Initiatives so far. 

But there are other complementary options. Indeed the potential strength of so-called 

~o lun t aq  initiatives is that they can be designed to concentrate a variety of pressures 

for improved corporate behavior- 

Second, voluntary initiatives are not vdid justifications for government 

downsizing. It is true that voluntary initiatives are by definition non-regulatory and, in 

a sense, alternatives to regulation. But that just means they rely on motivations other 

than direct re_nuIation. Governments retain responsibility for ensuring that effective 

pressures are exened. For this, governments can use economic instruments, tightened 

liabilities for environmental damage and mobilization of informed consumers, as kvell 

as the threat of more prescriptive regulations (Gibson, 1998: 1). 

Gibson argues that if these tools are carefblly constructed and applied they could provide a 

"much more effectire and administratively efficient means of ensuring corporate 

en\-ironmental improvement than could regulations by themselves" (Gibson. 1998: 1). In 

Gibson' s view this would require governments to retain regulatory capacity and to develop 

skills in other areas. Although he did not say what those other areas were, what he may be 

alluding to is in the area of incentive structures and government collaboration with the 

business sectors. 

Finally. Gibson  ires about the tremendous profitability that can be achieved by 

environmental improvement initiatives. This is an area that environmentalists and green 
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business teachers5* have been pushing many companies for. Despite this, "established 

corporate culture, organizational structure and information systems fail to notice openings for 

environmental profitT7 (Gibson, 1998: 1). On Gibson's latter point, there are a few progressive 

companies that do recognize that profitability can be achieved through environmental 

initiatives and corresponding marketplace profile. Examples are Patagonia, the Body Shop 

and perhaps TransAIta Utilities. 

In the case of the VCR Program, there is movement afoot to make the program more credible 

and effective in increasing voluntary participation to reduce GHG emissions. In 1998, the 

VCR Program moved fiom a government-incubated program to a "true stand-alone, private- 

public pmnership" and was renamed VCR Inc. (Flemington, 1998: 2). The fbnding for the 

program is now two-thirds fiom the private sector and one-third fiom government. A Board 

of Directors has been established that provides broad corporate direction to the VCR Inc. 

ofice. The Board is drawn from a "Council of Champions, composed of 'top-of-the-house' 

executives fiom leading organizations supporting the initiative" (Flemington, 1 99 8 :2). 

Council members are to act as champions of the voluntary challenge for their respective 

sectors iFIernington- 199s). 

At the CERI 1998 Climate Change Conference in May 1998, Flemington stated that the 

mission of VCR Inc. is to "promote, assess and recognize voluntary action concerning 

climate change" (Flemington, 1998). While he recognized this as a daunting task, he 

encouraged participants in the conference to pull together to make the VCR Program 

successful -4 newly formed Technical Advisory Committee is to help with this task. 

The David Suzuki Foundation, in me Role of Govemrnen~: A Briefing Paper to the 

Ho~~ozrmble Pazil Marzi11, September 29. 1997, states that "current voluntary measures are 

ineffecrive" (Margolick, 1997: 1 ). In another David Suzuki Foundation document Doug 

Russell writes about the absence of a clear policy direction fiom the federal and provincial 

eovemments and states that "there are no red back-ups or threats to impose regulations or 
V 

c,- 
- ' P a d  Hanken is one of these business iadia~- His works include The Ecologr- of Commerce: -4 Declamriorr o/ 
Susrau~abiliy and, Gro\t-i~tg a Blrniless and nre ,Ye~r E c o t ~ o c -  
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taxes should the voluntary challenge fail to deIiver results" (Russell, 1997: 9). Further, 

positive incentives for companies to participate in the Voluntary Challenge have been weak 

in spite of repeated calls by industry: 

for governments to tangibly recognize early actions to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions. Provision of early credits against future regulatory or economic 

instruments wodd send a positive signal to the business community that early action 

on climate change has a pay off (Russell, 1997: 9). 

In Russell's (1997) view, many companies are sitting on the sidelines in terms of 

participation in the Voluntary Challenge. This is due, in part, to a lack of enforcement means 

for failure to meet domestic tarsets, and unclear rules for participation in the Voluntary 

Challenge How can organizations manage GHG reductions when there are no clear and 

attainable targets? 

Subsequent to Russell expressing these weaknesses in late 1997, provincial and federal 

Energy and Environment Ministers have recognized a need to enhance Canada's voluntary 

approach in their .April Zltb, 1998 meeting. NRCan and Alberta Energy are coordinating two 

Tables. one on Enhanced Voluntary Issues and the other on Credit for EarIy Action. 

Weaknesses raised by Russell, acd others referenced in this chapter, are therefore being 

esamined. Reports from these Tables will be  fonvarded to the National Air Issues 

Coordinating Committee on CIimate Change (NAICC-CC) for input to the Joint Ministers of 

Ener_ey and the Environment meeting in September, 1998 (Mitchell, pers. comm., 1998). 

5.3 Summary 

There have been a number of general issues, raised in this chapter, on the use of voluntary 

initiatives. .At the federal government level, the Pembina Institute in their earlier reviews of 

the I 'CR stated there is a lack of clear policy direction for reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions. This has been reflected in a weak Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program that, 

while it has provided some benefit, has not been effective in substantially reducing Canada's 

GHG emissions. -4 mix of complementary fiscal and regulatory instruments would strengthen 
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voluntary programs. Corporate environmentd action needs to b e  based on a credible threat of 

regulatory action by government. 

Regulations that set minimum standards would ensure that everyone bears responsibility for 

reducing GHG emissions and could ensure that voIu11tary actions reflect best practice. 

Further. corporate participation in voluntary programs may be enhanced through clear mIes 

to ensure credibility of the voluntary programs. 

Disincentives and fiscal barriers exist that hinder voluntary action to cost-effectively increase 

energy efficiency. An example is the unequal tax treatment for supply-side investments in 

energy efficiency. VCR participation may be enhanced if participants receive educational 

materials on climate change. or information on climate tiiendly procurement or fiscal policy. 

Further. panicipants need to receive credit for early action in reducing their GHG emissions. 

-4warding formal standing to  companies, in the event of future regulatory measures, may 

encourage them to hnhe r  reduce their emissions. 

1-oluntary programs need clear, auditable reponing requirements and GHG impacts need to 

be inregrated into corporate decision-making. In order for companies to voluntarily reduce 

their GHG emissions, they need to be educated on what they can do and be given a reason to 

panicipate. In contrast, perhaps industry organizations have not been aggressive enough in 

identieing and promoting increased business opportunities that may result fiom better 

de\-sloprnent of green technologies. 

This chapter has provided some of the current thinking on the VCR and voluntary initiatives 

in senera1 The viewpoints of many ENGOs are represented through CANet however, the 

Sierra Club has been identified as having had direct input into the Pembina Institute's 

Reviews, through Louise Comeau of the Sierra Club. The points of views provided in this 

chapter should be considered while reading the oveniew of VIs provided in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6: An Overview of Voluntary Initiatives 

This chapter reviews the various definitions of VIs the evolution of VIs, examines 

government responsibility to set the appropriate framework for Ws, and attempts to answer 

why we should consider them as a possible effective tool in addressing environmental issues, 

keeping in mind their role in managing GHG emissions. 

There are a number of reasons for the increase in popularity of voluntary initiatives. Through 

the eighties and early nineties environmental concerns were addressed through the 

development of environmental legislation Canadian examples include the Canadian 

Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) and such provincial legislation as the Alberta 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (AEPEA). As governments developed and 

tried to enforce this legistat ion it became more evident that addressing environmental issues 

was more complex than originally realized. In the early nineties, governments staned to 

address the mounting provincial and national debts. Deficits were reduced by downsizing 

eovernment depanments and that included reducing staff in environmental depamnents at - 
both the federal and provincial levels. With the downsizing in staff, enforcement of 

environmental [a\\-s also decreased. 

Concurrently, concerns about environmental issues were increasing both at the consumer 

level and at the commercial purchasing level. Consumers, commercial buyers and public 

interest groups were and are demanding that companies conduct their business usins 

environmentally sound practices. Witness the consumer boycotts of wood products from 

Canada by corporate customers in some European countries. Corporate purchasers of these 

products are now demanding that the wood products be processed using sound environmental 

practices. MacMi1Ia.n Bloedel recently announced that they would stop clear cutting in 

Canada as a result of these demands (MacMillan Bloedel, 1998, online). 

Previous policy instruments have not been as effective as they could have been in meeting 

environmenral objectives. This has led organizations, including governments and industry, to 
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examine the use of voluntary initiatives as a compliment to regulatory policy instruments. 

This does not however, mean that W s  are to be an "altemte" policy instrument to regulatory 

instruments in meeting environmental protection goals. The intent, in implementing Ws, is to 

increase the efficiency and effectiveness of a "stable of policy instrumentsyy developed to  

meet environmental objectives- 

Arguments are made by multinational companies that flexibility is necessary in meeting 

environmental objectives. The reasons they give are that command and control systems are 

not effective in meeting the demands on corporations by the public and infIuentid public 

interest groups. Funher. these demands do not disappear when corporations open operations 

in countries with weaker environmental legislation and weaker enforcement, than in the 

home countq. 

In our search for other more innovative ways to address enviro~lental issues, society is 

obsen-ing an evolution in the ways we achieve environmental protection. This evolution 

reveals a movement fiom mechanisms that have "emphasized" the regulatory command and 

control approach to environmental protection. This has been an approach that punished 

offenders once the damape w7as done. Ideally one of the results of this evolution would be to 

put in place mechanisms and processes that would prevent environmental damage. In this 

evolution. civil society is demanding more environmental responsibility of the organizations 

that are affecting the environment. This raises some key questions. Can industry effectively 

and credibly incorporate environmental protection into their operations, and meet this newly 

imposed responsibility? Should we, members of a civil society, be skeptical about industry 

voluntarily meeting this responsibility? These of  course are the questions that many 

indi\-iduals, who are examining VIs, are asking and reference to their work appears in this 

chapter. So how do we go about answering these questions? 

In this h4DP the author applied an andytical framework that was in part based on works by 

John Ralston Saul. In Vollaire 's Bastards: 7he Dictatorship of Rearon in the Wen (1 992) 

Saul writes about the roIe of the humanities in checking the excesses of rationality and 

science. Borro\vi.ing from Saul-s ideas we can use the tools provided by the humanities to 
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examine the rationahation, that is building, for the use of VIs as a policy instrument to help 

meet environmental objectives. Applying these tools can better enable us to ascertain if Vls, 

as a policy instrument, are instruments intended to help us (society) solve a problem That 

problem, in the context of this MDP, is climate change, both as a result of natural and human 

causes. Or, are VIs a means for elitists to protect their interests through such benefits as con 

reductions? The tools we can apply to these questions are imagination, creativity, doubt, 

disinterest, common sense, social view and moral behavior. Other examples of available 

tools have been provided in the discussion of the Pembina Institute's works in the previous 

chapter. In addition to the tools offered by Saul and the Pembina Institutey we have our 

experience with pan voluntary initiatives, environmental regulatory history and the elements 

described by the Conference Board of Canada and the IEA- All of these "tools" and 

experiences provide us with a means to examine this movement towards more environmental 

responsibility, through the use of voluntary initiatives. These tools and experiences can aIso 

help to address the skepticism about VI use, to closely examine the intent of VIs and ensure 

they achieve the goals of environmental protection. Let us turn to a widely discussed 

voluntary initiative. 

6.1 Responsible Care 

One of the first voIuntary programs to address environmental concerns was the ResponsibIe 

Care Program devised by The Canadian Chemical Producers Association and adopted in 

various chemical companies around the world. This program is cited ffequently in the 

literature on voluntary initiatives and often appeared as a staging point for VI discussions. 

Essentially the chemical industry felt they had to design some sort of self-regulating 

mechanism to respond to a poor public image. This image evolved out of the public's 

concern chat dangerous chemicals were being manufactured and introduced to society, 

resuiting in threats to our environment and human health. A series of catastrophic events, 

such as the explosion in the Union Carbide plant in Bophal, India, in December I984 that 

resulted in deaths and injury to a large number of people did not help their imase. Funher, 

the chemical industry, especidly within the US and Canada and operating internationally7 

was faced with the threat of regulation if it did not address these concerns. 
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Chemical associations around the world responded by implementing their own version of 

Responsible Care using the Canadian program as their model. Perhaps the perceived m e s s  

of that model has lead to a greater exploration of other voluntary mechanisms to address 

environmental concerns. Interestingly, some individuals interviewed for this MDP stated that 

the original success for the Responsible Care Program was attributed to David BwelIi, then 

president and chief executive officer of Dow Chemical Inc., in Samia, Ontario. It was 

because of his '%vW to see this program succeed that it did succeed. In an address to The 

Changing Atmosphere Conference held in Toronto in 1988 David BuzelIi recognized the 

impoflance of "building bridges to solve common problemyy @we& 1998: 48). In this 

recognition he is referring to the divisions that exist between industry and environmental 

groups. It also implies that there are common environmental problems that ' k e  all" have a 
C- 

responsibility to address. This includes government, industry and "other citizens." 

The key word here is responsibility. VIs can be carried out by organizations to take on more 

responsibility for their anions that affect the environment. In light of the public concerns 

previously expressed, Responsible Care "is a systematic program for the management of 

chemicals and chemical products" &err, 1998: 29). This management includes a statement 

of policy. piding principles, a national advisory panel, a chemical referral center, a 

verification process. and six codes of practice with 152 individual elements (Kerr, 1998: 29). 

In this \1 one of the significant motivators for chemical companies to become and stay 

involved in the initiative is that if they do not stay involved their industry association 

membership is revoked. 

Voluntary programs may have their place as the global society determines whether human 

contributions to global warming are significant, versus natural contributions. Such programs 

may provide the flexibility to respond quicker to new scientific clarity on this threat. That is, 

more flexibility than may be provided by command-and-control systems that specifically 

address the human contribution to global warming. So, how are voluntary initiatives defined, 

why should we consider them and where do they fit with other policy instruments? 
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6.2 Dehitions of Voluntary Initiatives 

There are a number of different types of voluntary initiatives in various countries around the 

world. It is diEcuIt to pin down a specific defmition that covers them dl but we do require 

some working de f~ t ions .  The Conference Board of Canada and the International Energy 

Agency provide the following definiti~ns:~' 

Voluntary initiatives (or programs) that address environmental issues are gaining 

popularity as an alternative or complement to regulations or economic instruments. In 

general, they can be described as private sector commitments to protect the 

environment that are not required by law. The programs can be formal o r  informal, 

and they can be for a specified or undetermined period. They can be partnerships 

between government and business. They can be multi-sectoral, sector specific or 

company initiatives. Their principal advantages are flexibility and potential cost- 

effectiveness, both of which help firms address environmental issues while enabling 

them to presenre and enhance their competitiveness (The Conference Board of 

Canada, 1995: 1). 

Voluntary Initiatives are a declared commitment which promise actions. 

These actions supplement, complement or substitute for other policy levers. A range 

of \'oluntar)- Initiatives exists: from those initiatives in which proponents set their 

own targets and perform their own monitoring and reporting; to initiatives which 

involve a contract between public and a private body in which targets, monitoring and 

reporting schemes may be agreed to in detail (Conference Board of Canada, June 

1996a: iii) 

Tho voluntary programs considered in a survey conducted by the IEA and referred to latter in 

this chapter are: 

'! The terms voluntap initiatives, volunra~ programs, voluntaq- measarts and voluntap actions are often interchanged in 
lhe hrsrdture This inrsrchangeabie use may reflect confusion about what Vls reaIly are, that they are not yet clearly d e f i d  
and thcrst'orr nor \veU u n d ~ o o d  In this MDP, these tenns are used in the context of improving on en*onmmtaI 
performance, versus some other type of performance 
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those actions which form pmr of government policy lo meet energy and dimne policy 

objectives. and me actionr bared on a joint undettaki'ng between government and 

indz~sq or between norional and local authorities. Thus, adions and measures by 

industry or other producers and consumers that are undertaken without government 

initiative, or solely by government mandate, are not included (TEA 1997: 27). 

The International Energy Agency @A) commented on the ''varying definitions and 

interpretarions for what constitutes a voluntary programme, initiative, agreement or 

arrangement ." 

The examples available fiom IEA Member countries show a f i U  range of approaches 

from informal public declarations or self-commitments by industry to more formally 

agreed co-operative programmes and binding agreements that come close to 

regulation (lE4 1997: 27). 

These various definitions and types of voluntary initiatives can lead to some confusion. 

Ho~evsr .  in the contea of this MDP and for the sake of simplicity, one can recognize them 

as initiatil-es. other than replatory and economic, that are meant to address environmental 

objecti\*es Once this basic theoretical understanding is reached, and we look at the various 

types of \?s. we realize that the distinctions between these three types of policy instruments 

become blurred. For example, getting your company involved in trading GHG emission 

credits (an economic instrument) is likely to be done on a voluntary basis, in the absence of 

regulation. 

The challenges faced by industry in committing to a voluntary environmental effort include 

program credibility with internal and external stakeholders, and gaining wide participation 

and appropriate incentives to encourage participants to meet their commitments. The 

disad\-anrages of failing to deliver on a voluntary initiative may result in action by regulators 

and an unfavorable public image. While the challenges are strong, they will be overcome 

with patience, application of n-iiI1 and a desire to credibly meet objectives for which the 

initiative is designed. 
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6.3 Why Voluntary Initiatives? 

The annver to this question has been alluded to in the previous discussion. According to 

Brian Guthrie and Jan Campfens "[plolicies and tools for environmental protection are 

undergoing substanrial change in industri-alized countries" (Guthrie and Campfens, 1 997: 1 ). 

The perception that traditional regulatory approaches are not always the most appropriate 

method for achieving environmental goals is growing within both industry and government. 

In attempts to integrate environmental and economic decision making, both governments and 

industry are examining more flexible approaches to "balance the twin gods of sustainability 

and competitiveness" (Guthrie and Campfens, 1996: 1). 

In Canada the regulatory approach has not worked well without other complementary 

approaches. Industry and government state that this approach is too conly; it cannot keep up 

with rapidly changing technology; complex regulations have made compliance and 

enforcement difficult and costly; and lack of coordination among government departments 

has decreased the efficiency and effectiveness of regulations. 

Hen-ever, environmental regulations certainly should not be eliminated. They perhaps do not 

ha\-e to be as complex given the introduction and strengthening of voluntary initiatives and 

economic incentives. Introduction, design or stren-mhening of voluntaq initiatives, to protect 

our environment and the climate we rely on to live, will need to carried out with credible and 

clearly defined goals and coordinated with other policy instruments developed to meet 

similar goals. 

6.4 \?s in Relation to other Policy Instruments 

The Conference Board of Canada provides the following model that attempts to show various 

policy approaches. to meet environmental objectives, on a continuum. The model helps to 

clearly separate the policy instruments on a conceptual basis, thus helping to clarify the 

confhsion that may exist about VIs. 
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Figure 6.1: Policy Approaches 

In formal Formal 

covenants 
letter of intent/ memoranda legal instruments/ regulations 
commitment of understanding contracts 

voluntap- coded ernironmental fiscal 

(Source: The Conference Board of Canada, Inside Edge, Jan. 1997) 

While this model separates various policy approaches along a continuum from informal to 

formal approaches, in reality they do blend together. For example, participation in the VCR 

Program starts with a letter of intent to voluntarily act to reduce GHG emissions. This 

panicipation may also include voluntary involvement in response to a regulatory threat or 

because preferential tas treatment is offered. 

In the book C h ~ g i n g  ~ozrrse", edited by Stephen Schmidheiny (1992), the authors 

distinguish between three basic mechanisms that can be used to move business to internalize 

en\-ironmental costs, to pay for the costs of pollution, or to limit damage to the environment 

by other means: 

Comrna?zd mtd cor~nol: These are basically government regulations, including 

performance standards for technologies and products, effluent and emission 

standards, and so on. 

'I The book Changing Course7 ~vhi l t  edited by Swiss industrialist Srephen Schmidheiny (who, at the time uas the Chainnm 
offhe BCSD) is t cumpiIauon of ivorli by the Business CounciI on Sustainable Development (BCSD). lnput for this book 
\\as received from panicipaunp business leadas, in various parts of the \\-odd, who es~resscd an interm in mvironmmt 
and devslopmmt ~ssues 
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SeIf-regulation: These are initiatives by corporations to regulate themselves through 

standards, monitoring, pollution reduction targets, and the Iike. 

Economic instruments: These are efforts to aIter the prices of resources and of goods 

and services in the marketplace via some form of government action that will affect 

the cost of production and/ or consumption (Schmidheiny, 1992: 20). 

These three mechanisms are discussed in greater detail below as these views fiom the BCSD 

have been expressed by a number of the people interviewed for this MDP. This lead the 

author to the conclusion that those who are attempting to incorporate sustainable 

development into their companies' operations are relying somewhat on the directions and 

advice provided by  the BCSD. Funher, a better understanding of the command and control 

mechanisms helps to understand their connection to voluntary initiatives. 

6-51 Command and Control 

As alluded to earlier, governments have traditionally used command and control regulations 

to achieve en\-ironmental objectives. ""Performance standards" set a target - often for 

emissions - and alloxv companies flexibility in meeting it; "prescriptive standards" may 

prescribe the actual technology to be used, assuming that it will achieve the desired result-. 

(Schmidheiny. 1992: 19). Performance standards allow companies more flexibility for 

inno\ ation and efficiency (Schmidheiny. 1992: 19). The BCSD discusses the emerging 

concerns by both governments and industry "about the usefil limits and constraints 

associated with the regulatory approach" (Schmidheiny, 1992: 20). One concern, in 

particular, is that "regulations are inflexible and often not the most cost-effective way of 

achieving change" (Schmidheiny, 1992: 20). It is the view of the BCSD that: 

regulations have served a useful purpose and that there will continue to be a need for 

basic r egu la to~  £tamework in all countries. Command and control is particularly 

usehl when there is a serious threat to health or safety or when pollution becomes 

especially dangerous once it exceeds a given le~~e1 locally (Schmidheiny, 1992: 20). 
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6.42 Self-Regulation 

The BCSD recognizes the successes achieved through self-regulation and believe this 

mechanism will continue to achieve important improvements on the enviro~lental effects of 

business and industry. The BCSD and others cited in this MDP recognize that the credibility 

of self-regulation will only be achieved if a clear framework of expectations and 

requirements is negotiated between participating industries and government (Schmid heiny, 

1992; Gibson, 1997; Leiss, 1998). 

The BC SD list the foilowin_e forces that drive industry toward self-regulation: 

the threat of government regulation (which requires a sovernment with a proven 

regulatory apparatus); 

solicited voluntary initiatives (akin to the threat of regulation, in which the 

reylatoq body "encourages" a company to take certain environmentai 

initiatives); 

required disclosure of environmental effects (this is based on a government 

regulation. but is relatively inexpensive for both governments and companies); 

public pressure or public esteem (industries operate with an implied contract with 

the public: loss of confidence cannot long be tolerated); 

peer pressure (ieading companies are adopting sustainable development chmers, 

lvhich puts pressure on others to do likewise); 

a common view of common threats (industrialists are people too, and take 

seriously threats to the human environment and human well-being that ordinary 

citizens worry about); and 

consistency of behavior by multinational corporations (international media 

communications means that multinational corporations receive intense scrutiny: 

this provides both an opportunity and an obligation to use consistently high 

standards in all operations) (Schm-dheiny, 1 992: 20). 

If self-regulation meets the requirements to make it credible, it can be cheaper than either 

command and control or economic inmrnents. The reasons provided by the BCSD are that: 
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[ilndustry often holds the information on technologies and emissions that government 

needs to regulate effectively. Self-regulation thus to some extent avoids the expense 

of governments collecting that information, processing it into regulations, and 

monitoring the effect (Schmidheiny, 1992: 21). 

There are drawbacks to setf-regulation and the BCSD identifies them as the possible creation 

of cartels and protectionism; and "free rider" companies that may use noncompliance to gain 

unfair competitive advantage. These drawbacks can however be addressed through peer 

pressure, market forces. and the threat of regulations based on the models by companies' 

practicing ecologically sound behavior (Schmidheiny, 1992: 21). Responsible Care is an 

example of a program that was motivated by the threat of regulations, peer pressure and, 

additionally, the power and influence of a Chief Executive Officer. 

6.13 Economic Instruments 

Economic instruments are briefly mentioned here. The BCSD writes that economic 

instruments stem from four needs: 

to pro\-ide continuous rewards and incentives for continuous improvements, to use 

markets more effectively in achieving environmental objectives, to fmd more coa- 

effective ways for government and industry to achieve these same objectives, and to 

move from pollution control to pollution prevention (Schmidheiny, 1992: 22). 

6.44 The Right Mix 

The BCSD acknowledges that we (society) have to hrther determine in which sectors of the 

economy regulations work best. Further we need to examine how economic and self- 

regulation instruments may be used to complement regulations, to form an optimal mix, in 

achieving objectives of sustainable development (Schmidheiny, 1992). 

The BCSD will be urging governments that the right mix of regulatory, self-regulation and 

economic instruments should be influenced by: efficiency and cost-effectiveness; flexibility 
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of response by industry; confidence in the regulatory environment over time; gradual 

introduction of  regulation giving industq compliance time; creation of a level playing field; 

and transparency of compliance (no fkee riders or unduly privileged companies). 

Frances ~airncross," in the book Green Inc.. Guide to Business und the EEnronment ((1995). 

holds up the Responsible Care Program as typical of the way that most thoughtful companies 

have presented their environmental policies. This program is based on a mix of product 

steu-ardship; life-cycle analysis, measurement and public accountability (Caimcross, 1995). 

Cairncross asks why some firms do an about-turn in their attitudes to the environment? She 

provides a number of factors: 

management morale - managers, especially those of the post Stockholm 

generation. often want to have an environmental record they can be proud of; - 
some feel it improves the quality of management too; 

staff morale - in many companies, the pressure to adopt sound environmental 

policies came initially from the workforce; 

consumer tastes - shoppers suddenly became more interested in the environmental 

pedigree of the products they bought; 

desire for good publicity - companies began to see the value in a reputation for 

good environmental citizenship; 
C 

fear of incurring the coas of environmental damage, which have risen 

dramatically as regulations have tightened and also become increasingly 

unpredictabIe; [and] 

savings - companies found that reductions in their use of raw materials and 

energy, and in the amount of toxic waste they produced could yield savings, 

partly because of the rising costs of waste disposal (Cairncross, 1995: 179). 

c: 
- F r i n i s ~  Cairncross's book is baztd. on a compiIation of articles untsen for nre Economisr during a live year m o d  s 
environrnenr editor. kt\ \ -en 1989 and 1994. 

- 
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Cairncross (1995) writes that some of these motives by companies to behave in 

environmentally responsible way would have occurred, even without government 

intervention. Yet, others were defensive measures to avoid unpleasant alternatives 

(Cairncross, 1 995). 

Cairncross (1995) makes the point that a great deal of corporate environmentalism has been 

driven by regulation and leaves us to ponder the following about ~e~regula t ion:  

Companies are not individuals, with a moral obligation to be good environmental 

citizens, even in situations where that is not in their commercial interest of their 

owners. It is the job of government to set the regulatory framework in which 

companies operate; it is the job of companies to obey the law (in the spirit as well as 

letter). To reIy on companies to set their own environmental standards is not merely 

n a i ~ e ;  worse. it is unfair to companies that genuinely want to pursue sound 

environmental policies. Left to regulate themselves, the most responsible companies 

may well follow such policies. But not all their competitors will copy it. Pressure 

fiom consumers is not sufficientiy universal or coherent to ensure that dirty firms are 

driven out of business, and environmentally responsible ones prosper (Cairncross, 

1995 188) 

While Cairncross emphasizes the role of government in setting the regulatory framework. 

Bill Leiss (1997): Bruce Doern and Thomas Conway (1994) write about the dysfunction in 

the formation of Canadian environmental law. Their work is referred to in the next section. 

6.5 Background on the Formation of Voluntary Initiatives 

There are distinct but also complementary roles for government and industry in meeting 

en\-ironmental objectives. Governments can act as steered4 and industry as rowers. 

Governments' role is to "steer" the policy that creates the environment in which voluntary 

-u The tvord governance comes tiom the Greek word A~bernan, to direct the course of a ship, or to *a the ship (LecIerc e t  
al.: 1996) 

- - -- 
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initiatives can be used to meet environmental objectives. This environment iacludes 

recognition of voluntary a c t i o ~  by organizations, in meeting environmental proteaion goals. 

In the context of climate change, for example, the Federal Government has to set their policy 

on how they will deal with climate change within our country. As the VCR Program is the 

centerpiece of our National Action PIan on Climate Change, governments have to encourage 

and recognize organizations that are responding to the challenges put forth under the VCR 

and our National Action Plan. So, governments role is to set policy, provide a base process 

for participants to follow and provide recognition for voluntary action to meet environmental 

protenion goals. If one recognizes climate change as an issue involving the public good then, 

according to John Ralston Saul, "[gJovemment is the only organized mechanism that makes 

possible that level of shared disinterest known as the public good" (Saul, 1992: 72). 

William Leiss, in his working paper, From the Nou CEPA to the Next CEPA: A MonngeriuZ 

E~hic for Enrir-onrner~zul Protectio~~, proposes a "new paradigm" based on "the simple 

proposition that those who release substances to the environment should bear the 

responsibility" (Leiss: 1998: 1). While his paper was written in the context of toxic substance 

manazement. he provides many points that apply to environmental protection? in general. In 

essence he argues that governments do not have the means or the time to address d1 

environmental objectives through regulation. Further, responsibility does not mean primarily 

legal responsibilir! rather. it "is an ethical responsibility: a managerial ethic for 

environmental protection" which Leiss draws together in a proposed model he labels as 

EP hfE" (Leiss, 1 998: 14). A means for shifting this responsibility fiom government, as Leiss 

suggests, and in the context of CEP4 is to recognize voluntary initiatives in the new CEPA. 

The pursuit of EPhfE "through voluntary initiatives should occur within a recognized legal 

frarnew-ork" (Leiss. 1998: 27) with the next CEPA providing such a fi-amework. It must also 

include incentives for credible voluntary initiatives and those undertaken previously. 

With the appropriate framework in place, industry has the responsibility to respond. In If's 

abolrl our- Healrh. the House of Commons Standing Committee on Environment and 

( 5  -- ~l though  Leiss associates the acronp EPME to a managerid ethic for enr5ronmentaI protection it is implied that EPbE 
stands for brironmental Protection Management Ethic. 
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Sustainable Development puts it this way: c'pollution-prevention planning should become a 

self-sustaining business practice rather than a regulatory burden on industry or an 

enforcement burden on governmentsy' (House of Commons Standing Committee on 

Environment and Sustainable Development, 1995: 86). As industry assumes more 

responsibility they have to consider three important aspects of tbi-s new paradigm of EPME: 

they have to factor in environmental protection during the planning and design of a 

facility; 

they have to continue the responsibiIity through the hfe-cycle of the facility; and 

they have to report regulariy to the public on how these responsibilities are being 

discharged. 

Through verifiable actions in public reporting, industry may attain the m a  of informed 

citizenry and public interest groups on the validity of voluntary initiatives. While Leiss 

proposes changes, in the next review of C E P 4  to incorporate voluntary initiatives, industry 

can still move down this path of EPME, now (Leiss, 1998). In fact many companies have, 

usuallv through their industry associations (CAPP is one example and the Canadian 

Electricit!. ~ssociat ion '~ is another). 

In the process of designing a voluntary initiative, government and industry are brought 

together. Both. at least in theory, should benefit in that government shifts some 

responsibi1ir~-. and costs, onto industry and industry participates in the agenda setting and 

assist by providing their best management practices. Funher, industry gains a certain degree 

of managerial freedom or flexibility in lieu of an "extremely cumbersome regulatory 

" The Board of Directors tbr the Canadian Elccmcity Association approved their Environmatal Commiunznt and 
Rrsponsibiiit> [ECR) Prozam on June 22,1997. This program has a similar basis to that of the Chhcal Producers 
Association Responsible Care Program- Participation in h e  ECR P r o m  will become a requirement of membership with 
the CEA, eEecrivt 1998, for dcctric utility members (Canadian Elecuiciv Association, 1997). The Canadian Association of 
PetroIcurn Producers has produced a series of yearly action plans7 their 1996 Action Plan- Climate Change: V o I u n ~  
Challsng~ is an example. 

- 
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regime."" However, this perceived close relationship between government and industry can 

lead to problems and can, and has, been seen as "in a conflict of interest" by public interest 

groups. There is a fear that as governments and businesses work together in defining 

voluntary actions, government and businesses are brought too close together (Walz, 1997). 

According to Cairncross (1995), this closeness can cause a loss of power on both sides. In the 

context of government regulators, Cairncross (1995: 57) stated that "regulators find it 

extremely hard to keep a proper distance from companies they oversee," something 

economists call "regulatory capture." This potential conflict has to be addressed in the 

cont el7 of a framework to incorporate voluntary initiatives into government poIicy . 

.An example. of this implied consultatory process reveals other problems. In the voluntary 

initiative, the  Xccel erated Reduction/Elimination of Toxics (-NET) program, a breakdown 

in communication led to the loss of participation of non-industry and non-government 

stakeholders. There was no clear leader to facilitate the consultatory process. In that case, it 

became evident that "only government can provide the conditions necessary for third-party 

participation" (VanYijnatten, 1998: 1). This is an issue that needs to be resolved and may be 

resolved. to a cenain degree. by using some of the more mccessfU1 stakeholder panicipation 

models Esamples include those models" used by the National Round Table on the 

Environment and the Economy and the Clean Air Strategic Alliance (CASA). The CASA 

model, the hre\r. Approach to Air Qualzp Mmagement was compiled in a paper by Murray 

Ellis. Christine hiacken and Mike Kelly (1997), all from CASA- CASA has done a iot of 

n-ork for the energy sector in Canada and have attempted to use this pmicipatory model in 

ad~ancing air quality management in Alberta. 

5- - In appl!.ing Saul-s tool oidouhc one might ask if these words have been injected into the literame and reflect a 
corporatlsr agenda to discredit the rtguIatory regime. This regimrt, in theory, should protat the public good, one where 
soclrt! rn gmaai benetits. B? discrediting the regulatory r e m e ,  a business association may build a stronger case for sdf- 
rrgulauon. TIus could give them more controI over environmental issues, that may be weakened by other stronger corporate 
agenda-s. However, m o a  of those intaiewed fiom i n d q  stated that effective environmental legislation is a necessity in 
order for the complimataq tool of voluntaIy action to work 
'"ass interested in these models can contact the NationaI Round Table on the Environment and the Economy in Ortawa 
or vis i~  their website. hnp./j~xwxme-tmteecaca For more on the CASA model indi~5duaIs can contact CASA in Edmonton. 
The C-4s-4 mode1 is also d6crik.i in the proceedings to the confaace: Emerging Air Issues for the 2 1 st Century: The 
Need for Muludisciplinaq Managmat  hdd in Calgan., September 20 - 24,1997. The Canadian Prairie and Northern 
Section o i  tfie and Waste Management Association produced the proceedings- 
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6.51 Energy-Rerated Voluntaty Actions 

Energy-related voluntary actions were fist developed in the fate 1970s afker the oil crisis and 

were based on concerns over energy security (IEA, 1997). These actions were intent on 

"improving energy efficiency and reducing consumption of fossil fuels for heat, power and 

transport" ( 1 . 4  1997: 3 1). There were a few programs aimed at industry and households- 

Canadian examples included the Canadian Industry Program for Energy Consemation 

(CIPEC), which is one o f  the oldest voluntary energy programs in the IEA region, s ~ a g  in 

1975. The program was a result of discussions bemeen the Federal Government and 50 

senior industria1 executives. According to the IEA "over 700 companies participated, 

representing about 70 per cent of energy used by all indusuy" (IEA 1997: 3 1) The program 

is currently part of Canada's NAPCC and is connected to the VCR Program. Between 1973 

and 1990 industrial energy intensity (energy consumption per unit of product output) for its 

membership improved by 26 percent, shon of the 3 1 percent goals set in 1985 (IEA, 1997). 

Between 1978 and 1980 voluntary fie1 efficiency programs for new automobiles and light- 

duty vehicles were implemented in eight IEA countries: Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, 

Japan, Spain, Sweden and in the United Kingdom. European countries and Canada achieved 

the goals originaIly set. with most programs ending between 1985 and 1988 as planned. The 

exception was Canada's fuel efficiency program, that had no fixed termination date (IE.4, 

1997). With dropping fuel prices interest in fie1 efficiency dropped off and the voluntary 

programs were not extended beyond 1988 (IEq 1997). 

There has been a revival of energy-related voluntary agreements since 1990 because of 

commitments made under the UMCCC. According to the IE.4, many of the IEA countries 

have. or are considering, introducing voluntary agreements to mitigate GHG emissions fiom 

energy production and consumption (IEA, 1997). 

6.6 Use of Voluntary Initiatives in Managing Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The commitments to reduce of greenhouse gas emissions, under the UNFCCC, will be a 

major challenge for many countries. The energy sector' s principal means for addressing these 

commitments are through increased conservation and efficiency or switching to fbels with 

lower carbon content (IEA 1997). The IEA reaffirms that to implement these objectives 
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usually requires a mix of different policies and measures, since no single measure is Wrely to 

achieve the desired results. Voluntary initiatives provide a policy option that could contribute 

to reducing greenhouse gases in a cost-effective, flexible way, given a legitimate chance- 

This option is reflected in the growing interest by governments and businesses in using 

voluntary initiatives for addressing environmental concerns and the considerable increase in 

the number of voluntary actions and agreements in the past few years =A, 1997). In 1995 

and 1996 the IEA conducted a study on the use of voluntary approaches for mitigating 

energy-related COz emissions (IE4 1997). In their study, VoIun~ary Actions For Energy- 

Relared CO: Abaiemettr the IE.4 tooked at 350 voluntary public private actions and 

agreements in hventy-two Member countries of which Canada was one @A, 1997). 

The IE.4 found that publidprivate v o l u n t q  actions usually form a portion of a larger body 

of policy insrruments used by governments to achieve or even go beyond stated gods and 

They are often deliberately combined with other policy measures including setting of 

standards. systems of energy taxes and charges, incentives for research and development of 

highly energy efficient processes, appliances and equipment, or enhancing market 

penetration of alternative he ls  and renewable energy (lE4 1997: 12). 

One in ten initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions reported by IEA countries are of a 

voluntary nature (IEA, 1997). The potential energy and greenhouse gas reductions that can 

be realized under a voluntary action (VA) program "Will depend on the amount of the 

emissions covered by VAs and on the availability and implementation of greenhouse gas 

reduction opportunities" (E4 1997: 12). Opportunities would include greenhouse gas 

offsets, such as tree planting and investment in more energy efficient plants in developing 

countries. 

According to the IEA (1997) study, there is a great deal of variation in the state of 

development of voluntary programs and in their role and priority within national action plans 
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on climate change between countries. While some countries voluntary actions are in the 

planning and development stage others have been adopted. The more developed ones have 

detailed monitoring and reporting requirements designed to track progress in meeting stated 

goals and efficiency targets. The IEA found that "VAs usually target electricity demand, 

stationary fossil fbel uses by industry, services and households, and/or &el by the transport 

sector" (IEA, 1 997: 12)- 

6.7 Summary 

Voluntary Initiatives were developed to address other environmental issues as well as those 

to reduce GHG emissions. In Canada CIPEC is one of the oldest voluntary energy programs, 

existing for about 25 yean. Other programs include the Responsible Care Program that has 

been perceived as a model for many voluntary initiatives, and the ARET program. 

VIs have developed for various reasons including a demand by the public, and corporate 

customers of resource products, for assurances that products were developed using 

environmenraIly sound practices. These demands were, in many cases, developing as 

eovernrnents and industry recognized the increasing costs of environmental protection 
Y 

through hea\y reliance on resulation done. Further, in the view of government and industry, 

environmental regulation is not achieving the environmental protection that should have been 

its primary goal. There are a number of reasons for this and include poor enforcement of 

environmental legislationl partly as a result of downsizing of environmental departments at 

both the federa1 and provincial levels. 

Ideally, new policy instruments applied to meet environment a! protection goals would 

supplement and compliment each other. These instruments include regulatory, voluntary and 

economic instruments. The right mix of these instruments should help organizations meet 

their ethical and moral responsibilities to achieve greater environmental protection. 

With the worldwide reliance on voluntary initiatives to help meet environmental objectives, 

including GHG emissions reductions, civil society needs assurances that these policy 

instruments will be credible and effective in achieving these objectives. Presumably there are 
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key attributes or elements that will d*&e voluntary initiative credibility and 

effectiveness. These attributes or elements are the subject of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7: Framework for Designing and Evaluating Credible and 
Effective VNRIs in Managing GHG Emissions 

This chapter discusses the fiamework developed to help determine the credibility and 

effectiveness of VRNIs in managing GHG emissions. In order to do this; distinctions are 

made between the various levels of voluntary program. After these distinctions have been 

established, an analytical fiamework is developed from which attributes can be drawn to 

determine \%'R1 credibility and effectiveness. These attributes can also be used to design a 

\'i\l'RI intended to reduce GHG emissions. 

7.1 Three Levels of Voluntary Programs in Canada 

In Canada. \-oluntary programs can be identified and addressed at three different levels: 

ar a gxo\.ernrnent program level (e-g., VCR program); 

ar the industrial organization level (e-g., CAPP's Climate Change Voluntary Challenge; 

and 

at the individual company level (e-g., Suncor Energy Inc.'s action plan to reduce GHG 

emissions) 

Programs at each of the three levels are clearly driven by the same issue, i-e., the climate 

change issue. The programs, at each level, may or may not be directly linked, however there 

often wil l  be interaction, at lean between individuals, at each level (see table 7.1). For 

example. as pan of the Climate Change Voluntary Challenge, CAPP encourages its 

members, and provides guidance to members, to help them participate in the VCR Program 

(C.@P, 1996). CAPP also provides guidance on best practices for GHG reductions, but does 

not require members to report their actions to CAPP. Also provided in table 7.1 are examples 

of tools or elements that need to be applied to the design of the VI to ensure credibility and 

etTstt i~eness  
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Table 7.1 : Conce~tual Diagram o f  the Levels of Voluntarv Pronrams for 

Level to HeIo with the ~redibilitv and ~ffectivenks o f  the Prosram 

Level of Participation Ornanization Eram~Ies of tools at differtnt kvtls 

Level One 
e.g.. Voluntq- Challenge 
and Registq- Program 

Level Two 
e-g.. C-UP'S Climate 
Change V0Iunm.q- 
Challenge 

Le\-el Three 
e g - Suncor E n e r z  Inc. 's 
action plan to reduce GHG 
emissions 

t 

Federal Government 
kveI 

DiaIogue 

I n d m  Association 
Level 

L 

Dialogue 

Cornpan:- Level 

Federal Government Level 
Designate a champion 
Voluntary agreements tied to permit 
issuing process 
National recognition for progressive 
participation 
Strong public policy framework 
C o m p l e m e ~  regulations and 
standards/ Carbon tax 
Emironrnent to develop complementary 
economic instmments 
Facilitate scientific research to better 
understand hum-induced climate 
change and adaptability measures 

Indust- Association Level 
hte- and external stakeholder 
consultation 
Designate a champion 
Employee incenti~es 
Encourage inno~ative ideas to reduce 
GHG emissions 
Education on the xi& of climate change 
and education on advances in reducing 
GHG emissions 
Seek out from VCR Inc- 
and other agencies with knowledge 
on energy efficiencies and other 
de\.ant information 
Communicate findings to member 
companies 

Company Level 
Designate a champion 
InternaI and e ~ ~ e m a l  stakeholder 
consultation 
Define level at which GHG reduction 
management mi11 fit into w e n t  EMS or 
other management system 
Employee incentive programs to 
encourage innovative ways to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and achieve 
energy efficiencies 
Education empIoyees on risks of climale 
change and ways to reduce GHG 
emissions 
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As you progress from the VCR to the industry association level, the action plans to reduce 

GHG emissions, will become more distinct, between different industry sectors. The 

differences become even more distinct at the company level and depend on, for example, the 

products produced by each individual company. For example, action plans to reduce GHG 

emissions in a steel manufacturing plant would be different fiom action plans used in the 

energy production industry. The former is consuming energy in a 'process' to make a product 

while the latter is consuming energy to supply energy. The physical processes are different so 

the physical management of their respective GHG emissions would be  different. 

Recognition of these types of differences need to be clearly delineated, according to industry 

sectors. before comprehensive industry association voluntary action plans are defined. If 

these procrams - are to be credible and gain public (stakeholder) ma "they must be applied 

appropriately and designed to a standard set of principles" (NDG, 1997: 2), when viewed 

from a broader perspective. The specifics of the action plans should be determined at the 

company level, including those companies within the same industry. 

7.1 DevelopmentofaFrameworkforEvaluatingVhWsDesignedto 
Manage GHG Emissions 

The follo\cing framework was frst introduced in Chapter 2. The framework is further 

developed in this chapter, based on reviews of the literature and intemiews conducted for this 

h D P .  The attributes, criteria, principles, elements, and sub-elements listed can be used as a 

checklist for evaluating or designing a VNIU to manage GHG emissions. All of the listings 

may nor apply to the specific \?uW being evaluated or designed. 

7.2 1 Twelve Attributes for Evaluating Program Effectiveness 

The Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation (CCAF), concerned with effectiveness in 

public sector organizations, appointed an independent panel on effectiveness reporting and 

auditing The panel developed a list of twelve attributes for reviewing effectiveness in 

reponing framelvorks. All or some of these twelve attributes may be used to analyze VNRIs, 

depending on the specific initiative, and include: 

-- 
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managerial direction; 

relevance; 

appropnateness; 

achievement of intended results; 

acceptance; 

secondary impacts; 

costs and productivity; 

responsiveness; 

financial results; 

working environment; 

protection of assets; and 

monitoring and reporting. 

The following twelve attributes have been adapted to the context of evaluating VNRIs in 

managins GHG emissions. These twelve attributes may be used to evaluate any number of 

programs. including those go\-ernment programs discussed earlier, to address climate change. 

Managerial direction: is the extent to which the program objectives (E.G., VNRI) "are 

clear. n-ell-integrated and understood" by the organizations employees (or VCR participants), 

and "appropriately reflected in the organization's plans, structure, delegations of authority, 

and decision-making processes'. (LecIerc et. aI, 1996: 13 9). 

Relevance: refers to the extent to which the program makes sense in regards to the problem 

it is intended to address. For example, will a voluntary policy instrument, such as the VCR 

Propun. be effective in helping Canada to reduce our GHG emissions? Should there be 

more emphasis on other policy instruments, such as economic or regulatory policy 

instruments? 

Appropriateness: "measures the extent to which the design of a program or its major 

components, and the level of effort being made to implement the program, are logical in light 
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of the program's objectives" (Leclerc et. aI., 1996: 140). In essence you are trying to 

determine if the means are proportional to the ends. 

Achievement of Intended Results: addresses the extent to which the goals and objectives 

have been realized and whether the level of  achievement is satisfactory. The VCR Program 

has been criticized by many as not achieving its gods. However, current work has revealed 

that it may take a voluntary initiative 5-10 years to reach their full potentid (Enhanced 

\'oluntary Action Table, 1998a). 

Acceptance: addresses the extent to which the participants (or connituencies) in the program 

judge it to be satisfactory or successfbl. Three examples come to mind. One is the acceptance 

of the VCR by the potential participants initially, and by those who are participating, albeit 

to different degrees The second, and more general example, is the level of acceptance within 

an industq or by members of an industry association. Third, is the level of acceptance by the 

employees within the company. 

Secondrn Impacts: addresses the extent to which significant consequences, "either 

intended or unintended and either positive or negative, have occurred" (Leclerc et. al, 1996: 

1-42). Examples are in knowing the environmental impact of the program or knowing the 

disincentive effect of participation in the program. An example of a disincentive (or an 

incentive depending on your perspective) is any bad publicity as a result of your company 

name appearing on a list of poor submissions to the VCR Program. The Pembina Institute for 

.Appropriate Development produces these lists in their Independent Reviews. This can reflect 

a very poor commitment, on the part of your company, towards a contribution to addressing 

climate change. It can also serve as a disincentive, in that the company may not want to 

submit an action plan again, so their company name does not appear on the List. Or, it may be 

incentive to submit a better action plan in subsequent years. 

Costs and Productivity: concerns the relationship of costs, inputs and outputs. In times of  

severe constraint moneys will have to be used efficiently or reinvested in areas where they 

will be most needed. This could be the case if a severe weather event damaged an 
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organization's operations, for example, an oil and gas operation located on permafrost that 

was meiting. 

Responsiveness: addresses how well the program adapts to changes in such factors as 

markets, changes in regulation (including environmental), incentive programs to reduce GHG 

emissions, and changing technolog. 

Financial Results: "concerns the accounting for revenues and corns, as well as the 

accounting for valuation of assets, liabilities, and equiw (LecIerc et. d., 1996: 143). The 

costs of the \?rW program need to be reflected in these results and the potential costs of not 

meeting the gods under the Vh?U may also have to be reflected. There is also a risk that if 

the organization does not participate in GHG reductions, organization costs may increase 

based on furure climate events or fixture legislation to ensure GHG emission reductions. 

\\'orking Environment: concems the extent to which the organization provides an 

appropriate work atmosphere for its employees to carry out the program. This includes 

pro\-iding appropriate opportunities for education on matters that would help achieve the 

program objectives .4n example of an educational opportunity wouId be in teaching 

operarionaI staff how to increase energy efficiencies that would result in decreased GHG 

emissions. 

Protection of Assets: "concerns the extent to which imponant assets are safeguarded so that 

the organization is protected from the danger of loses that could threaten its success, perhaps 

its very esistence-' (Leclerc et. al., 1996: 144). In the event that a warming of global 

temperatures occurs in a manner that would threaten an organization's assets, it would be 

important to mitigate or prevent those events. 

Monitoring and Reporting: "concems the extent to which key matters penaining to 

performance, organizational strength" (Leclerc et. al., 1996: 144) and program strengths are 

identified and carefblly monitored. 
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Tfrese twelve attributes may be used, in some cases with modification, at the three levels of 

voluntary initiatives. The New Directions Group provides more specific criteria and 

principles for reviewing VNRIs and raise some similar points to those raised above. 

7.22 New Directions Group Criteria and Principles 

The New Directions Group was formed in 1990 out of a consultative process developed by 

individuals from both industry and environmental organizations. The first issue they dealt 

with was toxic substance emissions that eventually resulted in the formation of the 

.Accelerated Reduction and Elimination of Toxics (ARET) program. This issue helped them 

eain experience with voluntary approaches in meeting environmental objectives. That 
C 

experience and funher experience enabled the group to deveIop some criteria and principles 

for establishing the use of \NUS in achieving environmental policy objectives. These 

criteria and principles. that follom-. have been adopted to form a part of the composite 

anaiytical framework used in this MDP: 

Criteria for the Utilization of \NUS to Achieve Environmental Policv Objectives 

\>Ns should be positioned within a supponive public policy framework that includes 

appropriate legislative and regulatory tools; 

Interested and affected parties should agree that a \NU is an appropriate, credible and 

effective method of achieving the desired environmental protection objective; 

There should b e  a reasonable expectation of sufficient participation in the VhRI over the 

long term to ensure its success in meeting its environmental protection objectives; 

-411 participants in the design and implementation of the VNRX must have clearly defined 

roles and responsibilities; and 

Mechanisms should exist to provide all those involved in the development, 

implementation and monitoring of a VNRI with the capacity to fulfill their respective 

roles and responsibilities (Source: NDG, 1997). 

Principies Governing the Design of \ W s  

Credible and effective W s :  

- 
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1) are deveIoped and implemented in a participatory manner that enables the interested and 

affected parties to contribute equitably; 

2) are transparent in their design and operation; 

3) are performance-based with specific goals, measurable objectives and milestones; 

4) clearly specie the rewards for good performance and the consequences of not meeting 

performance objectives; 

5) encourage flexibility and innovation in meeting specified gods and objectives; 

6) have prescribed monitoring and reporting requirements, including timetables; 

7) include mechanisms for verifying the performance of ail participants; and 

8) encourage continual improvement of both participants and the programs themselves 

(Source: hDG, 1997). 

These criteria and principles are helpful in "identifying those attributes of VMUs that are 

essential to ensure their qualit); effectiveness and credibility" (NDG, 1997: 2). They can be 

applied to \.%?Us that address GHG emissions reduction and have common elements that are 

ofien found in management criteria for organizational and program effectiveness. 

7.23 Elements of Voluntary Initiatives 

In I bhuuary Itzitiatives in the Etzergy sectors9 (1 996a) The Conference Board of Canada 

develops a typology of fourteen descriptive elements that are used to systematically 

characterize the VNRIs they studied. The fourteen descriptive elements, Listed in order of 

importance, according to the Conference Board of Canada study, are: 

sc Recall chat &LC stud>- uas discussed in rhe iitdaturc review. 
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Degree of Structure; 

Commitment Vehicle; 

Partnerships; 

Resource .4llocation; 

Reporting; Responsibility; 

Government Involvement; 

StakehoIder Involvement; 

Motive; 

Relation to Other Policy Instruments; 

Front-End Analysis; Integration of Objectives; Corporate Culture; and 

Independent Auditing. 

The study examined nine international VI programs, in progress, in different countries. 

Examples of these case studies are the Sustainable Development Program: Shell Canada; 

Netherlands Environmental Covenants: Akzo Nobel; and the European Union Eco- 

Management and Audit Scheme: CIBA Clayton, UK The study relies on the judgment of 

individuals, involved in designing and mana-sjng voluntary programs, for identification of the 

important and crirical aspects for each programs success. These elements may be used to 

classifi. describe and analyze Voluntary Initiatives (Conference Board of Canada, 1996a). 

These founeen descriptive elements, listed in the table 7.2, also form part of the composite 

analytical framework for this MDP. The table may be used as a checklist of elements that can 

be used to evaluate or design a VNRI to reduce GHG emissions. When evaluating a VNRI, 

using these VI elements, do so considering that they are relative to the degree of strumre of 

the \Xi- 

While the sub-elements listed (in table 7.2) under each element should be self-explanatory 

fbnher explanation of the element "degree of structure" will be expanded. This element was 

identitied as perhaps the most important element, identified tiom the case studies. 

Objectives, gods, targets, time hames, actions, tools used, penalties, compensation and 

mitigation, and manasement systems may be either "excluded, generalIy or partially 
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referenced, or outlined in great detail (Cooference Board of Canada, 1996a: 9). The structure 

of the VI can therefore be described as informal, semi-formal, or formal. The examples 

provided in the Conference Board of Canada study are that an informal structure would have 

objectives but no specific targets, time fiame for meeting the objectives or management 

system. A semi-formal VI may have objectives and targets but no specific time frame or 

management system for meeting the objectives (e-g., reducing a particular pollutant). Formal 

VIs would have "detailed structures such as goals, objectives, time frames, and management 

systems for implementation" (Conference Board of Canada, 1996a: 10). 

The long-term agreements with industry in the Netherlands, were referred to often in the 

literature, and by a number of individuals i n t e ~ e w e d  for this MDP, as examples of 

successful voluntary agreements. Regular progress reports on achieving greater energy 

efficiencies, well designed monitoring systems and specific targets for energy efficiency 

were intesrd in these agreements (IEA, 1997). The Conference Board of Canada (1996a) 

provides a listing of critical factors for the success of the Akzo BJobe16' voluntary program 

(the factors identified in the study are included in the list in Table 7.2). The establishment of 

the Netherlands Agency for Environment (NO\rEM), an independent, intermediate body has 

been critical to the initiative's success (Conference Board of Canada, 1996a). Examples of 

other factors for success in the Akzo Nobel example include detailed actions, targets and 

time-frames for reducing emissions, all of which were backed-up by legal agreement 

(Conference Board of Canada, 1996a). 

Voluntary Initiatives need to be established with long-term implications in mind. Participants 

in \%Ws are committing to a particular philosophy that enables them to take on 

responsibility for environmental issues. Along with that responsibility, there is an expectation 

by regulators and the public, that participants will continue with the initiative for the long- 

term (Oikawa et. d., 1995). 

"C A A o  Sobel IS a \vorld company headqwnxed in the Netherlands. The company has a product range that includes 
chernicaIs. coarings? h d r h  care products and fibres. 
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Table 7.2: Tv~olo- o f  Voluntarv Initiatives 

Weporting 
- sntorml non-stnraured. limited public tnnsparcnq- 
- sernl-idnnal such as periodic audits. some public 
m s p a r c n ~ y  
-formal. more comprchcnsivc, structured continuous. 
i o n s i d ~ b l c  pu bll; transparency 

S~akeholdcr Ins-olvtmentf Consultation 
- rndlrta (inttnul stAchoIdltrs dominant) 
- limttcd and sclcctive (1-eq- tarseted public 
ccnsulution re select ~SPCLTS of  YI) 
- sigritli.xml In\ sl\cm=nt 

D,egrce of Stnrcture) 
Fomd 

(&taiIed structure 
with pods, 
objectives, targets, 
dmehes) 

BASIC TYPE3 
Inform J 

(loose s trucm 
uith general 

objcCtit*cs) 
tl ELEMENT 

Cornmitnicnt %'chide 
- promotional i n i r i ~ t i ~ e  - fma o f  cooperation 
- lencr of intent - uolwnary ageement 
- principles - 3iemocanda o f  
- gu~dcltncs L - n d a r ~ d i n g  (SZOL? 
- ima of commiuncrn - nvldards 
- code of pmtree  - legal agrcanentl coma 
Parmtrships 
- none: mithin one firm 
- private' private: two or more companies, associations 
- minor allocation (implicit or explicit) 
- siyiificanr allotarion (eqtiicir) 
Resource .Uucation 
- no explidt resources for IT 
- minor aIlo.x~on i l m ~ l i a ~  or c~qdicit) 
- rtgn11i;ant allocxt~on I cspi l~i t )  
Responsibilit? 
- nc ex~i~;itl\ dcs ipat id  processes, mdi\~duais- 
ou1purs cw. 
- some designated procczses, indi\iduals, oulputs 
- csp1t;ttly designated processes, indivldds,  outputs 
Gob ernnlcnt In\ ol\enacnt 
- none. prlvatc or private non-so\-'[ 
d c h o l d e r s  
- general tn~o[vemcnt (reinforced through 
~ t h c r  pdIl;s rnechan~rmc than d i r ca  fimn&I SUpponj 
- sprali; brgcrcd suppon that ~nvol \ -u  direct t-man;ial 
T<WUr.=S 

Motive 
- saod \\ill market in^ sood c o p r a t e  i m a g  
- immedta~itc d e s  or cost savings 
- medium or long rmn sompctitive position 
- threat ot'ccgulation' lass of autonomy 

(In Terms of 
Semi-format 
(same dctaiI to 
svucnpe but not 
wmprchcnsive) 

Rehtion to Other Policy Instruments 
- mdependsnt: es:ecds other i n s m e n u .  is s u p p l c m c d  
- complerncnrsr?;: linked: supporn and is supported b! 
other tnctrurnenrx - slrern~tlvc suhaitult to other insuvments 

(Adapted from: The Conference Board of Canada. June. 1996a) 
. 

- -- 
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7.24 EnvironrnentaI Management Systems 

Environmental management systems are examples of VNRls .  An environmentd management 

system (EMS), is defmed by the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) as: 

the part of the o v e r i  management system that includes organizational mcture, 

planning activities, responsibilities practices, procedures, processes, and resources 

for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing, and maintaining the 

environmental policy. 

(CS4 1996: 23) 

The most recognized environmental management system (EMS) is probably IS0 14001. The 

International Standards Organization (ISO) developed the IS0 14000 set of standards and 

guidelines based on previous works, such as the British Standards Institute's BS 7750 and the 
C 

Eco-Management and Audit Scheme. The IS0 14000 set of standards and guidelines 

"provide organizations with the elements of an effective environmental management system 

which can be integrated with other management requirements, to assist organizations to 

achieve environmental and economic gods" (CS-4 1996: 7). IS0 14001 specifies the 

requirements of the EMS. 

The management systems approach, that the I S 0  14000 series offers, may be used for setting 

and monitoring objectives and targets determined in the Kyoto Protocol ( I S 0  Technical 

Committee 207, 1998). This systems approach may be adopted at: 

the international level (e-g., implementing aspects of the Kyoto Protocol); 

the Federal Government level (e-g., the VCR); 

the industry organization level and at the company level (e-g., CAPP's Climate Change 

Vrofunrary Challenge; and 

the company level (e-g., Suncor's action plan to reduce GHG emissions). 

This type of system enables an organization to "establish, and assess the effectiveness of, 

procedures to set an environmental policy and objectives, achieve conformance with them, 
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and demonstrate coaformance to others" (CS4 1996: 7). A properly applied EMS will 

ensure that commitments to voluntary agreements are being ma. An example would be 

commitments made by the organization to reduce GHG emissions, such as through the VCR 

Program . 

The team, tasked with deveeloping and maintaining an EMS, would follow the sets of 

standards and widelines as they are listed in the IS0  14001 fhmework. Continual 

improvement is achieved by re-applying these sets of standards and guidelines on as ftequent 

a basis as the team deems necessary. The EMS can always be improved on, and changes 

have to be made as relevant changes occur within the organization, and in Light of EMS audit 

results. An example would be to update corporate guidelines to reduce GHG emissions based 

on new domestic legal requirements. These new legal requirements may evolve out of 

LhTCCC agreements becoming legally binding. 

Ideally this EMS is integrated into the overall management structure of the organization. To 

conceptualize this integration. consider f i g r e  7.1. 

Figure 7.1: EMS Integration 
Into Management Structure 

EMS Element 
Dimension 
( eg- IS0 elements) 

Environmental Program 
Dimension 
(Air Wts', 
Water QuaIiv. 
Energy Efficiency, 
GHG Emissions Reductions) 

- Organizational 
Dimension 
(Departments or 
Geographic 
Business Units) 
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One dimension of this model delineates the many environmental aspects along the 

environmental program dimension of the EMS. The other dimensions of the EMS are the 

company's organizational dimension and the EMS element dimwion The environmental 

aspens referred to are, for atample, air quality issues, energy efficiency issues GHG 

reductions, and land reclamation. A team tasked with reducing GHG emissions needs to 

identify these enviro~lental areas and other areas were GHG emissions reductions can be 

achieved- Employees responsible for the operations that may effect these environmental 

areas, can, using their knowledge of the facilities they operate, identify possibIe areas were 

these GHG emissions reductions can be achieved- 

The EMS fiarne\vork can be used to analyze, manage, verifL and communicate voluntary 

actions, within an organization, to address climate change ( I S 0  Technical Committee 207, 

1998). Further, the elements and multiple sub-elements, provided by IS0  14001, can be used 

as tools in evaluating VNRIs to manage GHG emissions, were applicable. These elements 

and sub-elements have been combined with the other elements, criteria, principles, and 

effectiveness attributes, and are listed in Table 7.3. This matrix was compiled to assist in 

identifying common attributes that could be used in evaluating VNRIs to manage GHG 

emissions. Individuals may use this matrix to help them in the design of their own companies 

\%RI or use it to evaluate an existing W. ALL of the common attributes6' Listed in the 

matrix may be applied or just those that are determined to be appropriate to the specific 

VNRI being designed or evaluated. 

If you compare the EMS elements. the NDG criteria and principles, the descriptive elements 

and the attributes of effectiveness you can see that there are a number of similarities between 

each of them. For example, reporting is important in an EMS; as a principle for credible and 

effective \NUS; as an element of cases studied by the Conference Board of Canada, and as 

an attribute of program effectiveness. There are other commonalties that 

b1 The tenn --anriburs- is used gmaalI~ in tfii- context to represent the listings in each of the boss in the matrix and 
should not be confwd nith just the CCAF ataibues- 
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can be identified fkom the matrix- These common attributes complement some of the 

information previously discussed on VNRIs .  Further, they complement some of the 

responses obtained in the interviews regarding the necessary attributes of credible and 

effective M s .  These common atrributes are: 

that government leadership is necessary in forming a supportive public policy h e w o r k  

to complement VMUs (includes economic and appropriate legislative and regulatory 

tools); 

that deveIopment and impIementation of W s  must involve interested and affected 

parties (e-g., government, industry, ENGOs, and the public); 

that organizational culture may determine success of the VNRJ; 

that the VNRI should be reasonably accepted especially by those who will be 

implementing it; 

that objectives need to be clearly articulated and that, in the case of reducing GHG 

emissions, clear and achievable tarsets must be set; 

that roles and responsibilities of the participants must be clearly defied; 

that those involved in the development, implementation and monitoring of the VNRI 

have the resources to fulfill their roles and responsibilities; 

that reporring is a key component: 

that reports and performance of panicipants in the V h W  should be verified by third part): 

audit ers; 

that auditing of the VhW will help to determine if the VNRT is effective in meeting its 

objectives; 

that rewards for good performance should be clearly specified as should the 

consequences for not meeting performance objectives; and 

that management reviews are necessary to provide continual improvement to both the 

pmicipants and the VNRI. 

This listins provides a number of key attributes for credible and effective VNRIs that can be 

applied to voluntary p r o g m s  intended to reduce GHG emissions. The attributes that are 
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applied will depend somewhat on the specifics of the VNRI and the level at which they are 

applied, for example at the government level or the company level. 

7.3 Summary 

This chapter has listed some management tools for developing credible and effective VNRIs 

for reducing GHG emissions. Also included are management attributes (also considered as 

tools) for use in evaluating and designing voluntary programs intended to reduce GHG 

emissions. Anributes, such as those identified by the CCAF, the elements of an effective 

EMS, the NDGs criteria and principles and the Confaence Board of Canada's descriptive 

elements form the comparative matrix that show the tools available for constructing VNRls. 

Funher, this matrix reveals that the management tools used for other management progams 

can also be used in programs for voluntarily reducing GHG emissions. These tools and 

attributes have not been substantively used or appropriately applied in current VNRIs 

intended ro reduce GHG emissions. However, these tools and attributes may be used in 

current and hture attempts to improve voluntary program effectiveness. 
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Chapter 8: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

Our base of knowledge on climate change has been compiled and assessed by the 

International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The panet includes a number of scientists in 

the areas of crimatology, physics, and economics. They have been tasked with providing the 

basis for human action to address the risk of climate change due to global warming. These 

assessments are the most comprehensive peer reviewed reports on the science of cIimate 

change and the possible responses to this risk. Based on these assessments the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was agreed upon by a 

number of developed countries and essentially lays out the framework for actions to address 

the risk of climate change. 

Signatories to this Convention have recognized the importance of addressing the risk, at least 

in theory. Canada, while one of the signators, has not reduced its overall GHG emissions but 

rather has increased its emissions, as have many other signaton. While GHG emissions are 

still rising on a global basis, the agreements made through the Kyoto Protocol are moving us 

closer to legally ratifying the LJNFCCC. However, resistance by competing countries to ratify 

the Kyoto Protocol has hampered progress in achieving significant GHG reductions. 

The issue of human-induced cIimate change is filled with debate. This debate is centered on 

~vhether or not humans are contributing to a warming of our global climate and whether 

human-induced global warming is significant versus any natural causes for the warming. 

Most do agree that the world is warming but certain scientists and individuals have called the 

cause of that warming into question. On one side, there are those who would say that global 

warming is just part of a natural cycle and that we are in a period of interglacial wanning, 

others attribute the warming to other natural phenomenon such as sunspot activity. On the 

other side, a number of scientists are concerned that humans are contributing to this warming 

in a significant way and thar we are accelerating this warming. This debate has resulted in a 

barrage of information and numerous expressions of various points of views on climate 

change, all of which can be confusing and overwhelming. As a result, an analytical 
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framework is necessary to help filter throu& this information in order to find the logical and 

sound building blocks on which to proceed in addressing any risk of climate change. This is 

not ao easy task. 

To move us towards this task we can apply the advice of modern thinkers who tell us to look 

for positions of disinterest and for those who are acting for the public good and the good of 

humanity. However, the public good is often defined differently by various individuals or 

groups of individuals. For example, one response to protection of the public good would be 

to avoid threatening globai economies by responding to the Kyoto Protocol, as it is written. 

Another response would be that i fwe do not meet the Kyoto Protocol (or address the risk of 

climate change) the global economy would be ruined anyway, dong with s u p p o h g  

ecosystems. This will require identification of those win-win positions, between parties who 

have different ideas of what the public good is. It is then, that society can move towards 

significantly managing this risk by acting to avoid the human-induced warming and acting to 

adapt to it climate change where necessary. 

The issues raised by the scientific uncenainties about human-induced global warming can be 

approached through funher research. Policies to address climate change must be flexible 

enough to account for significant new findings of this research. Considering that it is unclear 

whether we can quickly reverse a human-induced warming trend, due to the residence times 

of some GHGs in our atmosphere, actions must not be put off until the science is more 

certain. For example, C02 takes a long time to be natural] y scrubbed out of the atmosphere 

and some scientists are concerned that a critical mass of GHGs in our atmosphere may 

accelerate warming. In such a scenario, humans may not be able to reverse the trend before 

devastating darnase occurs. 

Motivation to develop credible and effective programs to reduce GHG emissions is 

weakened by: 

the scientific uncertainty about the effects of human-induced GHG emissions on our 

climate system; 
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the diverse points of views on whether we should act or not act to address the risk; 

the resistance by some countries to reduce their GHG emissions; 

the challenges governments are subject to, by vested interests, on policy formation and 

management implementation to address the risk of climate change; and 

the lack of the best understanding of what the science is telling us about the Links between 

increasing human-induced GHG emissions and the risk of climate change, by policy 

makers and decisions makers- 

8.1 Conclusions and Recommendations 

A number of recommendations were developed based observations reached in conducting 

this research, including responses to the interviews. In developing (or improving on) VMUs 

to make them more credible and effective in managing GHG emissions one can not just 

consider the elements of program effectiveness at the program level in the case of addressing 

climate change. There are larger barriers to effective programs that lay outside Canada's 

jurisdiction. Barriers exist at the global level and are based on whether or not the majority of 

the international community believes that global warming and climate change, that is 

arrributable to human-induced GHG emissions, is occumng. That barrier can be addressed by 

developing better links between what the science on climate change is telling us and linking 

that science to policy formation Working fiom that premise we can then move towards 

solving a potentially grave risk more effectively - we have the reason to respond. 

8.1 I General 

Recommendation 1: Canada should encourage the international community through 

the UNFCCC or some other international institution, existing or 

yet to be reformed, to present a concise unbiased reporting of the 

science that forms the basis for, not only human-induced sources 

for global warming but dso natural forces of global warming. 

Certainly this would be supported through the IPCC- The arguments should be clearly laid 

out for why we should address global warming based on best available peer-reviewed 
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information. Given that we must act, we can then identify those tools at our disposal to meet 

the twin goals of reducing human-induced GHG emissions and adapting to the risks 

presented by global warming, where that adaptation will be meaningful. Further, we can 

identify the gaps in our cumnt means for addressing this risk and develop the necessary 

programs that would encourage and enable research into hding solutions. 

Recommendation 2: Canada and the world community should defer to the 

precautionary principle and act in a pragmatic and responsible 

way to address the risks, revealed by the science, that are 

concerned with human-induced climate change. 

The climate change debate will rage for many years to come; however the research 

undertaken for this MDP has led tbe author to the firm conclusion that Canada and the world 

community should defer to the precautionary principle and act in a pragmatic and responsible 

way to address the risks that are concerned with human-induced climate change. Actions 

t &en s hou 1 d not only consider current generations but also future generations. However, 

actions taken should not go so far as to create more damage then good in responding to this 

risk. The economic health of current and future generations must be considered along with 

the social and environmental risks associated with climate change. 

These considerations add to the challenges of moving beyond the self-interests of countries 

and corporations. that currently exist. The interests of various players in our current domestic 

and international economies have resulted in many players waiting for the others to act frst. 

These challenges will truly t e n  the ability of humankind to work together to address possibly 

one of the most serious risks to our planet that we have ever experienced. 

Recommendation 3: International policy frameworks and commitment frameworks 

should be strengthened to move from positions of protecting self- 

interests to those of win-win actions that will produce the results to 

lessen the risk of human-induced climate change. 
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Moving towards win-win actions, both for the environment and us, may be one of our most 

difficult challenges. Getting countries to move beyond their own domestic self-interests 

presents a challenge that will test the resolve of humanity. 

8.12 Federal Government Programs 

Recommendation 4: The Federal Government of Canada should show stronger 

leadership in establishing a more substantive yet adaptable 

public policy framework for reducing our country's GHG 

emissions- 

.1Uong with stronger - international leadership on climate change, it is also very important that 

the Federal Government of Canada show stronger leadership in establishing a strong yet 

adapt able pub Iic policy framework for reducing our counw's GHG emissions. This 

leadership must ultimately be results-oriented. We have to move beyond the original 

aspirations of the Canada's National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) and toward 

implementation of well-designed management plans and action plans to reduce our GHG 

emissions. 

The N.r\PCC has to be enhanced to include results-oriented impIementation plans that have to 

be well monitored and reported domestically and internationally. This would provide better 

direction for, and help to strengthen the VCR Program. The VCR Program is currently the 

key component of the NAPCC. 

Recommendation 5: The Federal Government must show much stronger leadership in 

supporting federal programs designed to respond to international 

commitments for addressing climate change. 

Research for this MDP indicated a common belief amongst senior and informed players in 

the climate change debate that one of the key reasons for the relative failure of the VCR (as 

evidenced by the steps being taken to strengthen Canada's response and the minimal 

reductions achieved) was lack of strong leadership from the Federal Government. This was in 

- -- - - 
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sharp contrast to the Ieadership shown, and relative consensus reached, on initiatives such as 

Responsible Care and ARET. This leadership must reflect stakeholder input based on 

resolutions to substantively improve federal programs or combined government and industry 

programs such as the VCR 

Recommendation 6: The Climate Change Voluntary Challenge and Registry (VCR) 

Program, if it is to be a credible and effective program to help 

Canada to reduce our GEG emissions, has to be improved, 

This improvement may be achieved through various means. Consideration of the attributes 

listed in the matrix, developed in Chapter 7, will contribute to this improvement. In dealing 

with the realities of our current economic system, one that is based on competition, 

incentives for participation in the VCR Program will have to be strengthened. This may be 

achieved through a number of means including credit for early actions by those organizations 

that are or will be reducing their GHG emissions, favorable tax treatment for those 

companies who si_pnificantly contribute to reductions and suppon of and marketing of green 

energy. There have been recent efforts to improve the VCR Program and those effons are 

continuing 

Recommendation 7: The reporting mechanism of the actions and achievements by 

organizations to the VCR Program should be improved. 

A11 of the management system and program evaluation models, which were studied, were 

unanimous in identifying a rigorous and effective information gathering and reporting 

mechanism as key element of effective progams. Review of the VCR reporting, which was 

intended to capture the results of VNRIs across Canada, has demonstrated the flaws in the 

reporting system. The Pembina Institute and others have highlighted the poor quality and 

variability in the reports submitted. When it is fivther recognized that the reports examined 

are only the repons submitted by corporations, that were conscientious enough to prepare and 

submit repons, it is clear that the reporting element of the VCR Program was seriously 

flawed. -4ccordingIy, this MDP concludes and recommends that it is essential to strenghen 
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reporting requirements to the VCR Program through standard reporting formats and that 

these reports are monitored. 

Recommendation 8: Programs designed to reduce GHG emissions should be 

continuously improved. 

Another key element of effective programs is a continuous improvement component. 

Research for this MDP was unable to identify any significant improvements through the life 

of the VCR Program and in fact it is arguable that the quality of repolring and diligence in 

executing the program deteriorated in many organizations as the first flush of enthusiasm 

wore off. (The National CLimate Change Process is not contirmous improvement; it is an 

attempt to create step change). The VCR Program, like d l  other domestic programs to 

address climate change, need to be evaluated on a regular basis for their effectiveness in 

achieving GHG emissions reductions. These programs can be continually improved, based 

on ~ v e ~ e s s e s  identified during the monitoring process and in light of new information on 

climate change science. Industry and company level VNRIs can also be improved in this 

way- 

Recommendation 9: Voluntary Initiatives should be recognized in future improvements 

of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA). 

The credibility and effectiveness of VNRIs to reduce GHG emissions wilI, at least initially, 

require a supportive and complementary public policy tramework. This h e w o r k  would 

benefit from strengthened legislation (such as through CEPA) that recognizes voluntary 

actions to meet environmental objectives. Governments do not have the means to address all 

ensironmental objectives through legislation. Funher, meeting environmental legislation, that 

does not achieve significant environmental protem'on, is C O S ~ ~  to organizations and society. 

However, strong and efficient environmental legislation does have its place. Many of those 

interviewed in corporations agreed that legislation has its place in meeting environmental 

objecti\-es. including addressing climate chanse. Government also has the right to protect the 

public good and a responsibility to define what that is for our country (e-g., the risht to clean 
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air, water and soil). This responsibilj. includes ensuring protection of the commons of 

which our atmosphere is a part. 

Recommendation 10: Fiscal policy that complements regulations should be 

implemented in Canada to help address climate change. 

Complementary fiscal policy can provide the economic tools that would encourage GHG 

reductions. These would include incentives for organizations and individuals to reduce their 

GHG emissions. For example, incentives that favor fossil fueI energy deveIoprnent, yet act as 

disincentives for deaner alternative energy development, can be modified. Incentives that 

allow for quicker development of cleaner alternative sources of energy would help to 

partially reduce GHG emissions. The Enhanced Voluntary Actions Issue Table as part of 

Canada's National Climate Change Process is exploring these economic tools. 

8.13 Within Organizations 

Recommendation 11: Senior management within organizations should support 

voluntar~. initiatives and organizations should designate a 

champion within the organization to ensure goals of the VNRI 

are met. 

Research. inreniews and document review indicated a common theme within organizations. 

Namely that rhere are few organizations where the CEO has unequivocally thrown his or her 

personal commitment behind Voluntary Initiatives. There are some worthy exceptions to this 

general observation. Again, managers and senior consultants experienced in the design 

assessment and implementation of initiatives within organizations were unanimous in sating 

their belief that senior management support and a strong and credible champion is essential 

to the successfil implementation of this type of initiative. This belief is also supported by the 

review of management systems- 

Accordingly, this h4DP concludes and recommends that organizations should designate a 

champion within an organization who will ensure that goals in the \URI are met. This will 
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also require upper level management support that recognizes that addressing climate change 

is important. You may recall that one of the factors in the success of the Responsible Care 

program was the strong Ieadership by the CEO of Canadian chemical company. in the 

formation and implementation of this program 

Recommendation 12: Existing program attributes, and criteria and principles that have 

been recently identified for VNRIs, should bt used to improve 

VNRIs within organizations to help them reduce their GHG 

emissions. 

Voluntary Non-Regulatory Initiatives (VNRls), developed within organhtions to help them 

reduce their GHG emissions, can be improved using existing program attributes, criteria, and 

principles recently identified for VNRIs (see Chapter 7). The New Directions Group O G )  

criteria and principles are examples that may be used in developing or improving M s .  

Recommendation 13: VNWs should be incorporated into current management systems 

or environmental management systems. 

Incorporare your organization's \NRI into your current management system or 

environmental management system if one is in place. Provided these systems are effectively 

maintained. voluntary actions to reduce your GHG emissions may be become routine over 

time. 

8.2 SuggstionsforFurtherResearch 

Building on the research conducted in this MDP, the program attributes identified can be 

applied to a number of VNRIs. Applying these attributes could tea  their ability in evaluating 

credibility and efEectiveness of a VNRI designed to assist organizations to reduce their GHG 

reductions. Further, this would also help organizations to evaluate how well they are 

addressing their environmental responsibilities in managing this risk of human-induced 

global warming. The best benefit would be achieved in actually applying these program 
C 
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attributes, within an organization so you couId see the resuIts within that organkition. 

Observing results may take some time as VNRIs can take fiom 5 - I0 yean to become 

effective in some cases. 

It would also be helpful to distinguish voluntary actions from actions that are based more on 

"business as usual." For exampIe, if an organization develops a program to increase its 

energy efficiency do they do so as a natural come of business? In this case that action is not 

necessarily voluntary and may not have mythhg to do with a voluntary program This would 

be quite challengin~ to achieve. It would also be challenging to quandfy how a voluntary 

action actually reduces GHG emissions versus some other type of action, including an action 

that was conducted as a normal course of business. 
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Appendix 1: Question Set Used in Interviews 

These questions led to open-ended discussions, which were recorded by audiotape, and latter 
transcribed into a notebook Most of those individuals interviewed prefened not to have their 
responses attributed to them directly but did agree to have their names appear in a list of 
those interviewed for this MDP. The interviews were conducted over the phone, by e-mail 
and in person I opened the interviews by giving a brief background on the project and 
myself I also asked the in te~ewees  to provide a brief background on themselves that 
provided information on their education and experience with environmental issues and 
voluntary programs. This helped to determine the most appropriate questions to ask them 
given their experience and the time they had for the interview. 

1 .) Do you think global warming is occurring? 

2.) Do you think that corporations can take on more responsibility for meeting environmental 
objectives (looking after the public good)? 

3 . )  -2re voluntary actions in conflict with corporate culture and a corporation's responsibility 
to maximize profits for its shareholders? 

4.) Is there a corporate agenda to take control of environmental issues away from 
eovemments in order to meet corporate agendas? Is the push for voluntary initiatives in - 
meeting environmental objectives a part of this possible agenda? Are the arguments for 
voluntary initiatives, such as flexibility to incorporate rapidly changing technology, and more 
scope for innovation and efficiency, just rhetoric? Or, are these valid arguments that wil I help 
improve environmentd management? 

5.) Can voluntary initiatives work in meeting environmental objectives? Can voluntary 
programs be effective in reducins greenhouse gas emissions? 

6.) What are the driving (motivational) forces for taking voluntary actions to achieve 
environmental objectives? (e-g., GHG reductions)? 

7.) Is the Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program working, in your view? What would 
make it work better? 

8.) Are you involved in a voluntary initiative to address environmental issues such as 
reducing - GHG emissions? Is your voluntary initiative working? If so, why or why not? 

9.) what are your (or your organizations) motives for carrying out the voluntary initiative? 

- 
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10.) How do you veriQ that your voluntary h - t i a a t  is meeting your intended goal? How do 
you verify that it is meeting a god ofreducing your greenhouse gas emissions? 

1 1 .) Do you see a connection between achieving sustainable development and addressing the 
threat of global warming? 

12 ) I f  you were providins recommendations to the Federal Government to assist them in 
developing a more credible Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program: what wouId those 
recommendations be? 
(I am looking for the barriers, disincentives, and incentives, etc.). 

13 .) What, in your view, are the necessary key elements to make-up a successful voluntary 
init iar ive? (e. g., motive and stakeholder input)- 

14 ) Given the questions thus far, do you have anything to add or can you think of  other 
questions I should be asking? 
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Appendix 2: Common Themes from the Interviews 

There are enough indicators that point in the direction of global warming that we have to 
apply the precautionary principle and act to address the threat. 

We do not currently have an appropriate public policy framework to address climate 
change. However, we have a pretty good idea of what the key elements of that public 
policy framework should be. We know fiom business experience what makes-up 
effective programs and what drives action 

We need to set goals, create the appropriate incentives, and educate the participants in the 
voluntary program, both internaI and external to the company. The incentives need to be 
applied in both a top down direction and a bottom-up direction within a company. 

Government has to tell industry what they want [in terms of addressing climate change] 
and let industry figure out how to do it. Setting the goals is critical. 

It is important for corporations to be proactive in addressing climate change. It is a 
significant issue. If corporations are proactive and voluntarily look for solutions then they 
can avoid gettins caught by surprise by heavy cons of government regulations. In the 
sense it is imponant for corporations to assess and manage the risks that the fbture may 
hold for them (such as government regulation or a change in climate that would threaten 
their operations). 

Business has to balance its societal obligations with those obligations to its shareholders. 
If society does not like you they will not buy your products and will put you out of 
business. Further, governments would not give licenses to operate. 

Through multi-stakeholder forums (e-g., NRTEE), such as has occurred with round tables 
addressing sustainable development, individuals benefited by being brought out of their 
'group think,' that is, the business mold that they had operated in. The biggest change 
that occurred was to see the possibility of both/and solutions versus either/or solutions. 
An example of the either/or solution is the belief that a company can only achieve 
environmental solutions at the expense of economic performance. 

As individuals within a company go through the processes that come out of these multi- 
stakeholder forums, whether centered on sustainable development goals or voluntary 
programs, they start to see greater and greater oppomities that provide social, 
environmental and economic benefits- A CEO, involved in these multi-stakeholder 
forums, can adopt the principles that come out of them and reach bothland solutions. The 
criteria and principles for utilization to achieve environmental policy objectives derived 
by the New Directions Group are good examples of this process. 
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The VCR was not a clearly developed program. What were lacking were the incentives 
that encourage the participants to recognize the additions ofvalue to them. 

The area of incentives, rewards, and recognition were almost totally missing fiom the 
VCR. The TIER II process was an attempt to address these flaws in the VCR Program, 
but the process was vague on what it promised to do and did not have a defined reward 
system- 

Panicipants who have taken the VCR Program seriously have, by going through the 
process, found ways of achieving greater energy efficiencies. 

Need senior [eve1 commitment, within a company, for voluntary programs to work or 
they will not be credible and successful. Seed continuity of that senior level cornmitrnenr 
even when people leave the company- 

VCR Program has contributed a lot in getting companies to focus on the climate change 
issue. 

The VCR Program, by itself, will not achieve the Kyoto Protocol. 

In order for a voluntary program, such as the VCR Program, to be successful, we need 
some performance standards, some caps on emissions and to focus our actions in the 
areas that are important. In picking a cap, it may be arbitrary at first, but it gets us going 
on finding solutions to GHG emissions reductions. The cap can be adjusted. 

Studies that show regulations too costly to society: do not get as much innovation, 
technological or creativity advances when just using regulations as the drivers. 

There is a need to quantie the benefits of voluntary initiatives so we can compare 
benefits to regulatory approach. 

There is a need to deal with the fiee riders and most said that the best way to deal with 
them is through regulations that force them to meet minimum GHG reduction targets. 

Voluntary Initiatives can only work ifthere is a 'carrot and a stick.' 

The ways you can achieve GHG reductions, internal to the company, are through setting 
tarsets and goals. Engage the internal stakeholders but do not tell them how to achieve 
the reductions, at least initially. Let them engage their minds so that they can find 
innovative soIutions. 

Companies need to be assured, by governments, that ifthey voluntarily act to reduce their 
GHG emissions, they will not be penalized with legislation that may be forth coming. 
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Responsible Care worked because the industry recognked two key threats: one from the 
public (consumers of their products) and the other from regulators (credible threat of 
regulation if the chemical producers did not respond with their own program). 
Development of Responsible Care was driven by coercion and it worked. So coercion is 
certainly one of the drivers for voluntary action program- 

Other Key Points Made during the Interviews 

Focus employee commitment to voluntary programs through a challenge that people can 
buy into and feed into- 

* Take a risk manasemem approach when operating your company. Take care of 
shareholders, communications to financial community and ensure the company is not 
blind-sided by liabilities that wuld surface. In order to do this you have to identify the 
liabilities and protect the company and its ability to continue to operate? One of the ways 
these goals can be achieved is to be proactive. By Iening sustainable development 
principles guide you, you can look for business opportunities that get your company to 
widwin positions on economic, social and environmental issues. 

Achieving compliance and cav ing  out good risk management practices are the 
underpinnings of reaching widwin goals. 

There are three phases to the responses by Canadian companies to climate change: 

Reactive Denial ,- Risk Management - Opportunity Approach 

Reactive Denial Phase 

Companies in this phase can not see the risk management issues or the opportunity 
approaches. 

Risk Management Phase 

Companies who have reached this phase develop a plan that positions them at a level that 
they can see the opportunities to reduce GHG emissions. They stan to look at the options 
available to them, such as GHG offset opportunities. 

Opponunity Approach Phase 

Companies start to look for opportunities within their own operations such as whether they 
can provide their own GHG emissions offsets. For example, they may be able to upgrade an 
exisring facility, they own in another country, at a cheaper con then they could do at home 
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and achieve offsets for themselves or seiI them to another company. The challenge for many 
companies is to move fiom the risk management phase to the opportunity approach phase. 

New technologies to achieve GHG emissions reductions can be achieved through pilot 
projects that can be initiated voluntarily between governments and companies. The 
Greenhouse Emissions Management Consonhrm (GEMCo) is an example of a group 
established to demonstrate industqr leadership in support of voluntary and market-based 
approaches to GHG emissions management. 

There is an implied license, fiom the public, for corporations to operate that is based on 
maintaining public confidence therefore; the corporation has to be a good corporate citizen. 

Responsible Care is a very serious program WhiIe it is not perfect it has prompted a lot of 
companies to wake-up to their environmental responsibilities. 
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Appendix 3: Individuals Interviewed for this MDP 

Alistair Bryden 
Partner with Pricewaterhouse Coopers' 
Global Risk Management Solutions Practice 

Michael Bruch 
Manager Safety, Environment and Technical Services 
Crenar Energy 

Doug Bruchet 
Senior Director Environment Energy Research 
CERI 

John Chibuk 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Industry Canada 

Dr. Chris deFreitas 
Associate Professor, Climatology 
University of Auckland 
Auckland, New Zealand 

Peter Dickey 
Consultant to TransAlta Utilities 

Adyen DonnelIy 
President 
The Greenhouse Emissions 
Management Consortium (GEMCo) 

PauI Griss 
New Directions Group Coordinator 

Brian M. Guthrie 
Director 
Business and the Environment Research Program 
The Conference Board of Canada 

David Hocking 
Communications Director 
David Suzuki Foundation 
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Dr. Gerald Hoidsworth 
GIacioIogist 
Arctic Institute of North America 

Robert Hornung 
Climate Change Program Director 
Pembina Institute 

Linton Kulak 
Director: Health, Safety and Environment 
Shell Canada Limited 

Gord Lamben 
Corporate Director of Environment, Health and Safety 
Suncor Energy Inc 

Jim Leslie 
Program Director 
Solutions for Business 
International Institute for Sustainable Development 

Phi1 Lulman 
PL Earth Systems 

Ken McCready 
Former CEO TransAlta ctiI ities 
Ken McCready and Associates 

Bob Mitchell 
iUberta Energy 
Government of Albena 
Co-chair of the Enhanced Voluntary Action Issue Table 

Ron Xeilsen 
Director Air Program 
Pollution Probe 

Rob Owens 
Manager Environmental & Socio Economic Affairs 
FoothilIs Pipelines Ltd 

Gary Webst er 
Manager, Environment and Health 
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
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A. Willis Winter 
Manager, Substations and Networks 
(Experience with the formation of the Canadian Electricity 
Association's: Environmental Commitment & Responsibility (ECR) Program) 
Enmax Corporation 

Barry Worbets 
Manager 
Health, Safety and Environment 
Husky OiI 

Ron Schmitz 
Senior Staff Environmental Engineer 
Health, Safety & Environment 
Husky Oil 

Wayne Stewart 
Author of chapter on "Corporate Responsibility" 
In the book Ethics and Climate 
Change: The Greenhouse Gas Effect 

In addition, a11 of the individuals identified under the heading "Personal Communication" in 
"References" were invofved in extensive discussion of the issues which included touching on 
all of the questions raised in interviews. 
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Appendix 4: Pembina Institute Evaluation Criteria for the Review of 
Action Plans Submitted to the VCR 

1. Greenhouse Gas Emissions inventory 18 

1.1 Gross GHG anissious Inventory provided for 1990 or rnother appropriate base year 
I 2  Gross GHG emissions inventory provided for the most recent ~WS) 
13 GHG inventory includes dl relevant major gases 
1.4 GHG invatory a u d #  in&ca h - o n s  wizb elm-city use 
15 GHG inventory-& by w o r s o ~  or b i d e s  advr'ties 
1.6 GHG inventory dam provided per anit of piadhon or per unit of throughput 
1-7 GKG inventory methodo logy refitenttd 

2. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Projectha /8 

2-1 Gross GHG emissious projection provided for the ycar 2000 
22 Both "business at usual" urd measuresw ptojdons pmvidcd 
2.3 Gross GHG &ions pmjeaion providd fbryerr~ kyod 2000 
2.4 GHG cmhions projeaioa mcIuder aK rehmat major p arid hdhct 

unissions associated with eleeuicity wc 
2 5  GHG &ions projection & a g g m  by major rocrrces or bwintff activities 
2.6 GHG anisions projection per unit of production or mt of thtoughput provided 
2 7  GHG emissions projection's key assumptions md key m-du ideatified 

3. Information on Implemented GHG Emission Reduction Actions 1990 - 1996 R 

3. I Specific and welldeked actions to GHG rmirn-ou d#crikd 
3 2  Impak of these actions on GHG -OBS qm~ti6d 
33  hsessment of actioas (feu shoq m a  or exceeded w o r n )  pmn'dd 
3.4 Net economic coStS/savbgs of these adom described 

4. Information on Phnned GHG E-on Redaction Actions 1997 -Onward ff 

4.1 Specsc and welldefied firture to reduce GHG -ions dc~cn'kd 
4 2  Projected GHG anhion reductions &om quantified 
4 3  Cltar impImenradon schedule, includiug indicators of p m p ,  provided 
4.4 Net economic coRSIsavings of these adous described 

Compfeteness of h e  Action P/an 160 

1. Specific Actions Taken to Reduce GHG Emissions R5 

1 - 1  Factors considered in aszding points for each secror are lined in Table 4 

3- Crecnhouse Gas Emission Control GoaIs 110 

1.1 Comimcnr  made ro hold gross GHG emissions at ~ 1 9 9 0 h a s e  year tevels in 2000 
OR - 7 
-.L Com-nimenr mri t  rr? hok! gross GHG emissions to a specific Ie\*el above 1930:buc year 

levels m the y c u  2000 bar req3ircs significant incremental action lo achie~-e y l C  
s i g i f i c ~ ~ i  re5~cr1ons 13 GHG emissions per unit of producrion'chrou~pu: 
!rna\rilnurr, sccr5 af 5 )  

-- -- 
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OR 
2 3  Cornmianent madt to hold finire GHG emissions per unit of productiodtbroughput 

below 1990hzse year IeveIr in the year2000 with no conunbent to llmlt absolute 
emission levels (maximum score of 3) /3 

OR 
2-4 Commirment made to hold finurt energy use per rmit of p r o d ~ ~ o ~ o u g b p u t  beIow 

19901base year levels m tbe year 2000 with no cocnmiaaent to limit absolute energy levels 
(maximum score of 3) 13 

AND 
2.5 Post-2000 gmnhouse gas emission corm01 god esabIlshed n 

3- Fiianchl Signals and Incentivtr ff 

3.1 I n t a d  budget-relami h c i a l  s i m  adjusted to encourage GHG emissions reduction 15 
32 financiai in&tiva for employees =&or customers ta Icduce ~ ~ 0 1 1 s  n 

4. Greenhouse Gas Emission OfIicts n 

4- 1 GHG emission mib-on achieved without n 
OR 
4 2  Commhent made to w GHG emitsion &&on crcdm to o f k  GHG emissions growth R5 
4.3 Domtstic o f k ~  make a bigger cbnm'bution than W t i o n a I  o m  n.5 
4-4 Energy-related oEsctr makc a bigger c0mnbmMon than carbon sequcsmtion 11.5 
4.5 Mechanina established for third party vdicatioa of oScts 115 

5. Education and Training Prognms 15 

5.1 Educxuion program estabtishd on c h a f e  change and corpoxate GHG emission reduction 
oppommities R 

. 5.2 Education p r o m  established to help employees reduce GHG emissions outside the 
company R 

5.3 Specialited aainiag/support provided for key tdnical personnel /1 

6. Actions to Influence Suppliers fi 

6.1 Procurement policies revised to favor iess GHG-intensive products 
6 2  Actions taken to encourage suppliers ro reduce GHG emissions 

7. Research and Development n.5 

7.1 Undercaking research and devtlopmwt related to climate change /I 5 

8. Senior Executive Responsibility and Accountability 11.5 

8.1 Process for senior executive assessment and review of plan dumbed f1.5 

1.1 Performtnce to date in GHG emissions reduction 
1 .Z Aggressiveness of fitturc GHG emissions reduction efons 

(Source: Pembina Institute, 1998) 
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Appendix 5: Action Measures Recommended by the Climate Action 
Network (CANet) 

There are a number of these measures that federal and provincial governments should 
implement immediately to reduce Canada's greenhouse gas em*ssions: 

1 .  Establish tougher he1 economy standards for new automobiles and light trucks. The CIimate 
Action Nemork, working nith Nahu;il Resourcu Canada, has found that increasing fuel 
economy stasdartis to SWIOO Irm for cars and 7U100 Ian for Eght trucks by 2005 H'llI reduce 
Canada's carbon dioxide emissions by 26 million tomes by 2010. If Canacbm are to choose 
energy efficient cars, those cars must be in the marketplace- 

2. Redirect revenues from excise taxes on heIs, as  well as investments in roads, into investments in 
public uansit. improved land use pIanning, and ~~-alking and qciing infrasrmcture. h e a d  of 
providing support to transportation infranrucfure that increases greenhouse gas emissions, 
go\-ernments shouId be supporting the market for investments in transportation infrmructure that - 
will help decrease greenhouse gas emissions, while ensuring that road users pay the full costs of 
automobde infi.asaucture and emissions- 

3 - Require provincial energ). boards to incorporate environmental externalities into the purchase 
price for electric po\ver- A recent study for the Ontario Energy Board determined that the 
en\-ironmental ex~ernalities associated with carbon diosids emissions should be priced at 
S-lOltonne Regulated fuIl-con accounting mill  encourage voluntary choices that reduce 
ereenhouse gas emissions- 
CC 

4. Categoricdly reject any request for new tax breaks for oil sands development (oil sands 
production is significantly more greenhouse gas intensive than other forms of petroleum 
production) and eliminate all subsidies and financial incentives for fossil fuel production and use. 
Governments should not artificially direct capital to sectors that work directly against Canada3 
greenhouse gar mitigation seals. - 

5 -  Dzmonstrats leadership by workting ~ i r h  elecaic utilities in their jurisdictions to develop plans 
for Green Power procurement by governments. Governments should commit to purchase 13% of 
their electric needs from l&- greenhouse gas producing renewable sources by the year 
2005. 

6 .  Ensure that 50% of government b d s  for energy research, development and commercialization 
are directed ro energy efficiency and rene\vabIe energy sources by 1998, and create incentives for 
private sector capital investments in clean energy technologies. 

7. Work with financial institutions to provide better mortgage rates for energy efficient homes. Such 
a financial signal m i l l  prok-ide a strong incentive for mdividwl Canadians to voluntarily take 
action that \\ill reduce greenhouse gas emissions- 

(Source: Pembina Institute, 1995) 
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Appendix 6: Chronology of Key Events in the Climate Change Debate 

TyndaU postulates that concentrations of greenhouse gases cause global 
warming. 

Swedish chemist Arrhenius estimated that a tripling of carbon dioxide 
concentrations in the atmosphere could result in an 8 to 9 degree increase 
in the earth's tempera- 

Club of Rome publishes 7he Limits to Growth- 

United Nations sponsors the Stockholm Conference on the Human 
Environment- 

At the First World Climate Conference the international community 
recognized that the threat of climate change was a serious problem 

Helsinki Protocol (to the LRTAP) on Sulfur Dioxide signed. 

Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer signed. 

Villach Conference of climate experts produces consensus on serious 
possibility of global warming. 

hlontreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer signed. 

Iiror td Commission on Environment and Development (the Bruntland 
Commission) publishes Our Common Future- 

Sofia Protocol (to the LRTAP) on Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) signed. 

IntergovernmentaI Panel on Climate Change established by the World 
Meteorological Organization and WNEP. 

Leaders of the Group of Seven (G-7) major industrialized countries 
endorse the concept of sustainable development at the Toronto Summit. 

Noordwijk Declaration by Ministerial Conference on Atmospheric 
Pollution and Climate Change sets out commitment to stabilize carbon 
dioxide emissions by 2000. 

United Nations commits to holding a Conference on Environment and 
Development (L'NCED) in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
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1990 Parties to the Montreal Protocol meet in London to strengthen the 
ProtocoI. 

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe sponsors Bergen 
Conference to follow up the agenda of the Bruntland Commission's report 
on sustainable development; Ministerid Declaration calls for 
stabilization of carbon dioxide emissions- 

IPCC publishes its First Assessment Report (vetted by experts and 
government oficials) which confirmed the scientific evidence for climate 
change. Used to negotiate the United Nations FCCC. 

I991 Negotiations on an international climate change convention begin. 

I992 UNCED is held in Rio with massive world media coverage. 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change is signed at 
NO. 

World political leaders sign Rio Declaration., setting out major principles 
of sustainable development. 

Rio meeting endorses Agenda 2 1, setting out a massive array of economic 
and environmental actions for the twenty-first century. 

Environment Canada and NaturaI Resources Canada submit Canadz's 
Firn Natio~raI Report on Climate C h g e  to the United Nations FCCC. 

First session of the Conference of the Parties was held in Berlin. They 
launched the Berlin Mandate talks on additional commitments to deal with 
the previously inadequate commitments. 

The Ad hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate (AGBM), a subsidiary body to 
the COP, was established to draft a protocol or another legal instrument for 
adoption at COP-3. 

Canada's NationaI Action Program on Climate Change (NAPCC) is 
reIeased. 

The Voluntary Challenge and Registry (VCR) Program was brought 
into operation in August of 1995. 

Second session of the Conference of Parties was held in Geneva. They 
endorse the 1995 SecondAssessment Report of the Intergovernmental 
P a ~ e l  on Clima~e C ' g e  WCC) as currently the most comprehensive 
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and authoritative assessment of the science of ciimate change, its impacts 
and response options now available. Agreement on the contents of the first 
national communications that developing countries are to supply to the 
FCCC on their progress on climate change initiatives. 

Canadian Global Change Program puts on Cross-Canada Briefkgs Before 
Kyoto- 

Conference of the Parties (COP) to the Convention III, Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, was held in Kyoto Japan. New GHG 
reduction targets set for Canada at 6% below 1990 levels by 2008-20 12. 

Conference of the Parties (COP) to the Convention IV, Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
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